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AUSTRIA (AUS) 

1 Government Policy 

1.1 Organisational structure 

Austria has six airports whose traffic data for the year 2000 is reproduced in Section 2. The 
main international gateway airport is Vienna and this is discussed in more detail in Section 4. 

The Ministry of Transport is not the 'owner' of airports, the role of the Ministry being that of 
regulation (technical, airport services, charges and tariffs and relationships with other 
relevant national and international organisations). 

1.2 Regulatory environment 

The current poUcy and legislation towards the regulation of airport charges is that such 
charges (take-off, landing and passenger charges) are established by new Decree since 1990. 
Between 1990 and 1994 the tariffs were linked only to the inflation rate. From 1994 they 
varied also according to traffic level. 

The most recent Decree is dated December 14* 2001, which sets a new price cap formula for 
5 years (November 2001 to November 2006). The price cap only applies to Vienna; the other 
five airports will probably be regulated with a different price cap formula because of their 
lower traffic levels. 

The review procedure for airport charges is negotiation between airport management and the 
Ministry. In the past, benchmarking analysis with some German airports has supported the 
review procedure. 

In Austria it is believed that airport charges do not have a major impact on airport 
competition and that freedom from regulation will let the market fix the price. 

There are no traffic distribution rales in Austria. 

There are night constraints applicable to the regional airports but not to Vienna. 

1.3 Airport ownership policy 

Airport ownership is generally in the state sector, some airports being partially owned by the 
Mimstry of Finance together with regional or local authorities. Vienna airport is only partially 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University AUS-1 
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privatised with 50 % of the shares floating free in the genjial market while the rest of the 

shareholding is divided between local government and emplojles. 
I flu 

The trend towards fiuther privatisation elsewhere in Europe|в seen likely to occur in Austria 

as well even for the other five regional airports so fer under įs ite ownership. 

1.4 Air Service Agreements 

The majority of air service agreements permit airlines to щ without limitation to and from 
Vienna with the exception of the open sky agreement will USA. A more liberal policy is 
likely to be adopted towards future agreements, for exaijjle, Austria / Belize and, in the 
future, Austria / Japan. 

1.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) routes 

There are no PSO routes 

AUS-2 Mr Transport Group, School of Engineering! manfield University 
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Airport Traffic Statistics 

Passeneers (Thousands) on commercial flishts 

Airport 

Graz 

Innsbruck 

Klagenfürt 

Linz 

Salzburg 

Vienna 

1999 

Dom./ 
Transit 

124 

148 

125 

na 

126 

596 

Int. 

548 

464 

94 

na 

1059 

10608 

Total 

672 

612 

219 

692 

1185 

11204 

2000 

Dom./ 
Transit 

138 

180 

124 

na 

132 

631 

Int. 

615 

501 

112 

na 

1130 

11 309 

Total 

753 

681 

236 

747 

1262 

11940 

Sources.' Various 

Commercial Aircraft Movements (Thousands) 

Airport 

Graz 

Innsbruck 

Klagenfurt 

Linz 

Salzburg 

Vienna 

Í999 

Scfteď & 
Charter 

na 

na 

7.0 

na 

na 

168.0 

Other 
Commercial 

na 

na 

-

na 

na 

2.0 

Total 
Commercial 

14.0 

14.0 

7.0 

16.0 

22.0 

170.0 

2000 

Scfted & 
Charter 

na 

na 

8.0 

na 

na 

183.0 

Other 
Commercial 

na 

na 

-

na 

na 

2.0 

Total 
Commercial 

1.0 

17.0 

8.0 

19.0 

.0 

18.0 

Sources: Various 
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Freight and Mail (Thousands of ti 
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ines) 

Airport 

Graz 

Innsbruck 

Klagenfurt 

Linz 

Salzburg 

Vienna 

1999 

Reicht 

1.3 

0.7 

0.2 

2.4 

0.7 

118.6 

Май 

-

0.2 

-

-

0.2 

7.0 

Total Cargo 

1.3 

0.9 

0.2 

2.4 

0.9 

125.6 

Freų 

2.1 
į 

f 
? 
0 

, 2 i 

2000 

t Май 

-

0.2 

-

0.1 

0.2 

$ 8.2 

Total Cargo 

2.1 

0.8 

0.1 

2.5 

0.6 

135.0 

Sources: Various 
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3 AMine Market 

3.1 Austrian Airlines 

The Austrian Airlines Group, estabüshed in 1957, operates scheduled services to more than 
100 destinations in all five continents. Formed through a merger of Air Austria and Austrian 
Airways. First domestic air service launched 1 May 1963 using a Douglas DC-3. 
Transatlantic service started (Vienna-Brussels-New York), initially in co-operation with 
Sabena, on 1 April 1969. Austrian joined Star Alliance in 2000, having previously been a 
member of the Qualiflyer alliance. In November 2000 Austrian Airlines Group said it would 
be restructuring following poor results at Lauda Air, in which it is the largest shareholder and 
in January 2001 they raise their mterest to 54.6% by acquiring voting capital shares. On the 
15th of February 2001 Austrian Airlines announce the take-over of 100% of Rheintalflug 
shares. 

3.2 Lauda Air 

Lauda Air, established m 1979, operates 250 scheduled passenger flights per week to more 
than 30 destinations worldwide. The airUne also operates charter flights to European, North 
African and Caribbean destinations. Lauda Air was formed by former Formula One racing 
driver Niki Lauda to operate charter and air taxi services with two Fokker F27s, as well as 
Mediterranean charters with ROMBAC One-Elevens, leased from Romanian carrier Tarom. 
Scheduled operations commenced in 1987 and Lauda obtained licences for international 
flights in 1990; these had previously been reserved for Austrian Airlines, which with 36% of 
Lauda's equity is the largest single shareholder in Lauda Air. Lauda Air became a member of 
Star Alliance in March 2000 along with Austrian Airlines and Tyrolean Airways. In October 
2000 Austrian Airlines made public its concern about Lauda's increasing losses and raised the 
possibility of purchasing Lufthansa's 20% stake in Lauda Air. Niki Lauda resigned the 
following month. In December 2000, Austrian announced the Lauda Air and Tyrolean 
Airways would be 'consistently integrated' into the Austrian Airlines Group. 

3.3 Tyrolean Airways 

Tyrolean Airways operates to six destinations in Austria and 42 destinations within Europe, 
flying to Zurich, Frankfurt and Brussels amongst other destinations. The Austrian Airlines 
Group has announced its intention to merge its wholly owned regional carriers Rheintalflug 
and Tyrolean Airways into a single operation under a new brand from the start of 2003. 
Founded as Aircraft Innsbruck in 1978. During the 1980s Tyrolean Airways expanded its 
regional activities in Austria. The airline was acquired by Austrian Airlines in March 1998 
and currently operates to 48 national and international destinations. 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University AUS-5 
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Austria 

Vienna 

J Ownership and organisational structure 

Regional government (divided between Province of LowerlllLustria and the City of Vienna) 
holds 40% of the shares of Flughafen Wien, an Employee Tlllist 10% and the remaining 50% 
of the shares are available on the open market. There are presently no plans for a further 
increase in the number of shares available on the open marfst and it is unlikely, in any case, 
that legislative changes would be required. 

ATC is provided by Austro Control, policing by the Statei ¿fiice, security by the airport and 
police, passenger and ramp handling by various parties iiļļļjļuding the airport, duty free by 
concession and the airport is responsible for car parking. 

There are no environmental issues at present but there may ificome some in the firture. 

Type of airport 

From the traffic data it can be seen that Vienna caters for blJh scheduled and charter traffic in 
all market segments together with cargo operations. 

Traffic data (2000) 

Domestic flights Scheduled Charter Total 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 2 751 500 408 380 3 159 880 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 2 828 829 410 922 3 259 751 

Transfer Passengers 1315 234 798 1 316 032 
Transit Passengers 33 286 15 778 49 064 
Cargo (tonnes - inbound) 18 551 3 593 22144 
Cargo (tonnes - outbound) 16 247 2 907 19154 
ATMs (amvals+departures) 91 367 9 185 100 552 

International fSghts (Intra EU) Scheduled Charter Total 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 2 175 044 298 408 2 473 452 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 2 138 320 297 266 2 435 586 
Transfer Passengers 1 770 312 1876 1 772 188 
Transit Passengers 59 536 24 883 84419 
Cargo (tonnes - inbound) 37 161 140 37 301 
Cargo (tonnes - outbound) 46 921 569 47 490 
ATMs (amvals+departures) 63 927 5 314 69 241 

AUS-6 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering} íanfíeld University 
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International flights (non-EU) 

Terminal Passengers (arrivats) 

Terminal Passengers (departures) 

Transfer Passengers 

Transit Passengers 

Cargo (tonnes - inbound) 

Cargo (tonnes - outbound) 

ATMs (anivals+departures) 

Scheduled 

245 844 

242 808 

263 860 

0 

266 

481 

16 494 

Charter 

4 246 

4 292 

0 

229 

0 

0 

182 

Total 

250 090 

247 100 

263 860 

229 

266 

481 

16 676 

3 Route structure and key airlines 

From the following Table it can be seen that the dominant airlines are Austrian and Lauda; of 

the non-Austrian airlines, Lufthansa has the largest presence. 

Traffic type 

Scheduled domestic 

Scheduled intra-EU 

Scheduled international (non-EU) 

Charter intra-EU 

Charter international (intra-EU) 

Cargo (all) 

I 8 1 airline 

TYR 

AUA 

AUA 

LDA 

LDA 

AUA 

% 

91.8 

34.7 

61.1 

26.3 

45.5 

53.6 

2 n d airline 

LPV 

TYR 

LDA 

AUA 

AUA 

LDA 

% 

8.2 

18.1 

14.1 

17.9 

21.2 

9.4 

З"" airline 

DLH 

DLH 

AEF 

TAR 

BCS 

% 

9.4 

8.2 

11.3 

9.9 

5.3 

4 Gatchment area 

The catchment area for most types of passenger traffic is defined as being within a radius of 
300km of the airport. However, the nearest competitive airports for scheduled international 
traffic reduce the catchment area circumference to about 100km. For origin and destination 
cargo traffic the catchment area extends 800km to the east and 300km to the West although 
part of the catchment to the West overlaps with competing airports. The catchment area has 
been derived solely on the basis of distance and no passenger survey work in this respect has 
been undertaken. 

5 Competing airports 

The principal airport competitor to Vienna is seen as Munich, primarily because the latter 
offers additional routes, more frequencies on the principal routes, the geographic location is 
more suitable for the Western Europe air transport network and the home-based carrier 
(Lufthansa) is part of the same alliance (Star) as Austrian airlines. For example, Austrian 
Airlines acts as a feeder to the Lufthansa hubs of Munich and Frankfurt. On the other hand, 
Vienna is more ideally located to serve Eastern Europe. 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University AUS-7 
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Another competitor is Zurich for similar reasons to Munich! ixcept that the newly emergent 
carrier 'Swiss' belongs to a different airline alliance. Othel airports that compete include 
Frankfiirt / Main (long haul ffights and as a hub), Budapeś|||used by low-cost carriers) and 
also Salzburg (Ryanair operations) 

6 Current and future investment plans 

The capital investment programme shown in the foUowmJfrable was undertaken between 
1996 and 2001. 

Date 

1999-

1999-
2001 

1999 

1996-
1999 

AppScetion 

Runway improvement 

Car park 4 

Baggage sorting system 

Schengen adaptation 

Amount 

€29 m 

€15m 

€ 7 m 

€20 m 

ource(s) of funds 

| Equity 

Equity 

I Equity 

Equity 95% 

Í EU 5% 

%Govt 
funding 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Future capital investment between 2001 and 2010 is outlmefci the next Table. 

Date 

2005-
2010 

2001-
2010 

2002-
2003 

2001-
2004 

2002-
2007 

_*· » 

Application 

Parallel runway 

VIE skylink (terminal) 

Apron 

Office park 

Cargo facilities 

:_.c t ι _«. t ι : 

Amount 

€620-670 
mest. 

€400 m 
est. 

? 

€45 m est. 

€ 50 m est. , 

A U _ 1 i χ -

Ι iource(s) of funds 

í Not known 

Not Known 

Not known 

Equity 

Not known 

. : _ i - . j ι _ _ 

%Govt 
funding 

0% 

ι ~ i . : _ ~ Surface access infrastructure constructed in the last tern rears included a road costing €2 
million. The financial contribution by the airport was lofļfo and the capital cost was funded 
out of equity. 

Surface infrastructure to be constructed within the next | | η years includes rail access to the 
airport with a project cost of €20 million for the infrasraiicture only. This will be an equity 
financed joint venture project with Vienna airport contribjifing 50% to the infrastructure costs 
but not to the rolling stock. Further construction of landlde roads around the airport is also 
expected to cost €20 million of which 100% will be finanåfd by Vienna out of equity. 

AUS-8 Air Transport Group, School of Engineeringi wranfie/d University 
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7 Airport charges 

airport charges include landing, passenger service charge and aircraft parking after 4 hours. 
ATC charges are paid direct to the air traffic service provider. Security charges are included 
within the passenger service charge. The principal charges are derived from MTOW. Charges 
are set and reviewed by a price-cap formula, the current one being set from November 2001 
to 2006. User discounts are not available. 

8 Financialperformance 

Summary Profit and Loss Account (Thousand Euro) 

Year ending 

Aeronautical income 

Concession income 

Other income 

Total income 

Staff costs 

Security costs 

Policing costs 

Depreciation 

Other costs 

Total costs 

Operating pront 

Interest received 

Interest paid 

Extraordinary items 

Pre-tax protìt 

Taxation 

Net prom 

Dividends paid 

2000 

236 747 

90 692 

6 923 

334 362 

133 223 

na 

na 

44 416 

63 613 

241 251 

93110 

17 953 

-8 459 

na 

-Í02 604 

29 505 

73 099 

44100 

1999 

224 422 

88190 

4 937 

317 549 

133 184 

na 

na 

42 791 

52 073 

228 048 

89 50f 

13 681 

-7 333 

na 

95 849 

33 900 

67 949 

33 600 

Corporation tax is paid at a standard rate of 34%; no special tax regime is applied to the 
airport company. 

Current accounting practice is to use straight-line depreciation over the following periods: 

Terminal and buildings 
Runways, taxiways and aprons 
Plant and machinery 
Terminal / airport systems 
Vehicles, equipment 

25 - 50 years 
20 years 
5-20 years 
25 - 50 years 
4-15 years 

Air Transport Group, Schod of Engineering, Cranfíeld University AUS-9 
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Sources offiiruMng 

Public sector grants have been limited to a small TEN-T 
Terminal extension to fulfil Schengen requirements (1.0 M€) 

atribution in 1997 towards the 

10 Public funding issues 
I ИМ! 

[ ļ ļ ļ l 

Vienna self-funds its own capital investment and it is unfflily that any major expansion of 
the airport, however justified (or not) or funded, will signiniantly affect traffic patterns. The 
airport is m fact (and the national airlmes) becoming a feedflj operation for the German hubs 
of Frankfort and, to a lesser extent, Munich. 

AUS-10 Air Transport Group, School of Engineeringimranfield University 
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BELGIUM (BEL) 

1 Government Policies 

1.1 Organisational Structure 

Five civil airports in Belgium offer scheduled cargo or passenger services. These are 
Brussels National, Charleroi (Brussels South), Antwerp, Ostend and Liege. There are 29 
other airports used for military and recreational flying purposes. 

1.2 Regulatory Environment 

The Belgian Ministry of Transport is responsible for national aviation policy and external 
relations (e.g. bilateral air service agreements, ECAC, ICAO etc). The civil airports report to 
different Ministries at a Federal or regional government level. Brussels National is regulated 
through the Ministry of Communications and Infrastructure at a Federal level - although input 
on certain issues e.g. airport noise rbay also be applied at the local Brussels City and Flemish 
regional government levels. The three other Belgian airports are ultimately under the control 
of the regional Flemish or Walloon governments. 

1.3 Airport Ownership Policy 

Brussels National Airport is a state owned company (BIAC) limited by shares and is 
currently 63.56% owned by the Belgian (Federal) State. There are plans to sell some 30% of 
the government's stake in BIAC through an Initial Public Offering (IPO) during the lifetime 
of the current national parliament (i.e. by 2003 at the latest). These plans, however, face 
certain legal obstacles as a number of BIAC personnel are Federal employees and have 
protected employment rights. These would need to be amended prior to any further share 
sale to the private sector. 

Liege is jointly owned by Walloon government, local municipalities and the French airport 
group ADP (Aéroports de Paris). SAB (Societě de Developpment et de Promotion de 
l'Aéroport Liege Bierset) operate the airport under a management contract. 

Charleroi (Brussels South) Airport is a public company which is majority owned by the 
Walloon government through a holding company, Sambrinvest SA (see below). It is 
understood that the Walloon government has no plans to sell this stake. Ostend and Antwerp 
airports are wholly owned by the Ministry of the Flemish Community and are operated under 
a management contract. 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University BEL-1 
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L 4 Air Service Agreements 

Belgium has negotiated Air Services Agreements (ASAs) A h several third party (non-EU) 

states. In line with most international ASAs, many of thesl designate Brussels National as 

the smgle Belgian destination airport. In practical terms, llwever, it is unlikely that a new 

route to a non-EU destination would currently be viable from another Belgian airport. 

7.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) Routes 

Belgium has no Public Service Obligation routes. 

BEL-2 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, anfield University 
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Airport Traffic Statistics 

Passengers (Thousands) on commercial fliehts 

Airport 

Brussels 
International 

Charleroi 

Liege 

Antwerp 

Ostend 

Dom/ 
Transit 

43 

na 

23 

61 

na 

1999 

Int. 

19 962 

na 

185 

170 

na 

Total 

20 005 

236 

208 

231 

125 

Dom/ 
Transit 

80 

na 

20 

69 

na 

2000 

Int. 

21 515 

na 

176 

193 

na 

Total 

21595 

255 

196 

262 

104 

Sources; Various 

Provisional figures for 2001 indicate that traffic at Brussels International has declmed by 
about 9.1% to about 19.6 million passengers per year, largely due to the combined effects of 
September 11 and the collapse of Sabena. Conversely traffic at Charleroi (Brussels South) 
has mcreased threefold to 0.8 million passengers per year due to the expansion of services 
provided by the low-cost carrier, Ryanair. 

Commercial Aircraft Movements (Thousands) 

Airport 

Brussels 
International 

Charleroi 

Liege 

Antwerp 

Ostend 

1999 

Scheda 
Charter 

268.0 

na 

2.0 

na 

na 

Other 
Commercial 

24.0 

na 

16.0 

na 

na 

Total 
Commercial 

292.0 

60.0 

18.0 

74.0 

6.0 

2000 

Sorted & 
Charter 

282.0 

na 

2.0 

na 

na 

Other 
Commercial 

23.0 

na 

19.0 

na 

na 

Tora/ 
Commerdeá 

305.0 

57.0 

21.0 

6.0 

5.0 

Sources: Various 

Aircraft movements at Brussels declined by 20,000 in 2001 compared with 2000; the 
recorded total at Charleroi also fell but the data is suspect. 

Air Transport Group, Schod of Engineering, Cranfìeld University BEL-3 
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Freight and Mail (Thousands of Aines) 

Airport 

Brussels 
International 

Charleroi 

Liege 

Antwerp 

Ostend 

Sources: Varioi 

1999 

Freight 

na 

0.3 

na 

na 

na 

is 

Mail 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

Total Cargo 

662.0 

0.3 

207.6 

4.3 

87.9 

í 
2000 

I 

Frej ţt Mail 

h| na 
; 

θ! na 

r I na 

r 

r na 

Total Cargo 

676.4 

0.2 

270.3 

4.5 

108.0 

BEL-4 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, anfield University 
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3 Airline Market 

3.1 SN Brussels Airlines 

Following the collapse and subsequent bankruptcy of Sabena SA, Belgium's national carrier, 
a new airline, SN Brussels Airlines, has been established, based on an existing subsidiary of 
Sabena, DAT (Delta Air Transport). Partially funding by loans from the Belgian state, the 
airline flies to some 35 European destinations using the existing DAT operator's licence 
(AOC). Restrictions with this licence prohibit the operation of long-haul routes, although 
there are plans by ex-Sabena pilots to form a new Belgian airline for services to Africa. 

3,2 Other Carriers 

The low-cost airline, Virgin Express, uses Brussels International as a hub, but is licensed in 
Ireland. Following the collapse of Sabena, Virgin Express negotiated with its subsidiary 
airline, DAT, for a possible merger. These negotiations, however, fell through due to 
conflicting interests. There are presently no other significant scheduled carriers operating 
under a Belgian AOC. Belgium's major charter airlines melude Sobelair, City Bird and 
MNG. Cargo airlmes melude the European branch of DHL Airways and European Air 
Transport. 

Ar Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfíeld University BEL-5 
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4 Airports 

Brussels National 

I Ownership and Organisational Structure \ 

Following the merger in 1999 between Brussels Airport; 
RVA, a new company, Brussels International Airport C| 
manage and operate the airport. BIAC is a public company 
owned by the Belgian state. Other major shareholders (y 
4.0%) include P&V Assurances, Group Brussels Lambertj 
KBC Bank SA, Dexia Bank and FB - Assurances SA. j 
amounted to BEF 3,575 million. ! 

srminal Company (BATC) and 
ирапу (BIAC) was formed to 

lited by shares, and is 63.56% 
an equity stake of more than 
Ackermans and Van Haaren, 

[he total share capital in 2000 

Although BIAC's main activity is the management and oÄration of Brussels International 
Airport, it has future plans for expansion both within the BJflgian market and further afield. It 
was recently short-listed for a management contract at eithélpstend or Antwerp airports 

2 Type of Airport 

Brussels International Airport provides a wide range of 
range of long-haul non-EU services. Although somewl 
Amsterdam Schiphol and Paris Charles de Gaulle airports. 
as a European hub (in 2000, some 31.3% of passenger! 
position however, has been eroded by the loss of man; 
collapse of Sabena. The airport also fulfils a major roli 
European base) and as Belgium main charter airport. 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

As Belgium's major international hub, Brussels Internatio] 
European and to key international destinations. Tri 
declined by some 9.1% in 2001 due primarily to the collá] 
had a well-developed network of both short-haul 
particularly to Africa and North America. Its successor, 
on European services and hold some 27% of slots at the] 
total passenger traffic). 

London represents the key intra-European destination, 
Express (code-shared with SN Brussels Airlines), Brii 

зреап routes and a more limited 
smaller than its two neighbours, 

used to have an important role 
¡ovements were transfers). This 
long-haul services following the 
Is a cargo hub (it is DHL's main 

provides services to most major 
levels at the airport, however, 
of Sabena. Historically, Sabena 

ropean and long-haul services, 
Brussels Airlines now focus only 

Iirport (equating to about 17% of 

ith services provided by Virgin 
Airways and British Midland. 
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Other major EU destinations include Copenhagen, Mîlaa Paris and Frankfurt. Virgin 
Express handles about 4% and Lufthansa some 3% of total passenger traffic. 

4 Catchment Area 

In terms of scheduled passenger services, Brussels International Airport defines its catchment 
area in terms of a 1.5-hour drive time or 1.0 - 1.5-hour train journey to the airport. This 
essentially covers all of Belgian, Luxembourg and a small region of northern France. This 
catchment area is increased for charter traffic (= 2.0 hour drive time). In terms of origin-
destination cargo, the catchment area is wider (estimated at up to 700 km from the airport). 
The catchment area for transfer traffic is predominantly route defined (mainly north-south 
routes within Europe) but a wider route network for cargo traffic (for example, DHL). 

5 Competitive Airports 

BIAC regard Paris Charles de Gaulle airport as its main competitor due to its extensive 
international route network and its good TGV connections to Brussels and other areas of 
Belgium/northern France. This train service is promoted by the government-owned Belgian 
Railroads. The second main competitor is Amsterdam Schiphol airport that competes with 
Brussels International for traffic in the north of Belgium and has a reasonable train links from 
Brussels and northern Belgium. Like Paris Charles de Gaulle, Amsterdam Schiphol airport 
offers a wider range of EU and international services than Brussels International. A third 
competitor is Charleroi (Brussels South) for the low-cost EU market, particularly to London. 

6 Current and Future Investment Plans 

The main infrastructure development at the airport during the past three years has been the 
construction of a new tenninal pier (Pier A) at a cost of some EUR 240 million. This pier is 
used for Schengen traffic. Other recent investment includes improvement of the check-in and 
retail facilities in the existing terminal and the development of the Brucargo area. 

In 2002, future capital expenditure was budgeted at EUR 142 million. However, this is 
uncertain at present due to the recent decline in traffic, Mid BIAC are currently anticipating a 
minimised capital expenditure scenario of EUR 25 million to 2006, and EUR 37.5 million 
from 2007 onwards. Under the BIAC regime, all capital expenditure is financed through 
generated cash flow, equity or debt. It is understood that BIAC's balance sheet liabilities in 
2001 comprised 29% equity and 71% debt. M debt finance has been raised by non
government loans, except for that required to purchase the airport site. 
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Airport Charges 

Airport charges are established in line with ICAO principle! 
consultation process, must be agreed with the Belgian C. 
currently calculated on a single till basis - although it is poi 
dual till basis at some future date. Special noise related ch; 
are imposed. These regulations have limited night operatio 
other cargo carriers are considering moving some flights 
(e.g. Liege, Ostend, Paris CdeG or Amsterdam). 

id, following the usual airline 
It is understood that these are 

fble that this might change to a 
»es and track-keeping penalties 

|; with the result that DHL and 
other less-constrained airports 

It is understood from BIAC that no discounts or rebál 
However, the airport is reviewing this policy in the li; 
(Brussels South). It should also be noted that the airport 
from outstanding airport charges due from the collapse of S 

8 Financial Performance 

The financial performance of BIAC for the years to 31st 
in the table below. It should be stressed that, due to the d 
the financial performance in these two years is expected 
indicated. 

are offered to new carriers. 
of the situation at Charleroi 
it need to write-off some debt 

bna and Swissair. 

ember 1999 and 2000 is shown 
e in traffic in 2001 (and 2002), 

¡be significantly worse than that 

BIAC Annual Accounts • • Financial YeM 

í! 
Balance sheet 

Fixed assets 

Current assets 

| Total assets 

| Capital and reserves 

| Provisions and deferred taxes 

| Creditors 

| Total liabilities 

Profit and loss account 

Operating income 

Operating charges 

Operating profit 

Net profit 

2000- EUR fOOllJ 

į 
733,826 

' 52,236 

786,062 I 

318,638 

129,740 | 

337,684 

786,062 

I 
269,926 

193,019 

76,907 

28,886 

1999 & 2000 

1 1999-EUR (000) 

679,261 

79,394 

Į 758,654 

299,433 

129,575 

329,647 

758,654 

252,565 

198,996 

53,568 

19,740 
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in terms of taxation, normal Belgian corporation tax rates are applied and standard asset 
depreciation policies are adopted in line with other airports and other similar enterprises. 

9 Sources of Funding 

As indicated above, BIAC have financed its capital expenditure programme through a 
combination of internally generated funds, debt and equity finance. All debt is financed 
through commercial banks, except that for the purchase of the airport site (government loan). 

JO Public Funding Issues 

Although BTAC and RVA had support from the Belgian government prior to the formation 
of BIAC and the initial financial structure of BIAC has not be investigated in detail, it seems 
that the level of government support for Brussels International airport is limited. In 
particular, BIAC management claim that Hinjustified' support is given to competitive airports 
by government-owned organisations (e.g. the Belgian railways) and, in the case of Charleroi 
airport, by the Walloon government. 
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Charleroi (Brussels South) 

I Ownership and Orgamsational Structure 

Charleroi (Brussels South) Airport is a public company (BiCA SA), owned predominately 
by the Walloon regional government through a holding сотЖпу, Sambrinvest SA (who own 
83% of the total share capital. Other minority shareholders |i|ļ|lude Cockerill Sambre SA (3% 
of total share capital) and Igretec SC (2%). 

¡ llļļ 

The Board of Directors of BSCA SA consists of 14 тетЬшш mcluding representatives of the 
Walloon and Charleroi local governments, its major sharehlpers and the airport's managing 
director. The Chairman is the Finance Minister for the WaMp region. 

ί in 
2 Type of Airport 

ie Brussels region, focussing on 
but also with some charter, 

The airport can be considered as a secondary city airport föl 
the low-cost market (Ryanair have established a mini-
corporate and general aviation traffic. 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Ryanair offers low-cost flights to London Stansted, Dubli|| Glasgow, Carcassonne, Venice 
and Pisa. Ryanair accounts for the majority of traffic | t the airport (abut 94% of all 
passengers) and the introduction of new services to Hlpce and Italy has significantly 
increased traffic levels. 773,000 passengers were handlil in 2001, which, according to 
BSCA SA, is expected to rise to between 1.2-1.5 million pflsengers in 2002). 

Charter flights are offered by the major Belgian operato 
European holiday destinations e.g. Palma, Malaga, Monasi 

4 Catchment Area 

Sobelair, City Bird etc, to key 
id Heraklion. 

The airport is situated some 50 km to the south of Brassi 
itself. The majority of passengers access the airport b, 
shuttle bus to Brussels (journey time 1.5 hours). In tei 
survey undertaken at the airport in 1998/99 suggested thai 
quite wide, with over 70% of Charleroi's passengers 
accounted for 32% of total airport traffic, Belgium 25%, 
France 5% and the UK 5%. It should be noted that these 
to the introduction of additional Ryanair services. 

L 4 km to the north of Charleroi 
car, however Ryanair provide a 

¡of origin-destmation, a passenger 
me distribution of passengers was 
ļving outside Belgium. Ireland 

Netherlands 17%, Germany 7%, 
loportions are likely to change due 
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5 Competitive Airports 

The main competing airport is Brussels biteraational (particularly Virgin Express's routes to 

London and Dublin). Other competing airports also offering a wider range of scheduled and 

charter services are Paris CDG, Lille, Liege and Amsterdam. 

6 Current and Future Investment Plans 

BSCA SA is believed to have invested some EUR 4.5 million in the airport over the period 
1996-1999. This included the construction of a new passenger terminal. This has reduced m 
the past two years. According to a press report (Le Soir* - 17 January 2002), the airport spent 
some EUR 2.6 million in 2001 on the upgrading of its fire service and on general 
maintenance and some EUR 0.3 million on airport equipment. No other major capital 
expenditure seems to have been made during the year. 

At the end of July 2000, the Walloon government gave its agreement to the extension of the 
runway from 2,550 to 3,200 metres. Other investment plans include the development of new 
rail link to the main Brussels line and, in the longer-term, the construction of a new passenger 
terminal to the north of the main runway. 

7 Airport Charges 

The airport has a published scale of charges developed in line with normal ICAO principles. 
These include environmental levies representing approximately 35% of all charges. 

The тшп airline, Ryanair, has negotiated a special contract with BSCA SA. Full details of 
this contract have not been made available during the course of this study. It is understood 
from press reports (e.g. 'The Observer' - 16th December 2001) that Ryanair pay reduced 
airport charges (EUR 1.00 per landing passenger, rising to EUR 1.13 by 2006 and EUR 1.30 
by 2010). The airline has also been offered a number of marketing subsidies in the form of 
lump sum payments of EUR 160,000 for each of the first 12 routes opened by Ryanair at 
Charleroi, a payment of EUR 768,000 for the recruitment and training of pilots and cabin 
crew and up to EUR 250,000 towards Ryanaiťs hotel and subsidence costs whilst it sets up its 
Charleroi office. 

These reduced airport charges and marketing subsidies have been criticised by a number of 
parties including BIAC SA and are currently the subject of an investigation by the European 
Commission's Competition Directorate. The Walloon government have indicated that these 
terms are available to any airline wishing to fly to Charleroi. It has also suggested that 
development of Charleroi airport would generate employment in the economically depressed 
Walloon region. In 2001 the Walloon Ministry of Economy indicated that the airport had 
created some 337 jobs, of which 150 were employed by BSCA SA and the remainder by the 
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airlines, Belgocontrol, the state police and other support serviles. It stated, however, that this 

figure was less than the 'rule of thumb' of 1,000 jobs per milļip passengers, as Charleroi was 

a regional airport rather than a major international hub that|ļļenerated a larger proportion of 

induced employment. 

8 Financial Performance 

Summary annual accounts for B SCA SA for the years 1 
Accounts for 2000 and 2001 have not been made available di 

and 1999 are shown below. 

; the course of this study. 

BSCA Annual Accounts - Financial 7еШМ998 & 1999 

Balance sheet 

Fixed assets 

Current assets 

Total assets 

Capital and reserves 

Provisions 

Debtors 

Reconciliation accounts 

Total liabilities 

Profit and loss account 

Operating income 

Operating charges 

Operating profit 

Net profit 

1999-EUR (000) 

Į 

ļ 1998-EUR (000) 

I 
2,143 

7,249 

9,447 

Į 1,864 

4,378 

6,273 

i l l 
4,562 

664 

4,167 

54 

9,447 

| 4,279 

I 323 

И 1,600 

71 

I 6 · 2 7 3 

! l 
6,876 

7,035 

(159) 

189 

5,935 

6,043 

(107) 

29 
Λ 1 

9 Sources of Funding 

The key source of infrastructure development funds would ifopear to be grants and subsidies 
from the Walloon regional government, although finance las also been provided through 
normal commercial loans. The overall scale of this gover||nental support is not possible to 
assess without detailed financial investigation. 

10 Public Funding Issues 

As a predominantly public-owned company, BSCA SA has benefited from long-term support 

from the Walloon government. This has included Aiding for the development of 
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infrastructure and financial support to cover airport charges and airline marketing costs. The 
precise details of these arrangements have not been made available. 
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local municipal governments (or through suitable financijf holding companies ultimately 

owned by these governments). 

JO Public Funding Issues 

Although substantial public funding has been made availabil to Liege Airport, the Walloon 

government has stated that this has been provided to supp§lft the economy of the Walloon 

region as a whole and to create employment opportunities, j 
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Lieee-Bierset 

I Ownership and Organisational Structure 

The Walloon regional government (25%), a public finance company (50%) and Aéroports de 
Paris (25%) are the major shareholders of Liege Airport. The public finance group also has 
shareholdings in several local utilities companies (e.g. gas, water, telecommunications etc.) 
and is ultimately owned by local municipalities. 

2 Type of Airport 

Liege Airport is one of the few specialist European cargo airports, handling some 270,000 
tonnes in 2000. Cargo traffic has increased dramatically in recent years, rising from just 353 
tonnes in 1997, and the airport is now ranked 12th in Europe for this type of traffic. A 
particular advantage of the airport is the lack of any noise constraints and it operates over a 
full 24-hour period. There are no scheduled passenger services, although there is some 
seasonal charter traffic (196,000 passengers in 2000). 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

The main cargo operations are dedicated freighters, operated by TNT, CAL, Iceland Air, MK 
Airlines and Atlas Air. These fly to a range of international destinations. 

Passenger charter flights are flown to a range of package holiday destinations including 
Alicante, Almeria, Antalya, Bodrum, Heraklion, Ibiza, Malaga, Palma, Rhodes, Tenerife and 
Varna. 

4 Catchment Area 

Liege airport is located in the centre of one of the most prosperous regions of the EU 
(Amsterdam-Luxembourg-Paris-Frankfijrt) and has excellent road connections. About 75% 
of cargo is trucked within this region. There are plans to build a special cargo logistics 
village and to link up with the proposed Paris/Brussels - Germany rail link, which will pass 
close to the airport. 

5 Competitive Airports 

The main competing airports are Luxembourg (through Cargolux), Brussels and Amsterdam. 
In the longer-term, Liege hopes to compete with the Paris and London airports due to its 
future rail links to the high-speed rail system linking Paris, Brussels and London. 
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6 Current and Future Investment Plans 

A number of infrastructure projects have been undertakeņ|ļļJupported by financial support 

from the Federal and Walloon governments. These include: 

Liene Airport - Maior Infrastructure Prom Ł -1997-2004 

III 
Year 

1997-98 

2001 

2002 

2003-04 

2003-04 

2003-04 

2003-04 

Programme 

Apron/taxiways 

Radar 

Passenger terminal 

Freight sheds 

Acquisition of land 

Apron 

Runway extension 

Value (MEUR)\ 

25 | 

12 

25 | 

25 ļ 

10 

25 I 

15 I 

| Source of funding 

\ Federal funds (100%) 

Federal funds (100%) 

11 Own funds 

| Own funds 

| Walloon Govt (100%) 

Walloon Govt (100%) 

| Walloon Govt (100%) 

In the longer-term, under the second Master Plan drawn uliin conjunction with ADP, there 
are plans to construct a new cargo village near the proposeJflfParis / Brussels - Germany high
speed rail link. 

A particular issue is the creation of the SOWAER, a cdlbany sponsored by the Walloon 
government used as vehicle for promoting regional eeÄomic development at Walloon 
airports. Under various Decrees issued by the WallplËi government, certain financial 
incentives are given to companies and concessions based at ||Je airport. 

Airport Charges 

Airport charges are put forward by the airport in accord 

ratified by the Walloon government. 

8 Financial Performance 

with ICAO principles and are 

No recent financial accounts have been published or mad||available for the purposes of this 

study. 

Sources of Funding 

The sources of infrastructure funding are outlined in ŞŞction 6 above. Although some 

funding has been derived from the airport's own retained |pmings, a large proportion of new 

infrastructure has been developed with the financial sujffort of the Walloon regional and 
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DENMARK (DEN) 

1 Government Policy 

1.1 Organisational structure 

There are nine airports in Denmark that accommodate scheduled air services. The largest are 

Copenhagen Airport at Karstrap and Billund Airport. The government owns and operates the 

airport on Bornholm and Vagar Airport on the Faeroe Islands. Further, there are three airports 

in Greenland that handle international air traffic. 

The Danish Civil Aviation Administration (DCAA) is an agency under the Ministry of 

Transport and is tasked with handling regulatory functions relating to the Danish air transport 

sector. As well as operating the two airports on Bornholm and the Faroe Islands, the DCAA 

has areas of responsibility that are covered by five departments, each with a specific function. 

For example, the Finance Department handles the CAA's financial regulation of civil 

aviation in Denmark. The Department is also responsible for the CAA's overall budget and 

accounts and for preparing statistics and forecasts. 

1.2 Regulatory environment 

International agreements, EU regulations and the Danish Air Transport Act regulate air 

transport in Denmark. The Ministry of Transport administrates the regulations together with 

the Civil Aviation Administration, Naviair and the Aircraft Accident Investigation Board. 

The Ministry of Transport regulates airport charges. 

The activities of Copenhagen airport (CPH) are covered by the following legislation: 

Danish Companies Act 

Copenhagen Airports Act: Operation of Kastrup and Roskilde on a commercial basis. 

Air Navigation Act: The Minister of Transport may lay down regulations in respect of 

charges that may be levied on the use of a public airfield, Copenhagen airport being 

obliged to comply with ICAO recommendations. 

Copenhagen Airport Expansion Act 

Danish Environmental Protection Act 

Articles of Association: Limitations of private shareholding. 

EU Regulation 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University DEN-1 
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Airport ownership in Denmark is mixed with the privati shareholding of Copenhagen 
Kastrup gradually increasing over time. Two airports are stilļ|perated by the DCAA but the 
general trend is towards privatisation. 

IA Air Service Agreements 

Airlines from EU countries may freely operate air transp 
themselves determine the fares they wish to charge. The tiul 

Competition between Airports and the Applicedion of State Aid Rules 
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services in the EU and may 
Scąndiimvįan_countries iomtlv_ 
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3.1 SAS 
\ ļļfļļļ 

The joint airline of the Scandinavian countries, SAS, was! jit up in 1946 by the Swedish, 
Norwegian and Danish governments. The Danish govemmJIt owns 14.3 per cent of SAS 
AB, which is the holding company for SAS. The three goyJLments together own a total of 
50 per cent of the shares in SAS AB. For more details refer ťJHweden Section 3. 

lóriink and Swedelink services 
mium to Scandinavian Airlines 
ÏAS Sweden and SAS Norway. 
5, to conduct flights, within the 

Idinavian (SAS) Commuter was 
fstem, with the same ownership 

3.2 SAS Commuter 

Established in 1989, SAS Commuter operates Eurolink,) 
supporting mainline flights. SAS Commuter is a sister coi 
System, with the same owner structure i.e. SAS Denmarl 
SAS Commuter operates withm the market framework of 
regional market of Scandinavia and Northern Europe. So 
founded as a sister consortium to Scandinavian Airlines 
structure, i.e. SAS Denmark, SAS Sweden and SAS Norwi 

3.3 MaerskAir 

Shipping Company A.P. Møller's decision to extend its iJļļjtivities from sea and land to the 
airways led to the establishment of Maersk Air on Janįuiiy 1, 1970. In 1997 Maersk Air 
acquired Copenhagen Air Services. Maersk Air operates icheduled passenger services and 
leasing operations as well as charter flights for Scandinavialļtour operators. 

3.4 CimberAir 

I 
Founded by Capt Ingolf Melsen in 1950 Cimber Air is àlpanish airline based m Sondeiborg 
operating scheduled domestic and regional flights. In îfşy 1998, SAS purchased 26% of 
Cimber Air and expand their code share agreement 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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4 Airports 

Copenhagen Kastrup 

I Ownership and organisational structure 

Copenhagen Airports A/S (Kastrup and Roskilde) is a private sector quoted company. Up to 
2000 the Kingdom of Denmark had held 51% of the shares in CPH since the initial public 
offering of 25% of the shares in 1994, and the Kingdom's sale of an additional 24% of the 
shares m 1996. Under the Articles of Association, no shareholder, other than the Kingdom, is 
allowed to hold more than 10% of the Company's share capital. A successful share offering 
late 2000 saw the Kingdom become a minority shareholder in the Company, holding 33.8% 
of the share capital, including 15% held by pension funds. There is also a golden share. 

There is an Executive Board of Directors and a Supervisory Board. The overall strategy of 
the Board is to: 

Continue efficient operation and development 
Consolidate the long-term position of Copenhagen as the primary Northern European 
hub 
Maintain development of high-quality services 
Explore new commercial opportunities 
Expand further via international projects 

The group structure of Copenhagen Airports A/S is as follows:. 

100% Copenhagen Airports Hotel and Real Estate Company A/S 
100% Copenhagen Airport Development International A/S 
50% Airport Coordination Denmark A/S 
35.3% Rygge Sivile Lufthavn AS Norway 
25.5% Inversiones y Técnicas Aeroportuárias S.A. de C.V. Mexico 

2 Type of airport 

Copenhagen is the largest airport in Northern Europe with a potential catchment of 5.5 
million people resident in Denmark and southern Sweden. Because of its geographic location 
it has developed as a major hub for transfer passengers. EU passengers account for about 
57% of all traffic, followed by nonÆU Europe, domestic and international (non-Europe). 
Approximately 50 percent of all passengers at Copenhagen Airport are transfer passengers. 
Other airports in Europe that compete for the long-haul scheduled transfer traffic market 
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include Heathrow, Frankfurt, Paris Charles de Gaulle and 
SAS, Maersk, Premiair, British Airways and Cimber. Go hi 
from Stansted. 

terdam. Major airlines include 

jmmenced low-cost operations 

Summary af traffic statistics for Отеткайт Kastrup (2000) 

Domestic nights Scheduled harter Total 
Terminat Passengers (arrivals) 957106 28 596 986 702 

Terminat Passengers (departures) 969 293 26 988 996 281 

Transfer Passengers 293 548 8 035 301 583 

Transit Passengers 147 8 675 8822 

ATMs (arrivals + departures) 41610 1568 43 178 

Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 44 805 

International flights Qntra-EU) Scheduled torter Total 

Terminat Passengers (arrivals) 4 766109 372 643 5 138 751 

Terminal Passengers (departures) 4 834 021 389 908 5 223 929 

Transfer Passengers 2424 848 2 749 2427 597 

Transit Passengers 54 969 22 691 77 660 

ATMs (arrivals + departures) 171928 6 501 178 429 

Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 180 221 

International flights (non-EU) Scheduled Chatter Total 
Terminat Passengers (arrivals) 2 535 974 321 131 2 857105 

Terminal Passengers (departures) 2620 054 328 108 2 948 162 

Transfer Passengers 1515 915 2 377 1 518 292 

Transit Passengers 34 728 14 550 49 278 

ATMs (arrivals + departures) 74 045 4 079 
Щ 

78124 

Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 78 687 

Coreo (includine Mail and Сагщоп truck) 

Metric Tonne 

Cargo Total 

% of Total 

2000 { f i 

Inbound 

49 469 

11.8 

Outbound 

69 950 

16.7 

ι ¡Transfer 

| 1300 013 

ι II 71'5 

Totat 

419432 

100.0 

3 Route structure and key airlines 

The domestic route network is dominated by SAS (54^ļ|followed by Cimber Air (22%) and 

Maersk Air (18%). The scheduled intra-EU route nairork is dominated by SAS (65%) 
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followed by British Airways (5%) and Lufthansa (3%). Not surprisingly, SAS (68%) also 
dominates the scheduled international non-EU market followed by Icelandair (5%). Maersk 
(27%) and Premiair (36%) dominates the charter market, both intra-EU and non-EU. 
European Air Transport dominates the cargo market. 

4 Catchment area 

The catchment area for scheduled domestic traffic is defined as the area within which the 
majority of passengers for the domestic routes live or work within an hour driving time from 
the airport. The total population within this catchment, including part of Sweden, is 5.5 
million. For the domestic market only, there are no overlaps with other airports. 

For scheduled international (origin / destination) traffic around 90% of the passengers live or 
are travelling to a location within 2 hours driving time of the airport. There is limited 
competition from Billund (15 international destinations), Gothenburg Landvetter (30 
destinations) and Malmö Stump (London and Amsterdam). 

For scheduled international transfer traffic the majority of transfer passengers originate from 
West Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Northern Germany and the Baltic States. The 
catchment for this type of traffic overlaps with Amsterdam, London, Frankfurt, Brussels, 
Paris and Stockholm. 

The majority of international charter passengers live or are travelling to within 2 hours 
driving time from the airport and the airport catchment for this traffic overlaps with Malmö, 
Billund and Gothenburg. 

Copenhagen airport is presently the seventh largest airport for the cargo transfer market and 
this is now beginning to become a major growth area. 

5 Competitor airports 

Apart from the long-haul scheduled market (Section 2 above), the first airport competitor is 
Billund. Billund, located 250 km west of Copenhagen) competes with Copenhagen on the 
market segments relating to local departing passengers to select European destinations and 
also charter passengers. Although similar destinations might be offered at both airports, 
Billund (second biggest airport in Denmark) tends to offer fewer frequencies. 

The second competitors) are the Swedish airports of Malmö and Gøteborg. Malmö is located 
in southern Sweden approx. 60 km east of Copenhagen airport and Gøteborg is also located 
in southern Sweden but further away. Malmö competes in the low cost market segment being 
host to Ryanair, although it should be noted that Go operates from Copenhagen. Malmö and 
Gøteborg are also competing with each other within a common catchment area and are also 
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competing with Copenhagen as they are within Coper 
example, all three airports offer services to Stockholm Arlane 

en's' catchment as well. For 

In any case, Stockholm is also a competitor as there is coiļ|ļpetition for transfer passengers 
from Stockholm who might alternatively transfer at Amsmrdam, Frankfurt, London and 
Copenhagen itself. In other words, Stockholm is an indiffllct competitor of Copenhagen 
whereas Amsterdam, Frankfort and London are direct compeJiors. 

6 Current and future investment plans 

The period 1996 to 1998 saw major investments inclui 
Building, Cargo Centre, Office Buildmg, Pier West 
renovation. The cost was DKKm3300 and the source of 
Investment Bank and pension fonds. There was no govemm 

Terminal 3, Baggage Sorting 
Id general modernisation and 
ids included cash flow, Nordic 
funding. 

During 1999 and 2000 forther investment was made m TËrminal 4, the relocation of the 
Lauritzen Terminal and Schengen facilities. Total investifent was DKKm 1300 and the 
source of fonds, again, included cash flow, Nordic Investmq|t Bank and pension fonds. There 
was no government funding. 

The future investment programme meludes: 

Date 

2003/04 

2001/09 

2002/05 

2001/04 

2001/04 

2001/10 

Application 

Pier C south / central 

Stands 

Eastern Area 

Schengen 

Other investments 

Reinvestments 

Amount 

DKKm 310 

DKKm 295 

DKKm 215 

DKKm 300 

DKKm 922 

DKKm 
3200 

Souníês) of funds 

di 

[J 

I ι' 

ph flow 

pans 

bhflow 

Joans 

( jsh flow 

loans 

| jkh flow 

| Įoans 

Ishflow 

ļfoans 

Id shflow 

| oans 

%Govt 
funding 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

During the ten years up to 2001 major investments were 
directly provided benefits to airport access at Kastrup 
advantage of the airport. The construction of the Øresimi 
Sweden, as part of the Trans European Network, also 
between Copenhagen City, Kastrup Airport and Malmö 

|de in transport infrastructure that 
also increased the competitive 

ļļroad bridge linking Denmark and 
ided a rail link to be constructed 
ķal project costs were €2.0 Billion 
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and the sources of funding (capital and operating costs) were met by setting up a joint 
company by Sweden and Denmark with bond issues repaid by user charges. The airport did 
not contribute to the Øresund project. 

During the next few years a metro system is also being constructed, due for completion in 
2005, which will link Kastrup airport with the centre of Copenhagen. Total project cost is not 
known but funding will be from the sale of land and support from government. The airport 
will not make a financial contribution. 

7 Airport charges 

Published airport charges include take-off, passenger and parking charges. Take-off charges 
are a function of the maximum authorised take-off weight (MTOW) of the aircraft subject to 
a minimum charge The passenger service charge includes the standard security charge but 
additional costs resulting from 11th September and 100% hold baggage screening have, it is 
believed, not been passed on. Aircraft parking charges include the use of air bridges. Air 
navigation charges are collected directly by the air traffic control service provider. There 
appear to be no noise, night flight or peak period supplements. Under dispute are charges for 
baggage sorting and special security services. 

Copenhagen did not change its charges between January 1992 and December 1998, and the 
growth in traffic revenue during this period therefore reflects only the growth in traffic. The 
Company increased its charges by 15% effective 1 January 1999 on the approval of the 
Minister of Transport. In 1999, negotiations between the Company and the airlines operating 
out of the airport resulted in an agreement that the charges for using Copenhagen Airport 
would be raised 13% effective 1 January 2000, after which the charges would remain at this 
level until the end of 2002. Effective 1 January 2003, the model used for the adjustment of 
traffic charges will take into account the consumer price index among other factors. 

User discounts may be negotiated but solely for the introduction of new routes. 

8 Financial performance 

The profit and loss account for Copenhagen Airports A/S is shown on the following page. 
Corporation tax is paid at a standard rate of 32% but this may be reduced in the future to 
30%. 

Depreciation is charged on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the assets as 
follows: 

Buildings 30-40 years 
Runways 10-40 years 
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Plant and machinery 
Large vehicles 
Small vehicles 
Other equipment 

10 -15 years 
12- 15 years 
3 - 5 years 
3-5 years 

Assets with an estimated useful life of les than three уеяЦ are written off in the year of 
acquisition. 

Profit and Loss Account of CouenhasemÄirports A/S 

Year ending/DKK WO 

Aeronautical Income 

Concession Income 

Other Income 

Tora/ Income 

Staff Costs 

Security Costs 

Policing Costs 

Depreciation 

Other Costs 

Total Costs 

Operating Profit 

Interest Received 

Interest Paid 

Extraordinary Items 

Pre-tax Profit 

Taxation 

Net Profit 

Dividends Paid 

Retained Profit 

2000 

1,115,308 

501,560 

264,927 

1,881,795 

474,019 

407,195 

289,697 

1,170,911 

710,884 

13,926 

134,725 

590,085 

153,391 

436,694 

86,450 

350,244 

» 9 

f,512 

M53 

¡,558 

t *P,823 

),754 

3,042 

ł,745 

fMp,541 

¡1,282 

1883 

5,092 

|5,073 

3,568 

řf,505 

)1,450 

1055 

1998 

767,172 

639,178 

247,939 

1,654,289 

304,826 

304,826 

280,995 

1,031,892 

622,397 

6,575 

98,873 

530,099 

141,289 

388,8Í0 

76,925 

311,885 

Note: Other mcome includes income from subsidiaries and al sociated companies. 

Sources of fimding 

The airport has been in receipt of the following public sectoi grants: 

1997, European Investment Bank loan towards ¡ļļļhe airport extension programme 
(DK700,000,000) 
TEN-T 1999 feasibility study to examine the linkņļļļ of Copenhagen (Kastrup) airport 
with the urban public transport system (M€0.500) 

It is possible that use may be made of public sector grants m the future 
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10 Public fimding issues 

Copenhagen Kastrup airport has benefited from the construction of the Øresund road bridge 
linking Denmark and Sweden, as part of the Trans European Network. This also included a 
rail link to be constructed between Copenhagen City, Kastrup Airport and Malmö. The 
airport did not contribute to the project funding but as a consequence suddenly acquired a 
much larger catchment area extending further into southern Sweden. Likewise, the 
construction of the surface links to Jutland has also increased the catchment of Copenhagen 
airport to the west as well. 

However, because of geography, the enlarged catchment did not take traffic away from other 
international hubs and the only airports that may have suffered a disbenefit are the smaller 
regional airports such as Billund and Malmö. As it has turned out, Malmö has not suffered 
too much since the arrival of Ryanair has generated additional traffic, some of which comes 
from Denmark. 
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FINLAND (FIN) 

1 Government Policy 

J. J Organisational structure 

There are 22 passenger traffic airports serving the country plus a number of military airports. 
Helsinki is the international gateway airport for Finland and the base for Finnair. The airports 
handled a total of 13.8 million passengers and 280,000 landings in 2000. The Finnish Civil 
Aviation Authority (CAA) was established in 1991 with the current structure and 
commitment to develop airports and air traffic services in Finland. The CAA is a state-owned 
enterprise, reporting to the Ministry of Transport, but is able to determine its financing and 
investment independently from government although the Finnish Council for State sets 
general operational and profit targets. The CAA maintains 25 airports in Finland and the air 
navigation system. Turnover in 2000 was €196 million and profit €12 million. Five of the 
smaller airports operate at a loss. In the opinion of the CAA, airport services are still justified 
in such cases as long as airlines regard it financially attractive to provide flights for them and 
loss-making airports should be seen as part of the institution's profit flow for its owners. 

1.2 Regulatory environment 

There is no economic regulation in Finland but ATC charges are based on cost recovery, 
passenger charges should meet the cost of operating the airport terminals and landing charges 
should be based on airside costs. All CAA airports are included in the charging structure with 
the exception of the two non-CAA airports that set their own charges. The CAA and the 
Airline Users Committee review charges on an annual basis to ensure cost recovery in Ime 
with IATA principles. It is acknowledged that the Finnish airport system is a monopoly by 
virtue of ownership and charging structure. 

There are no traffic distribution rules. 

Construction of the third runway at Helsinki required the preparation of an environmental 
impact statement, public consultation, together with changes in noise patterns and land use 
planning now related to airport activities. There are no night curfews although Chapter 2 
aircraft had been restricted at night for some years. 

1.3 Airport ownership policy 

Airports in Finland are owned and operated by the CAA and are under state ownership, with 
the exception of two that are owned by local communities. Financially, airports are operated 
as non-limited companies outside of state budget constraints and with access to the money 
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markets. A dividend is paid to the government of 30%. Tfflļ-e are no plans to privatise the 

airport system at present but in the unlikely event of this be§ļ|ļg proposed then legislation will 

be required. 

J. 4 Air Service Agreements 

There are no current air service agreements that specifically iļnit access to any one airport, in 
any case there is open access for all EU airlines to all airpAs. Not surprisingly, Helsinki is 
the natural choice of most operators. Finland signed an opei|[|kies agreement with the USA in 
1995. 

7.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) routes 

There are no PSO routes except to the privately owned 
operated by Golden Air, where the subsidy is sufficient to 

į>rt of Mikkeli, the service being 

br costs. 
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Airport Trafíte Statistics 

Passeneers (Thousandsì on commercial fliehts 

Airport 

Helsinki-
Vantaa 

Oulu 

Rovaniemi 

Turku 

Vaasa 

Dom/ 
Transit 

2 802 

633 

294 

185 

207 

7999 

Int. 

6 758 

56 

52 

156 

105 

Total 

9 560 

689 

346 

341 

312 

Dom./ 
Transit 

3 042 

669 

288 

177 

227 

2000 

int 

6962 

64 

55 

188 

98 

Total 

10 004 

733 

344 

364 

325 

Sources; Various 

Commercial Aircraft Movements (Thousands) 

Airport 

Helsinki-
Vantaa 

Oulu 

Rovaniemi 

Turku 

Vasaa 

1999 

Sched. & 
Charter 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

Offter 
Commercial 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

Total 
Commercial 

150.0 

13.0 

6.0 

15.0 

12.0 

2000 

Sched. & 
Charter 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

Other 
Commercial 

na 

na 

na 

Na 

na 

Tota 
Commercial 

157.0 

15.0 

5.0 

16.0 

11.0 

Sources; Various 
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Freight and Mail (Thousands oftlmnes) 

Airport 

Helsinki-
Vantaa 

Oulu 

Rovaniemi 

Turku 

Vaasa 

f999 

Freight 

77.4 

2.8 

0.6 

0.5 

0.3 

Mail 

16.1 

2.4 

0.6 

0.5 

-

Total Cargo 

93.5 

5.2 

1.2 

1.0 

0.3 

I -" 
1 

ι | 
8C 

4 

0 

1 ļ 

° 

Mail 

15.6 

2.7 

0.6 

0.3 

-

Total Cargo 

96.2 

7.6 

1.0 

0.7 

0.4 

Sources: Various 
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3 Airline market 

3.1 Firmair 

Finnair, the national carrier of Finland, operates domestic and international services. From 
January 2001, Finnair Group was organised into three divisions for scheduled passenger 
traffic, leisure and cargo, plus three divisions overseeing aviation, travel and support services. 
Under the cargo division, called Finnair Cargo, it estabüshed the new Finnair Catering 
division within an aviation services division including the company's maintenance and 
ground handling operations. 

The third new company - Finnair FaciHties Management, a property holdings organisation -
comes under the support services division. Support services are also responsible for 
information technology, personnel management and similar busmess. 

December 1998 saw Finnair announce it was joining the Oneworld alliance, in which it has 
been an active participant since the second half of 1999. 

3.2 Air Botnia 

Air Botnia is a regional airline feeding traffic into SAS system via Arlanda, Copenhagen and 
Oslo from 6 cities in Finland. Air Botnia was founded in 1988 in Seinäjoki m Ostrobotnia; 
the business plan was to connect Finnish provincial cities with Helsinki, in co-operation with 
Finnair. Initially the fleet consisted of Embraer Bandeirantes, Cessna 402s and BAe Jetstream 
J32s but Fokker F28 and Saab 340 regional aircraft then replaced these aircraft. In 1998 Air 
Botnia was acquired by SAS in order to strengthen its position in the Finnish market. 
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4 Airports 

Helsinki Vantaa 

I Ownership and organisational structure 

Ownership is 100% national government, part of airport gri 
Administration. Helsinki airport is the hub for domestic trį 
destinations around the world, handling over 10 million 
million were international passengers. The airport accounts 
international traffic and about 50% of domestic traffic. 
Finland are Stockholm, London, Copenhagen and Fri 
96,000 tonnes of air cargo in 2000. Other main cargo 
Oulu. 

operated by the Civil Aviation 

ic and international services to 
¡assengers in 2000 of whom 7 
зг ova· 90 per cent of Finland's 

international destinations from 

Helsinki Airport handled about 
îorts are Tampere-Pirkkala and 

The State is responsible for providing an airport ATCi||rvice and policing. The airport 
company is responsible for security (partly outsourced), dull free (partly outsourced) and car 
parking (again, partly outsourced). Passenger and ramp hąf fUing are provided by the airlines 
and third party organisations. 

2 Type of airport 

Key market segments are scheduled domestic, internatio] 
and international charter together with freight and mail 
present. The transfer market in Finland is just one milli 
which is believed to be concentrated at Helsinki. 

scheduled (intra-EU and non-EU) 
ie low-cost market is limited at 
passengers per annum most of 

Summary of passeneer traffic statistics forHEsinhi Vantaa (2000) 

Domestic flights 

Scheduled 

Other 

Totai domestic 
International flights 

Scheduled 

Charter 

General Aviation 

Total International 

Grand Total 

Total 
3 038 333 

4 581 

3 042 914 

5 885 973 

1 078 319 

2 942 

6567234 

¡10 010148 
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Summary of aircraft landins statistics for Helsinki Vantaa (2000) 

Landings 

Airtransport international 

Airtransport domestic 

General aviation international 

General aviation domestic 

Military aviation 

Total 

Total 

46 472 

31919 

757 

2 529 

1175 

82 852 

Summon offreisht and mail statistics for Helsinki Vantaa (2000) 

Domestic flights 

Freight 

Mail 

Total domestic 

International flights 

Freight 

Mail 

Total International 

Grand Total 

Tonnes 

3 958 

3 042 

7000 

76 613 

12 576 

89 189 

96189 

3 Route structure and key airlines 

The large majority of air services through Helsinki are operated by Finnair, which serves 19 
domestic destinations and 36 international destinations. Finnair dominates the scheduled 
domestic routes (95%) with a limited number of services being operated by Golden Air and, 
in the past. Air Botnia. Finnair also dominates the scheduled intra-EU market with SAS and 
Lufthansa having a limited presence. Scheduled mtemational (non-EU) services are also 
mainly operated by Finnair although Malev and Czech operate a number of flights to 
Budapest and Prague. Charter services (primarily intra-EU) are shared between Finnair, 
Airtours and Britannia in decreasing order of market share. Cargo operations are shared 
between Finnair, Polar, Air Foyle and TNT, again in decreasing order of market share. 

Major passenger destinations are Stockholm, London, Copenhagen, Frankfurt, Amsterdam 
and Paris. Major cargo destinations are New York, Gander, Copenhagen, Stockholm, 
Amsterdam and Liege. 
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Catchment area 

The catchment area for Helsinki is defined according to 
scheduled domestic traffic, the catchment extends throughoi 
no overlaps with other airports. The same applies for s 
destination traffic. For scheduled international transfer traffil 
Finland but also St Petersburg and Tallinn. For this type of 
Stockholm and Copenhagen or SAS v Finnair. 

ic type / market segment. For 
ie whole country and there are 
iuled international origin and 
tie catchment not only includes 

ìc Helsinki is competing with 

For the outbound international charter market, the Helsihïl catchment extends throughout 
southern Finland. In contrast, Helsinki is competing with' Ärthem Finland for the inbound 
international charter market. Ferry services between Helślp and Tallinn, Stockholm also 
compete for the short-haul market. No passenger surveysļ(ļļ|re currently used to check the 
catchment for different market segments. 

Competing airports 

The primary competing airport is Stockholm Arlanda lo<j§|ed to the west of Helsinki but 
across the Baltic Sea. Competing market segments includJÍEU destinations and, to a lesser 
extent, international destinations. In part, Stockholm bépfits from direct feeder services 
originating in southern Finland. 

The secondary competing airport is Copenhagen (located 
the Baltic Sea and Sweden) where, again, competing 
international destinations. 

6 Current and future investment plans 

Investment programmes for recent years are outlined in thefplowing Table 

ith-west of Helsinki across both 
rket segments include EU and 

Date Application Amount jource(s) of funds %Govt 
funding 

1996 International terminal Phase I €50m Jsh flow, bank loan None 

1999 International terminal Phase II €60m fsh flow, bank loan None 

2000 Schengen terminal €10m ish flow, bank loan None 

2001 Car park 5 €16.8 Ish flow, bank loan None 

1996 
/2002 

Runway 3 €111.5m kopean Investment 
Łnk, TEN'S (€1.5m) 
lection 9) 

None 
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There are no significant investment programmes planned for the next few years, investment 
being confined to minor activities totalling less than €10 million. 

The main surface infrastructure project completed recently (apart from local improvements), 
related to airport access, is the main road to the airport that was constructed and fimded solely 
by the State in 1997. There was no financial contribution by the airport. In the future there are 
plans for a rail link to the airport but that is unlikely until after 2010. 

7 Airport charges 

Airport charges include landing, passenger service charges, aircraft parking and ATC. The 
use of air bridges attracted a charge in 2000 but not in 2001. Normal security charges are 
included in the passenger service charge, additional security arrangements now being 
required for domestic passengers. The use of electricity by the airlines is also charged at a 
fixed rate per landing. The basis for principal charges is MTOW. Charges are set and 
reviewed annually on the basis of cost recovery. The military are also charges for using the 
CAA airports. 

User discounts are available for new routes in the first year but no discounts for night 
operations. There are no volume discounts. 

8 Financial performance 

The profit and loss account for the CAA Group is shown on the following page. The CAA 
appears to be exempt from paying corporation tax. 

Depreciation is charged as follows: 

Intangible assets 5 years (straight Ime) 
Buildings and structures 10-40 years (straight line) 
Machinery and equipment 3-20 years (reducing balance) 
Ground structures 10-40 years (straight line) 

Although Helsinki is part of a CAA-managed network of airports, cross-subsidisation is 
limited to five very small airports. 
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CAA Finland Income Statement i 
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2001 
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9 Sources of funding 

Public sector funding received in recent years meludes: 

European Investment Bank € 11 Om for the third runway 
TEN-T 1997 Construction of Middle Terminal (Stage Π) M€ 1.400 
TEN-T 1999 Middle terminal project Phase Π, M€ 1.000 
TEN-T 2001 Construction of third runway, M€ 1.500 

This is no information on future funding sources. 

10 Public funding issues 

The CAA does not pay corporation tax. In theory, this should be a competitive advantage to 
the Finnish airport system compared with its neighbours in Sweden and the Baltic States. In 
practice, for reasons of geography, the Finnish independent system acts as an independent 
network of airports centred on Helsinki. The only competitive advantage therefore would be 
Helsinki competing m terms of cost against other international hub airports, in this case, there 
is only realistically one and that is Stockholm. On balance, this would appear to be a case for 
tax harmonisation rather than unfair competition. 
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FRANCE (FRA) 

1 Government Policy 

J.I Organisational structure 

In many aspects, the airport system in France is unique in Europe. The main international 
airport is Paris Charles de Gaulle. This has developed over the years at the expense of Paris 
Orly, which has concentrated more on the internal domestic scheduled market. Aéroports de 
Paris, a public corporation since 1945 that manages all the civil airports and aerodromes 
within a 50km radius of Paris, operates both airports. 

The remaining airports in France (including 'Departements et Territoires d'Outre Mer') are 
divided into a number of categories reflected their size, traffic levels and role in the French 
airport network system. The 'Large' airports melude Nice, Marseille, Lyon St. Exupery, 
Toulouse, Bordeaux and Basle - Mulhouse (see Switzerland Section 4). They and the 
'Moyens' airports have been included in the traffic statistics reproduced in Section 2. 

1.2 Regulatory environment 

The regulatory framework applied to the French airport sector covers two aspects of airport 
management, borrowing and airport pricing. Airport user charges are not regulated by a 
specific pricing formula (as for some UK airports) but are reviewed each year by a 
consultative committee established at each airport consisting of representatives of the 
Chambers of Commerce and the airport users. The charges set by the committees once 
approved are in turn submitted to the Ministries of Transport and Finance for final approval. 

In the area of capital financing, airports are permitted to borrow provided they are granted 
permission from the French government. The government is ultimately responsible for any 
long-term debt at the end of the concession period. However, capital borrowing approval is 
subject to two conditions. Firstly, the airport in raising finance must pay back any debt within 
a time period set by the government. Secondly, borrowing is regulated by a debt / cash-flow 
ratio ceiling set by the government. Provided the projected debt / cash- flow ratio is within 
these limits, airports are permitted to borrow from the private sector. 

The state, through the aviation sector regulator DGAC (Direction Generale de l'Aviation 
Civile) owns and operates the air traffic control facilities for all major airports within France 
and is responsible for safety and security. 
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L 3 Airport ownership policy 

All airports are owned by the state. The operators of th< 

categories. Firstly, airports within the Paris region (Charles 

by an autonomous state-sector corporation Aéroports dej 

Chambers of Commerce operates the other airports aş j 

government. These operators pay a small annual fee to the < 

airports fåll into two distinct 

Gaulle, Orly etc.) are operated 

is (ADP). Secondly, the local 

concession from the French 

femment for the concession. 

The Chambers of Commerce are generally responsible 

whereas the government has tended to finance most 

taxiways, ATC). This system has been in place for many y< 

formal privatisation of airports will ever occur. 

J. 4 Air Service Agreements 

5r terminal related investment 

le development (e.g. runways, 

b and there is no indication that 

Airlines from EU countries may freely operate air tranşp 

themselves determine the fares they wish to charge. Ari 

signed with the USA. The normal designated pomt of em 

Charles de Gaulle airport. 

/.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) routes 

PSOs have been imposed on 46 French domestic routes. 

airports on the island of Corsica. On the mainland, most 

linking regional airports with Paris Orly. The folio1 

passenger traffic (2000) for a selection of routes. 

Paris - Ajaccio 

Marseille - Bastia 

Marseille - Ajaccio 

Nice - Ajaccio 

Nice - Bastia 

Paris - Figari 

Paris -Calvi 

Marseille - Figari 

Paris - Rodez 

382,65 

257,41 

254,99; 

142,99; 

132,49¡ 

121,76 

86,04: 

80,11 
78,36 

services in the EU and may 

)pen Skies agreement has been 

for international traffic is Paris 

I these, 18 link the mainland with 

the PSOs are imposed on routes 

Table gives an indication of 

Out of the 46 PSOs currently in place, 13 are non-open 

withdrawn. The pattern of PSOs and the number indicate 

mechanism within France. The types of route covered by 

services between Paris, Marseille and Nice, and Basti 

mainland, the busiest PSO is Paris - Rodez and Paris 

lonal. And some of these may be 

fairly widespread use of the PSO 

ISOs melude the heavily trafficked 

(¡and Ajaccio in Corsica. On the 

ferigueux. In addition to the Paris 

FRA-2 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, anfíeld University 
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Orly PSOs, there are also inter-regional routes linking, for example, Lyon with Lorient, mid 
the island of Quessant with the mainland airport of Brest on the Brittany coast. In all, PSOs in 
France represent 14% of domestic scheduled flights and 11% of total domestic seating 
capacity. 

PSOs in France are mainly administered by local regional municipal councils / authorities, for 
example, the Corsican Island Authority. No information was forthcoming on subsidies. 
However, the subsidies are part-financed by a regional air transport fund set up in 1995 and 
in turn this fund is financed by a departure tax on all departing passengers from French 
airports. 

The use of PSOs is widespread and reflects the instinct of French public policy making to 
intervene in markets and a commitment by the French regions to ensure regular air transport 
services to Paris which is seen as a political, economic and social imperative. 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University FRA-3 
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Airport Trafík Statistics 

Passeneers (Thousands) on comi tlffiekts 

Airport 

Ajaccio 

Bastia 

Biarritz 

Bordeaux 

Brest 

Clermont-
Ferrand 

Lille 

Lyon-SE 

Marseille 

Montpellier 

Nantes 

Nice 

Paris CdeG 

Paris Orly 

Strasbourg 

Toulouse 

Dom./ 
Transit 

995 

768 

707 

2 313 

na 

779 

na 

2 571 

4 273 

1545 

1238 

4 824 

4 725 

16 453 

1855 

3 780 

7999 

Int. 

47 

49 

49 

605 

na 

94 

na 

2 930 

1744 

91 

624 

3 837 

38 914 

8 896 

397 

1288 

Total 

1042 

817 

756 

2 918 

719 

873 

979 

5 501 

6 017 

1636 

1862 

8 661 

43 639 

25 349 

2 252 

5 068 

DorriÁ 
Transļ 

102Í 

78 

68i 

2 38: 

m 

81! 

tli 

268: 

4 42S 

165( 

124Í 

4 961 

4 бас 

16 54^ 

1701 

3 88C 

2000 

Int. 

45 

54 

92 

685 

na 

121 

na 

3 339 

2 029 

92 

747 

4 430 

43616 

8.853 

331 

1480 

Tora/ 

1073 

842 

780 

3 067 

748 

940 

991 

6 021 

6 458 

1 750 

1993 

9 392 

48 246 

25 397 

2 032 

5 350 

Sources: Various 

FRA-4 Air Transport Group, Scftoerf of Engineering, СгашШ University 
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Commercial Aircraft Movements (Thousands) 

Airport 

Ajaccio 

Bastia 

Biarritz 

Bordeaux 

Brest 

Clermont-
Ferrand 

Lille 

Lyon - SE 

Marseille 

Montpellier 

Nantes 

Nice 

Paris CdeG 

Paris Orly 

Strasbourg 

Toulouse 

Y999 

Sched. & 
Charter 

14.5 

na 

na 

45.9 

na 

35.0 

na 

107.2 

83.0 

na 

38.6 

196.9 

432.7 

241.0 

47.1 

75.9 

Other 
Commercial 

1.2 

na 

na 

2.8 

na 

0.5 

na 

9.7 

6.9 

na 

2.6 

2.2 

34.1 

0.3 

0.5 

6.2 

Total 
Commercial 

15.7 

14.4 

9.8 

48.7 

14.0 

35.4 

24.8 

116.9 

89.9 

26.6 

41.2 

199.1 

466.8 

241.3 

47.6 

82.1 

Sched. & 
Charter 

13.8 

na 

na 

47.6 

na 

37.8 

na 

116.3 

92.9 

na 

40.3 

203.7 

470.8 

238.7 

39.0 

80.1 

2000 

Other 
Commercial 

1.1 

na 

na 

2.5 

na 

0.5 

na 

8.0 

7.2 

na 

2.7 

1.8 

37.8 

0.2 

0.4 

6.1 

Total 
Commerdai 

14.9 

13.8 

10.0 

50.1 

14.5 

38.4 

25.1 

124.3 

100.0 

27.2 

43.0 

205.5 

508.6 

238.9 

39.4 

86.2 

Sources: Various 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield Univers y FRA-5 
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Freight and Moil (Thousands of tot, 

1 Airport 

1 Ajaccio 

Bastia 

Biarritz 

1 Bordeaux 

Brest 

Clermont-
Ferrand 

ļ Lille 

Lyon - SE 

Marseille 

Montpellier 

Nantes 

Nice 

Paris CdeG 

Paris Orly 

Strasbourg 

Toulouse 

1999 

Freight 

3.8 

1.6 

0.7 

6.2 

0.5 

0.4 

0.8 

27.4 

38.4 

6.0 

5.6 

16.7 

1228.1 

131.1 

1.3 

30.0 

Mail 

3.3 

5.2 

na 

12.0 

1.8 

1.9 

na 

11.6 

20.2 

5.4 

6.0 

4.7 

195.0 

13.3 

4.2 

16.9 

Total Cargo 

7.1 

6.8 

0.7 

18.2 

2.3 

2.3 

0.8 

39.0 

58.6 

11.4 

11.6 

21.4 

1423.1 

144.4 

5.5 

46.9 

II 2000 

Freig 

Щ 
1j 
o| 

'f 1 
Ί i 

ΓΙ 
If Ma¡i 

I з'1 

I 5'9 

I na 

f 11.0 

1.5 

1.8 

na 

fr 9 9'2 

11.7 19.6 

JJ' 4 

J | f .7 
4.0 

4.3 

ļ|ļ7.9 3.4 

j '§И0.5 200.0 

|||o7.3 13.3 

I" ! is.; 
3.0 

í 14.8 

Total Cargo 

7.0 

7.3 

0.6 

17.8 

1.9 

2.1 

1.4 

44.1 

59.3 

6.4 

12.0 

21.3 

1610.5 

120.6 

3.9 

60.1 

Sources: Various 
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3 Airline market 

3.1 Air France 

Air France operates worldwide scheduled passenger and cargo services to 214 destinations in 
91 countries. It co-operates with more than 30 carriers and holds stakes in 15 airlines. 

Air France was founded in 1933 when the Société Centrale pour KExploitation de Lignes 
Aériennes purchased the assets of Compagnie Générale Aéropostale. After the Second World 
War, the French air transport industry was nationalised resulting in the Société Nationale Air 
France, which was set up on 1 January, 1946, followed by Compagnie Nationale Air France 
on 16 June, 1948. 

The new organisation of Air France was implemented on 1 September 1994. As part of the 
decentralisation policy outlined in the Corporate Plan, six route profit centres were created, 
dedicated to the transport of passengers and freight: the Americas, Africa/Middle East, 
Antilles/Guiana/Indian Ocean, Asia/Pacific, Europe and Cargo. The holding company 
Groupe Air France SA was set up by decree on 25 July 1994. It had majority shareholdings in 
both Air France and Air Inter (renamed Air France Europe). In 1997 Air France Europe was 
absorbed into the parent company, Air France. 

On 10 February 1999 the French government partially privatised the airline on the Paris 
Stock Exchange (la Bourse). Following the privatisation of Air France, the French 
government still holds a controlling interest of 62% (30th Sept 1999). 

On 25 July 2000, trading in Air France shares on the Bourse was briefly suspended following 
news of the loss of Concorde AF4590 with all 109 passengers and crew. On 24 October 2000, 
Air France announced it would be suspending its flights to Brussels in March 2001 and 
replacing them with high-speed trains operated in conjunction with Thalys. 

3.2 Air Littoral 

Air Littoral operates scheduled international flights to Munich, Rome, Ajaccio, Barcelona, 
Bastia, Florence, Geneva, Venice, Bologna, Milan, Naples, Vienna, Zurich and Madrid. It 
also operates a comprehensive domestic network in Central/Southern France. The network is 
based around two hubs: Nice and Montpellier. In 1999 Air Littoral commenced eleven new 
routes in southern Europe. Following major restructuring during 2001 the airline anticipates 
forging new links with European majors. 

Air Littoral was founded in 1972 as a regional airline. In 1981, the airline opened an 
international route between Nice - Milan. The company founded its flight academy and 
aviation training centre in 1988, and in 1993 started chartering for Air France. The 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfíeld University FRA-7 
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I 
I 

SAirGroup signed an agreement in Paris in September 1998ļļ|o acquire 49% of Air Littoral's 
capital. 

During mid 2001 the airline was extensively restractured foijbwmg the break from its parent 
Swissair Group and its entry and eventual emergence fft|§i bankruptcy. This included a 
reduction in its work force, aircraft numbers and network. 

FRA-8 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Wkanfield University 
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4 Airports 

Aéroports de Paris (Charles De Gaulle/Orly) 

1 Ownership and organisational structure 

Aéroports de Paris manages all the civil airports and aerodromes within a 50km radius of 
Paris. ADP is a public corporation, created in 1945, that has continually adapted to the 
constantly developing air-transport industry, while preserving the environment by every 
means possible. The Chairman of the Board is appointed by the Government. The General 
Manager is appointed by the Board of ADP. Privatisation is not on the agenda. 

The corporate objective of ADP is to provide a public service, i.e. to be able to accommodate 
air traffic in the Parisian region, in a sustainable way (environmental objectives) and 
financial autonomy (no State or regional aid). The maximisation of shareholder value is not a 
corporate objective for ADP. 

Part of ADP since its creation, Orly airport (1,530 hectares or 3,780 acres) handles 25 million 
passengers and 203,000 tons of freight per year. Roissy-Charles-de Gaulle (3,200 hectares or 
7,900 acres) opened in 1974,handles 38.6 million passengers and 943,000 tons of freight, and 
has 50,000 permanent employees. 

ADP has also developed and operates 12 light aircraft aerodromes in the Paris area, notably 
the prestigious business airport at Le Bourget, and the Parisian heliport in Issy-les-
Moulineaux. 

ADP also contracts to design and manage airport operations internationally. The company, 
which has worked on more than 60 international contracts since the 1950s, has projects 
underway in Japan and Tunisia and operates airports in Africa, Asia, and North America. 

Through its daughter company, ADP-Management, ADP has a number of shareholdings 
outside of France including: 

9.99% of BCIA, the Beijing airport operator 
60% of CAMS, the Phnom Penh airport operator m Cambodia 
25% of the consortium that operates 13 airports in central north Mexico 
25% of SAB, Liege airport operator 
In Africa: Marsa Alam in Egypt, Conakry in Guinea, and Madagascar. 
AirportSmart ~ Co-operative e-busmess arrangement with BAA and CPH. 

Air Transport Group, Scftoo/ of Engineering, Cranfield University FRA-9 
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The principal airport services are provided by: 

Air Traffic Control (ADP for approach and ground m<j|fements) 
Police (the State) 
Security (subcontractors of ADP under the supervisioilof the State) 
Passenger and ramp handling (according to EU direcţfjjp) 
Duty free (concessionaires) 
Car parking (ADP) 

Environmental issues currently have some impact, for exarape, at Orly a limit of 250,000 
aircraft movements per year has an impact on the airport d Alopment and at CdG an overall 
noise cap and a limit on the total number of passengļff-s have an impact on airport 
development as well. 

Tipe of airport 

2.1 Orly 

Orly is primarily an airport for scheduled domestic and 
relatively small proportion of charter flights. The percentá] 
14.2%. Cargo operations are also significant. Low-cost airi 
Orly. 

|mational flights together with a 
of transfer passengers at Orly is 

le operations have now started to 

Annual traffic data for January - Decgimļļer 2000 ~ Ortv 

Domesüc flights 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 

Transit Passengers 
Cargo (tonnes - total) 
ATMs (arrivals+departures) 
Aircraft movements (air. + dep.) 

Scheduled 
8 209 009 
8 188 613 

_ 

10 459 
177 049 
177 049 

International flights (Intra EU) 

Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 

Transit Passengers 

Cargo (tonnes-total) 
ATMs (arrivals+departures) 
Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 

Scheduled \ 

1 306 160 
1313 278 ι 

6 679 | 

18 235 ! 
27 677 | 

27 677 | 

I 

I Charter 
' 66 086 

63 513 

I 367 

I 1з 

1 145 
4 127 

Total 

8 275 095 
8 252 126 

367 

10 472 
178 194 
181 176 

IO 
| Charter 

258 074 
274 877 

762 
118 

4 009 

|| 5 089 

Total 
1564 234 
1 588 155 

7 441 
18 403 
31 686 

32 766 | 
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International flights (non-EU) 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 
Transit Passengers 
Cargo (tonnes - total) 
ATMs (arrivals+departures) 
Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 

Scheduled 
2447 912 
2 436 677 

7 313 
75 977 
25 439 
25 439 

Charter 
399 009 
417156 

1043 
2 494 
3 611 
4 205 

Tora/ 
2 846921 
2 853 833 

8 356 
78471 
29 050 
29 644 

2.2 Charles de Gaulle 

Charles de Gaulle is the international gateway airport for France. The number of scheduled 
domestic flights (and therefore passengers) is less than those at Orly, the main emphasis 
being on the international market segments. These are roughly equally divided between EU 
and non-EU. There is also a large volume of cargo traffic. The potential of CdG as an 
international hub is demonstrated by the fact that transfer passengers are about 32.2% of the 
total passenger throughput. 

Annual traffic data for January - December 2000 ~ Charles de Gaulle 

Domestic Wghts 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 
Transit Passengers 
Cargo (tonnes - total) 
ATMs (arrivals+departures) 
Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 

Scheduled 
2 158 852 
2 279 799 

331 
25 608 
60 128 
60128 

Charter 
52 861 
35 953 
1462 

55 
953 

4 968 

Total 
2 211713 
2 315 752 

1 793 
25 663 
61081 
65 096 

International flights (Intra EU) 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 
Transit Passengers 
Cargo (tonnes - total) 
ATMs (arrivals+departures) 
Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 

Scheduled 
9 321 887 
9 458 512 

34 138 
148 215 
272 801 
272 801 

Charter 
479 174 
453 693 

14 111 
680 

7 542 
10 586 

Total 
9 801 061 
9 912 205 

48 249 
148 895 
280 343 
283 387 

International flights (non-EU) 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 
Transit Passengers 
Cargo (tonnes - total) 
ATMs (arrivals+departures) 
Aircraft movements (arr. + dep.) 

Scheduled 
10 747 848 
10 706 887 

14 020 
1 224 408 

151 424 
151 424 

Charter 
1 243 767 
1 204 285 

38 557 
11518 
15 708 
17 750 

Total 
11991615 
1191172 

52577 
1 235 926 

167 132 
169 274 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University FRA-11 
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Rouie structure ami key airlines 

3. J Route network ~ Orły 

Air France and Air Liberte dominate scheduled domestiĉ  ftrvices from Orly; international 
EU scheduled services are dominated by Iberia and TAP ml· Portugal. AOM (now merged 
with Air Liberte) dominated the scheduled international traflil and cargo. Corsair had quite a 
high profile as well being involved in scheduled internati|||ial services, cargo and charter 
services. 

Traffic type 

Scheduled domestic 

Scheduled intra-EU 

Scheduled international (non-EU) 

Charter intra-EU 

Charter international (intra-EU) 

Cargo (all) 

3.2 Route network ~ Charles 

I 8 1 airline 

AFR 

IBE 

AOM 

CRL 

CRL 

AOM 

de Gaulle 

% 

72.0 

40.7 

20.3 

49.2 

65.4 

18.9 

2nd airiii : 

LIB 

TAP | 

AFR 

LIB í 
ι 

AOM 

AFR 

% 

16.7 

22.4 

19.8 

33.3 

18.1 

14.8 

З* airline 

AOM 

AFR 

CRL 

AOM 

LIB 

CRL 

% 

10.6 

10.0 

18.1 

14.7 

13.1 

10.1 

Air France dominates both the domestic and mternationalļļļ|iarket with British Airways and 
Lufthansa achieving only a modest market share for theļi|№emational market. Star Airlmes 
dominates the charter market while Air France has a large pilportion of the cargo market. 

Traffic type 

Scheduled domestic 

Scheduled intra-EU 

Scheduled international (non-EU) 

Charter intra-EU 

Charter international (intra-EU) 

Cargo (all) 

1 s t airline 

AFR 

AFR 

AFR 

SEU 

RAM 

AFR 

% 

99.3 

53.9 

53.0 

23.0 

11.1 

43.3 

2nd air e 

BAW 

AAL 

EUL 

SEU 

FDXl 

% 

8.1 

3.5 

15.8 

9.9 

10.7 

3rd airline 

DLH 

UAL 

AOM 

TSC 

AAL 

% 

8.0 

3.5 

13.9 

8.6 

2.0 

Catchment area 

Through surveys ADP have found that 26% of passeng 
another flight, 11.4% of the passengers are transferring wij 
and 62.6% of passengers are origin / destination. Of the 1 
Parisien' (Пе de France, Bourgogne, Centre, Champagni 
Picardie), which is considered as the ADP catchment arej 
Bassin Parisien. 

(Orly, CdG) are transferring to 

another mode of transport (train) 

er, 91.2% come from the 'Bassin 

[Ardennes, Haute Normandie and 

and 8.8% come from outside the 

FRA-12 Air Transport Group, Schod of Engineering, anfíeld University 
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5 Competing airports 

The competing airports of Paris are those airports that are the hubs of Air France's major 
competing airlines such as BA (London), Lufthansa (Frankfurt) and KLM (Amsterdam). 

6 Currentandfutureinvestmentplans 

Recent capital investment by AdP has concentrated on Charles de Gaulle. The major 
investment programmes are listed in the following Table. In all case, a mixture of cash flow 
and commercial loans has funded the investment programmes with no funding from 
government 

Investment Programmes in vast five years (1996-2001) (M€l 

Date 

1999 

1999/ 
2001 

2001 

1999 

Var. 

Applicaù'on 

CDG Terminal 2F 

CDG Runways 

Taxiways and apron 

FEDEX European Centre 

Security Expenses 

Amount 

381.5 

320.6 

83.1 

94.6 

54.8 

Source($) of funds 

Commercial loans 

Self-financing 

Commercial loans 

Self-financing 

Commercial loans 

Self-financing 

Commercial loans 

Self-financing 

Commercial loans 

Self-financing 

%Govt 
funding 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

Likewise, future capital investment by AdP again appears to concentrate on Charles de 
Gaulle. The projected major investment programmes are listed in the following Table. In all 
case, a mixture of cash flow and commercial loans has funded the investment programmes 
with no funding from government. The only exception to this is for expenditure on security to 
which the government will contribute 10% of the total cost. 

The most important element of airport access surface infrastructure is the linkage of Charles 
de Gaulle airport to the TGV network. For many traffic segments this has widen the natural 
catchment area of the airport as well as developing the rail / air transfer market. There is no 
information about the financial contribution of the airport towards the TGV link. 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University FRA-13 
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Future Investment Proerammes (200Ш011) M€ 

1 Date 

2003 

06/08 

2004 

2006 

2005 

2006 

Application 

CDG Terminal 2E 

CDG Terminal 2E (ext.) 

Control tower 

Taxiways and apron 

People mover 

CDG 1 renovation 

Security expenses 

Amount 

751.7 

716.7 

53.2 

199.3 

213.2 

255.0 

324.9 

í i/rcefo) of funds 

C ļmmerdal loans 

Į Ķelf-financing 

(¡ mmercial loans 

Self-financing 

immercial loans 

Self-financing 
1 ( Immercial loans 

Self-financing 

>mmercial loans 

Self-financing 

į ommercial loans 

Self-financing 

ommercial loans 

; į ķlf-financing 90% 

%Govt 
funding 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

10% 

Airport charges 

The following services are chargeable to airport users: 

Takeoff 
Landing 
Passenger service charge 
Aircraft parking 
Terminal navaid charge (Eurocontrol) 
Air bridges 
Security 
Noise or night flight supplements 
Peak period supplements 
Other 

No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Вщ 
400 
De-
Air« 
Car 
Lan 
Drù 
A/C 
Airi 

FRA-14 Air Transport Group, School of Engíneerinç 
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s į 
5 ļ 

(C il Aviation charge) 
Í (a craft parking) 
.(fl mbursementby State) 

• 

5g ;e handling equipment 
H supply 
ic! j g equipment & handling 
;r t waste water treatment 

I fks 
d se / building occupation 
M ag water, electricity supply 
; sd water supply 
ii s ground handling service 
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MTOW is the basis for the principal charges of landing and aircraft parking. Passenger 
charges are set according to departing passenger and destination area. 

The principal charges are set by the airport according to specific regulation, then proposed to 
users for consultation and advice, then proposed to the ADP Board for approval and finally 
submitted to the Nfinistries of Transport and Finance for final approval. Other charges are set 
by the airport, notified to the users and communicated to the Ministries. 

There are no user discounts available except for land use and building occupation according 
to the duration of the occupation, for example, a reduction of 20% is possible for 20 years 
occupation. 

8 Financial performance 

The following Table shows a summary of the ADP profit and loss account. 

Summary of Profit and Loss Account for Aéroports de Paris (M€l 

Year ending 

Aeronautical Income 

Concession Income 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Security Costs (external, sub
contractor only) 

Policing Costs 

Depreciation 

Other Costs 

Total Costs 

Operating Proñ 

Other financial items 

Interest Paid 

Extraordinary Items 

Pre-tax Profit 

Taxation 

Net Profit 

Dividends Paid 

Retained ProM 

1998 

395.8 

161.9 

704.3 

1262.0 

389.0 

19.1 

157.8 

444.9 

1010.8 

251.2 

6.9 

-100.9 

-8.3 

148.9 

68.9 

80.0 

80.0 

f999 

408.7 

165.9 

797.7 

1372.3 

413.6 

26.7 

176.8 

470.7 

Í087.8 

284.5 

4.9 

-100.9 

-4.2 

184.3 

79.7 

104.6 

104.6 

2000 

429.9 

168.5 

854.9 

1453.3 

411.9 

38.7 

195.6 

521.4 

1167.6 

285.7 

-3.9 

-104.0 

10.2 

ί88.0 

66.4 

Í2Í .6 

121.6 

Corporation tax was paid at a standard rate of 41.6% in 1998, 40% in 1999 and 37.8% in 
2000. 
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Depredation is charged on a straight-line basis over the esthjfited useful lives of the assets as 
follows: 

Buildings 
Runways 
Plant and machmery 
Terminal / airport systems 
Vehicles, equipment 

40 years 
20 years 
15-20 years 
15 -20 years 
5-15 years 

9, Sources of funding 

Access to public sector funds and grants between 1996 andļ 

Loans at preferential interest rates: Seine-Normanç 
and 2001 at 0% interest rate. 

tol included 

Agency: 5.36M€ between 1996 

Investment grants paid by 'Agences de Bassin' forjIpivironmental pmposes: 15.8 M€ 
between 1996 and 2000 

In 1998 the ЕШ advanced a loan for ECU 76 millfln towards financing construction 
illi _ 

of a third runway and associated works at CdG airpA (TENs) 

In 2001, after the terrorist attack m the USA, the gJĮemment provided ADP with 22.9 
M€ in order to finance part of the supplementary see|lrity measures to be taken. 

TEN-T 2000 Aéroports de Paris: Etudes pour la blisation de la liaison ferroviaire 
directe entre Paris Gare de l'Est et l'Aéroport de Gì alle, €3.5M 

In 2002, the Government should provide ADP with 65.2 lll€ in order to finance part of the 
supplementary security measures to be taken, including 32J|lM€ for investments 

10 Public funding issues 

Apart from preferential loans at low interest rates, the md|| issue is that ADP has been partly 
financed by government for implementation of security|ļ§ieasures an approach not always 
taken by other European governments. 
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Lyon Saint Exuperv 

1 Ownership and organisational structure 

Recently renamed from Lyon Satolas, the infrastructure of Lyon Saint Exupery is owned by 
the national government but the management of the airport rests with the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry of Lyon. Under the same management are Lyon-Bron Airport, 
Grenoble-Saint-Geoire Airport and the Lyon-Saint Exupery TGV station. 

This model of airport ownership and management is almost unique to France where the 
management of regional and local airports appears to rest solely with the local Chamber of 
Commerce. It would appear that this model is unlikely to be changed in the firture. 

2 Type of airport 

Lyon Saint Exupery is a major regional airport nearly half of the passengers being on 
domestic flights and the remainder on international flights. Air France for regional services 
operates the airport as a mini-hub. The following table shows traffic data for the years 1998 
to 2000. 

Year 

Terminal Passengers (total) 

Domestic Passengers (arr. + dep.) 

International Passengers non-EU (arr. + 
dep.) 

International Passengers EU (arr. + dep.) 

Transfer 

Tora/ Passengers 

Commercial Aircraft movements (arr. + 
dep.) 

Non-Commercial Aircraft movements (arr. 
+ dep.) 

Cargo (tonnes - total) 

f998 

5 104 723 

2 345 783 

871 620 

1 798 743 

88 577 

5 22Í220 

106 170 

70 034 

27 341 

1999 

5 416 271 

2 486 599 

935 213 

1 921 222 

73 237 

5 500 548 

116 894 

76 936 

27 409 

2000 

5 939 218 

2 599 063 

1 136 251 

2 128 407 

75 497 

6 026 862 

129 373 

70 424 

34 925 

3 Route structure ond key airlines 

The dominant airline is the Air France Group with over 3 million passengers in 2000. The 
dominance of Air France is demonstrated by the fact that the second airline was Lufthansa 
with 290,000 passengers and Air Algeria with 190,000 passengers. The now defimct Sabena 
was in fourth position. Air France set up a mini-hub at Lyon in 1997 and this has resulted in a 
quadrupling of transfer passengers over a period of three years. 
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The main destinations from Lyon were the ADP airports 
(Roissy) with 700,000 passengers in 2000. This is despite tl 
speed rail service linking the two cities so much of ti 
transferring to another flight at Paris or vice versa. The sep 
the London airport system followed by Bordeaux, Toulou 
domestic destinations are served and international destmatioi 
and North Africa. 

If Orly and Charles de Gaulle 
I fact that there is a TGV high-
traffic would most likely be 
most popular destination was 

Frankfurt and Nice. In all, 28 
are located in Canada, Europe 

Catchment area 

No comments have been made on catchment areas but the 
natural catchment area in a north-south direction while 
natural catchment in the east-west direction. 

5 Competing airports 

lability of the TGV extends the 
(Tsical geography constrains the 

rer, the main competitor to Lyon 
itional airlines and destinations, 

|de Gaulle airport. The second 
ited number of domestic and 

No comments have been made on competing airports. Ho 
is the APD complex that offers a far greater range of intj 
apart from a TGV links directly from Lyon to Charlei 
competing airport is Clermont-Ferrand, which has a 
international services. 

6 Current and future investment plans 

Investment programmes for the past five years are summaijped in the Table on the following 
page. Note that funding has come from the Chamber of ¡fjommerce, which is equivalent to 
government funding. 

Future airport investment is expected to total €150 milliói 
the source of investment and the extent of government 
time. 

The major element of airport access surface infrastructui 
was the TGV link, including an airport station that now 
Paris including a connection to Charles de Gaulle airport] 
was €274 million and the entire project was funded by 
airport made no financial contribution to the project. I 

Į)ver the next three years although 
iding are unclear at the present 

constructed in the last ten years 
the south coast of France with 

ie project cost for infrastructure 
ÍCF ~ Rhone Alps Region. The 
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Future projects include the Saint Exupery Express Tramway with an infrastructure cost of € 
77 million fonded by the Rhone Department and Government. Once again, the airport is not 
making a financial contribution. 

Investment Programmes in past five years (1996-2001) (FF million) 

Date 

2000 

1999 

1998 

AppBcation 

- Parking areas / roads 

- Drainage system 

- Equipping pax and freight terminals 

- Road maintenance materials / 
technical infrastructure 

- Passengers and freight terminals 

- Hard stands and taxiways 

- Car parks, roadways and networks 

- Technical equipments and facilities 

- Passenger and freight terminals 

- Operating equipment and technical 
facilities 

- Car parks, roadways and networks 

- Runways, taxiways, hard stands, 
misc. 

Amount 

18 

5 

109 

50 

87 

21 

18 

32 

100 

27 

20 

8 

Source(s) offunds 

Lyon Chamber of 

Commerce and 

Industry 

Lyon Chamber of 
Commerce and 

Industry 

Lyon Chamber of 
Commerce and 
Industry 

Govt funding 

182 (100%) 

158(100%) 

155(100%) 

7 Airport charges 

Airport charges include: 

Landing fees, function of MTOW and aircraft noise levels 
Landing-light fees (runway lighting) 
Parking fees, function of time and MTOW 
Passenger tax (each departing passenger) 
Fuel tax 

The mechanism for setting airport charges has been outlmed in Section 1.2. There is no 
information on specific discounts that may be available to airlines. 
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8 Financial performance 

The following Table summarises the Financial Results for L) 
Bron) for the year 2000. Note that this is based on data 
Report and the results are given in Million French Francs. 

Airports (Saint Exupery and 

racted form the 2000 Annual 

/7ΈΜ j . 

Income (Total) 

Operating income 

Aeronautical licensing 

Property Itcenstng 

Licensing of infrastructure j 

Building and maintenance 

MF 

475.6 

468.7 

222.2 

34.0 

115.2 

| 46.5 
— ι M 

Commercial franchises j J 50.8 

Exceptional returns 1 ] 2.7 

Interest I 1.3 

Operating subsidies J 2.8 

; ļ 
Expendñura (Total) 392.7 

Operating costs \ 348.0 

Purchases, external axpend ure Į 194.0 

Tax and duty | 24.4 

Empfoyae costs \ 123.3 

Other expenditure 6.3 

Exceptional costs \ 17.7 

Interest payments { | 27.0 
i | 

Casft How 82.9 

No information is available on the rate of corporation tax o|ļļdepreciation. 

P Sources offitmting 

There have been no other sources of funding apart from tl 

10 Public funding issues 

mentioned in Section 7 above. 

None 
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GERMANY (GER) 

1 Government Policy 

1.1 Organisational Structure 

There are 18 international transport airports (Internationalen Verkehrsflughäfen) in Germany, 
defined as airports offering scheduled services and having their (tower) air traffic control 
(ATC) services provided by the government-owned Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH (DFS). 
This total includes the three Berlin airports. 

There are a further 40 or so regional aerodromes (Regionalflugplätzen), of which about a 
dozen (Regionaler Verkehrsflughäfen) are airports with scheduled services, but with ATC 
provided on behalf of, not by, DFS. 

Uniquely in the European Union, Germany is a Federal Republic (Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland, BRD). The Federal government and administration has an overall airport 
policy role, but administration and regulation is significantly devolved to the Federal 
constituent States (Bundesländer). 

Federal ̂ legislative, policy and supervisory fonctions related to airports are vested in the 
Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing (Der Bundesministerium für Verkehr, Bau und 
Wohnungswesen). In the airport context, the Civil Aviation and Aeronautics Sub-Division of 
the Ministry has the central role here, particular relevance for this study being focussed in the 
Aerodromes, Facilitation and Supervision Section (Referat LS 11 - Flugplätze, Luftaufsicht, 
Grenz- und Bodenabfertigung). 

Operational and technical matters such as aircraft safety, and air traffic management and 
control (ATM/ATC) are handled by other sections of the Ministry. Performance of 
associated safety-related tasks is entrusted to largely autonomous agencies such as the 
Luftfahrt Bundesamt. ATM / ATC services are carried out by the publicly owned company 
Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH (DFS), at all German international transport airports. 

/. 2 Regulatory Environment 

Germany's airport regulatory (and to some extent competitive) environment is largely a 
legacy of the post-1945 period. Bundesländer powers were revived to counter central 
government power seated in Bonn, by a Frankfort-based America, globally dominant in air 
transport. The resultant devolution of authority from the Federal to the State (Land) level, is 
exemplified in the incorporation of ICAO principles on the non-discriminatory cost-
relatedness of airport charges in the Federal air transport law (Luftverkehrsgezetz), while 
each Land approves the scale of charges (except central infrastructure charges) for airports in 
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their territory in accordance with those principles. Pricing dcffs not generally seem to be seen 
as a major competitive issue among German airports. 

Land use Planning is further devolved, progressively frc 
(Landkreis), to community or town (Gemeinde or Stadi 

l [ 

development is subject to the need to balance land use coi 
this with their perception of easier and faster procedures Į 
Belgium. 

L 3 Airpo Ownership Policy 

For historical reasons, airports m (West) Germany welr 
companies (GmbH) in public ownership many years agoj 
Thus they have not generally suffered from public sector bóf 
no legal barriers to privatisation, although the process 
Berlin). Although the Federal government still has shares) 
holding company); as well as Frankfurt, now i 
(Aktiengesellschaft); Köln/Bonn, and München; privatisatij 
principle of a Federal "enabling" rather than "controlling' 

At most major airports, ownership is shared between Landļ 
often using the community's own public utility holding c< 
undertaking (Verkehrsgesellschaft) as the vehicle. These 
pragmatic rather than doctrinaire motives, buyers including 
(e.g. Hochtief and Aer Rianta shares in Düsseldorf and 
Flugplätzen are totally m private sector hands (e.g. Sctó 
Group, or Dormer's Oberpfàffenhofen). Large airports ar« 
commercial and strategic reasons (e.g. Frankfurt's shar< 
Hahn). Further, holding companies have been establiş 
management and development (such as BBF in Berlin, MD] 

Overall, therefore, the pattern of airport ownership m 
Particularly significant ownership issues are addressed in 

Land to Region, to county 
level. Airport infrastructure 

icts. German airports contrast 
France, the Netherlands, and 

established as limited liability 
jiose in the East more recently. 
jwmg restrictions, and there are 

[iot always easy (particularly in 
ļ the Berlin airports (through the 

publicly quoted company 
is seen as compatible with the 

liority. 

reise and/or Städte/Gemeinden, 
apany (Stadtwerke) or transport 
res are sometimes sold, often for 
Construction and foreign interests 
aburg). Some small Regionaler 

ļrin-Parchim, bought by Wiggins 
Iso buying into smaller ones, for 
in Hannover, Saarbrücken and 

as vehicles for airport group 
at Dresden and Leipzig-Halle). 

ny is becoming more complex. 
idividual airport sections. 

1.4 Air Service Agreements 

Air Service Agreements (ASAs) are Federally negotiated 
from the influential German Airports Associationin 
Verkehrsflughäfen, ADV). Thus, the achievements of¡ 
have been historically determined by Federal decisions, ļ 

Although nowadays "Open Skies" is the standard agree; 
geo-historic reasons was named as the gateway airport o 
became the "natural" Lufthansa hub and consequently 

albeit with airport representation 
((Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher 

sort hub and gateway ambitions 

it for all new ASAs, Frankfurt for 
lost initial bilateral ASAs. It thus 

bt of the Star Alliance as well as 
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airlines from countries with only one gateway to offer in return (e.g. Singapore), the 
centripetal principle also making it the first choice of most new entrants to the German 
market. 

/.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) Routes 

PSO routes are imposed on 5 domestic routes. Four of these are from Er&rt on scheduled 
services to Berlin, Munich, Hamburg and Cologne / Bonn. The fifth PSO is for services from 
Hof and Bayreuth to Frankfurt. PSO routes account for 2.2% of the total number of domestic 
scheduled departures, and 0.73% of total domestic scheduled service seating capacity. Erfurt, 
currently with problems of development and economic integration, is located in a region that 
was formerly part of East Germany. The Erfurt PSOs are awarded and subsidised by the 
regional government (Freistaat Thüringen). The level of subsidy in 2000 was equivalent to 
about €1,000,000. With total traffic levels of 18,440, this is equivalent to a passenger subsidy 
of €54 / passenger. 
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Passeneers (Thousands) on eoh Jîighţş 

Airport 

Berlin SXF 

Bertin TXL 

Berlin THF 

Bremen 

Dortmund 

Dresden 

Düsseldorf 

Erfurt 

Frankfurt/M 

Hamburg 

Hannover 

Köln-Bonn 

Leipzig-Halle 

München 

Munster-Osn. 

Nürnberg 

Saarbrücken 

Stuttgart 

2000 

Dom Int Total 

120 

5 921 

423 

863 

473 

1020 

3 909 

52 

8 805 

4266 

1207 

2 916 

796 

8366 

530 

1 150 

124 

2 650 

2 014 

4 347 

332 

1030 

246 

693 

12 052 

424 

40242 

5 604 

4 237 

3 304 

1400 

14 571 

1 169 

1920 

316 

5 389 

2134 

10 268 

755 

1893 

719 

1713 

15 961 

476 

49 047 

9 870 

5 444 

6 220 

2196 

22 937 

1699 

3 070 

440 

8 039 

Dom ìt Total 

78 

5431 

457 

825 

458 

961 

3602 

61 

8 201 

4 096 

1034 

2 708 

725 

8 326 

518 

1 141 

115 

2 413 

1 ļļ|3 

4 п з 

7 

rs 

36 

l i | 2 0 

109 

m 
»5 

340 

344 

376 

Щ5Т 

046 

|009 

320 

145 

1851 

9 864 

774 

1800 

1064 

1605 

15 322 

470 

48 293 

9411 

5 074 

5 652 

2101 

23 483 

1564 

3150 

435 

7558 

Transfer 

Passengers 

Negligible 

Negligible 

Negligible 

Negligible 

+A6% 

+/-47% 

N/A 

< 1 % 

Confidential 

Negligible 

Total 43 591 99290 142881 41150 321 139 471 

Sources; ADV and sírport interviews. Ext 

Note: Numbers of domestic and international passenger] 
destination. Thus a passenger who transfers from a, 
necessarily counted twice, once as a domestic arrival a 
Thus about 47% of passenger movements at Frankfurt 
the people using Frankfurt are making transfers. 

síes trans№. 

tovements are defined by flight 
bmestic to an international/light is 
' once as an international departure. 

transfers, but only about 23.5% of 

Total traffic fell only 2.4% in the year of September 1 í А Domestic traffic accounted for 

30% of the total, intra-Community for 40%, other Europlļm for 13% and other 17%, these 

shares not changing much year on year. Frankfiurt, Milchen and Düsseldorf account for 

some 34%, 16% and 11% of total traffic respectively, oveJ |o% altogether. 
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Commercial Aircrañ Movements (Thousands) 

Airport 

Berlin SXF 

Berlin TXL 

Berlin THF 

Bremen 

Dortmund 

Dresden 

Düsseldorf 

Erfurt 

Frankfurt/M 

Hamburg 

Hannover 

Köln-Bonn 

Leipzig-
Halle 

München 

Műnster-
Osn. 

Nürnberg 

Saarbrücken 

Stuttgart 

Total 

2000 

Sched & 
Charter 

26 

126 

30 

31 

24 

30 

178 

9 

442 

136 

74 

129 

35 

291 

31 

58 

11 

114 

1775 

Other 
Commercial 

B 

2 

8 

10 

12 

1 

2 

1 

8 

1 

10 

9 

5 

11 

10 

9 

5 

17 

129 

Totat 

Commercial 

34 

128 

38 

41 

36 

31 

180 

10 

450 

137 

84 

138 

40 

302 

41 

67 

16 

131 

1904 

200í 

Sched & 
Chattør 

20 

125 

31 

30 

28 

28 

178 

9 

441 

132 

67 

125 

31 

310 

27 

54 

9 

112 

1757 

Other 
Commerciai 

8 

1 

8 

7 

9 

1 

2 

1 

7 

1 

8 

11 

1 

12 

8 

11 

2 

13 

111 

Total 

Commercial 

28 

126 

39 

37 

37 

29 

180 

10 

448 

133 

75 

136 

32 

322 

35 

65 

11 

125 

1868 

Sources: ADV. Excludes transit. 

The overall average load per commercial aircrañ movement is about 75, but at Frankfiut it is 
over 100. It is also above average at Düsseldorf, but surpnsmgly only around the average at 
München. 
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'tonnes) 

Airport 

Berlin SXF 

BerltnTXL 

Berlin THF 

Bremen 

Dortmund 

Dresden 

Düsseldorf 

Erfurt 

Frankfurt/M 

Hamburg 

Hannover 

Köln-Bonn 

Leipzig-
Halle 

München 

MQnster-
Osn. 

Nürnberg 

Saarbrücken 

Stuttgart 

Total 

2000 

Freight 

9.6 

17.1 

0.5 

2.4 

0.2 

1.4 

59.4 

0.4 

1 573.4 

31.1 

7.7 

423.6 

8.1 

124.8 

0.5 

16.3 

0.2 

19.4 

2296.1 

Mail 

0.5 

16.0 

-

4.9 

-

4.3 

0.2 

-

136.7 

17.5 

8.6 

18.5 

5.1 

23.2 

3.6 

6.3 

-

15.6 

261.0 

Total Cargo 

10.1 

33.1 

0.5 

7.3 

0.2 

5.7 

59.6 

0.4 

1 710.1 

48.6 

16.3 

442.1 

13.2 

148.0 

4.1 

22.6 

0.2 

35.0 

2557.1 

200Í 

Fri rt Май 

θ! 0.2 

1" ì 16.0 

jO! • -

1 5.0 

C 

¡í 4.3 

51 ) 0.2 
I 

i l l i.4 136.9 

2 7 16.4 

i 

t 8.6 

i ] 0 15.3 

. 

15 .4 22.6 

( 1 2.9 

' 6 4.4 

j ' 
1 3 14.1 

2ί|>.8 252.6 

Total Cargo 

10.0 

33.6 

0.6 

6.8 

0.2 

5.2 

51.7 

1.4 

1613.3 

43.1 

14.3 

458.3 

13.1 

146.0 

3.3 

18.0 

0.1 

30.4 

2449.4 

Sources; ADV. Excludes tran 

Overall freight fell by 4 % in 2001, mail by 3%, both dedļining more steeply than passenger 
numbers. Frankfurt dominates, with 67% of flown freigbij followed by Köln-Bonn with an 
increased share of 20% in 2001. München is in third place ļiith < 6%. 
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3 Airline Market 

3.1 Overview 

3.1.1 Domestic 

In 2000 there were 43 million domestic passenger movements at Germany's 18 international 
transport airports, plus another 3 million at regional airports; in total some 22 million 
domestic airline passengers. The busiest routes were between Frankfurt and Berlin TXL, 
München and Hamburg; and between München and Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf and Hamburg; 
each with over 1 million passengers and representing nearly 18 million passenger movements 
at those airports. 

Of the 22 million total domestic route passengers, about 6 million made domestic/domestic 
transfers or transferred from domestic to mtemational flights departing from Germany (and 
probably transferred mtemational to domestic on arrival). Overall therefore perhaps half the 
total domestic airline market comprises transfer passengers. 

3.1.2 International 

Of nearly 100 million mtemational passenger movements (= 100 million mtemational route 
passengers) at Germany's mtemational transport airports in 2000: 

42% were on flights to/from Schengen States, nearly half of them (18 million) to/from 
Spain 
A further 14% were on flights to/from other European Union Member States, the UK 
accounting for 8 million 
Another 18% were on flights to/from elsewhere in Europe, notably Turkey (7.4 
million) 

• The remaining 26% were (broadly) long haul, nearly one third. (7.8 million) being on 
flights to / from the USA 

At least 6.8 million passengers with German origins/destinations connected at other European 
overseas hubs to/from mtemational points (13.6 million passenger movements at foreign 
airports). The most successful were Amsterdam and London with 1.1 million such 
passengers each, followed by Paris, Zurich, Brussels and Copenhagen with over 0.5 million 
passengers each. On the other hand, at least 18.9 million international to international 
transfer passenger movements were recorded at German airports, so at least 9.5 million 
people with foreign origins/destinations at both ends of their journeys connected at German 
airports. 
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On balance, therefore, German airports seem prima facie|ļ|o compete successfidly in the 
international arena. 

3.2 Lufthansa 

Deutsche Lufthansa AG, the German national carrier, carri 
year. With an approximate one third share of the total Gej 
the airline is prominent in the domestic, European and lonį 
cargo. Short-haul carrier Lufthansa CityLine is a wholly o 
third of Lufthansa's European passenger frequencies 
Dortmund-based Eurowings (25%); as well as Air Dolo: 
and Luxair (13%). Lufthansa also holds shares in Gei 
both direct and via its 50% share in Thomas cook AG whi 
Lufthansa co-operates with Deutsche Bundesbahn and Fr¡ 
with flight numbers already offering through check-in on 
ultimate aim is to replace some 10,000 annual short-haul fli 

Lufthansa is a major partner in the Star Alliance1. Major ļļ 
with significant development planned at the latter this yea 
implications for capacity and investment at these airports. 

some 46 million passengers last 
passenger air travel market, 

aul markets for passengers and 
ied subsidiary operating about a 
ares are also held in regional 
(21%), British Midland (20%) 

s largest leisure airline Condor, 
owns 40% of Condor. Further, 
rt in developing rail-air, trains 
ittgart-Frankfurt routes. The 

;s by rail. 

jbs are Frankfurt and München, 
Alliance hubbing has significant 

3.3 Other Carriers 

One of Lufthansa's short-haul German competitors is Deui 
j ' 

passengers on its up to 130 daily frequencies, which lowl 
an option to buy. The operations of Irish airline Ryi 
also seen as a major potential threat to LH. Other Germi 
Eurowings, a partly LH-owned Dortmund-based regional 
European markets, and many flights being operated on bel 

she BA, with an annual 3 million 
)st UK-based carrier Easyjet has 
rom its Frankfurt-Hahn hub are 

¡scheduled service airlines include 
ier active in both domestic and 

• of Lufthansa. 

In addition to foreign airlines not in the Star Alliance 
European carriers such as Air France, Alitalia, B A and j 
long-haul passenger competitors, seeking to feed their o\ 

aerican, JAL and Qantas), it is 
which are Lufthansa's main 

lome country hubs. 

In the leisure travel field, Condor competitors includ« 
GmbH & Co KG, based at Düsseldorf its 6.6 million 
trans-Atlantic operations. LTU competes with HAP AGI ¡ļ 
the market after Condor. Air Berlin is a further strong c< 

Lufthansa, Air Canada, Air New Zealand, All 
Lauda, Mexicana, Scandinavian, Singapore Air! 
and Varig. 

TU Lufttransport-Unternehmen 
passengers including substantial 

loyd for the number 2 position in 
tender. Germany's leisure airlines 

fppon, Austrian, British Midland, 
Thai, Tyrolean, United Airlines 
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nowadays offer not merely inclusive tour holiday travel, but seats-only sales backed by full 
reservations systems, both international and domestic. The latter capability is a product of 
leisure travel hubbing, itself largely a function of Germany's geography and population 
distribution. Relatively high frequencies to popular destinations, and basic frequencies on 
thin routes, can be maintained by brochuring departures from all major and some regional 
airports throughout Germany, via a hub m the south of the country, so that one aircraft flies 
the international leg of what may be timetabled as 20 separate local departures. German 
leisure airlines have also been innovative in accepting cargo, LTU for instance carrying 
23,000 tonnes last year. 

Although Lufthansa tends to dominate the German cargo market, particularly in the express 
field the integrated logistics companies like UPS and DHL are important, with competitive 
infrastructural and environmental implications for German airports. With trucking, express 
hubbing locations become an internationally competitive matter, TNT having moved from 
Nürnberg to Köln-Bonn to Liège. 

Air Transport Group, Schod of Engineering, Cranfìeld University GER-9 
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Airports 

Berlin Airport System (BBF. TXL. THF.SXF) 

Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Berlin Brandenburg Holding GmbH (BBF) owns the Berlin ||rports Tegal (TXF), Tempelhof 
(THF) and Schönefeld (SXF). 

BBF 2000 Shareholdine fin € millions aĘk vercentasesí 

BRD 

Land Berlin 

Land Brandenburg 

Total 

€39. MI = 26% 

€ 5б! MI = 37% 

€ 5б! MI = 37% 

€ 15ļ! MI = 100% 

Source : ADV 

BBF also owns: 

Berliner Flughafen Gesellschaft mbH (BFG), which! (Berates TXF and THF 
Flughafen Berlin-Schönefeld GmbH (FBS), operatmJisXF 
Flughafen Projektgesellschaft Schönefeld mbHļpPS), with SXF development 
responsibilities 

• Projektplanungs-Gesellschaft mbH (PPS), planniņ||ļIļthe transformation of SXF into 
the major Berlin-Brandenburg capital city airport 

In addition, BBF has significant shareholdings in ground hamling and training companies 
| III 

Over recent years and months, there have been legal and llrocedural setbacks to the aim of 
privatisation, with a 50-year build and operate agreement fir a developed SXF as the "single 
large airport" which could bring together Hochtiefj Frap<J§ and Flughafen Wien as well as 
other private interests. 

2 Airport Type 

The airports comprising the Berlin system are Internilional Connecting Points in the 
Community trans-European airport network (TEAM), and together are Germany's fourth in 
passenger ranking. They primarily serve the origin / de$§nation traffic of the capital, split 
between the three of them for historical reasons. 

GER-10 Air Transport Group, Schod of Engineering, anfield University 
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THF was the original civil airport in the west of the city centre, and is now operationally and 

environmentally limited. TXF was built to supplement/replace THF, again m the west but in 

a virtually suburban location. SXF was the civil airport to the east, and is relatively distant 

from the city. 

At present, again for historical reasons and due to their relative proximity to the city, their 
traffic volumes and mix are quite distinct, which hinders hub development, and transfer 
traffic cannot readily be identified. 

Berlin Airports ' Traffic Statistics 2000 

Tegel TXL 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

Commercial A/c 

Movements 

(Пои) 

68. 

43 

16 

127 

Passenger Movements 

(Mio) 

5.9 

3.2 

1.2 

10.3 

Cargo Tonnes 

(Thou) 

12.1 

1.8 

3.1 

17.0 

ļ Tempelhof THF 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

26 

6 

5 

37 

0.4 

0.2 

0.1 

0.7 

0.2 

0.3 

0.1 

0.6 

| Schönefeld SXF 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

12 

9 

13 

34 

0.1 

0.9 

1.1 

2.1 

2.4 

3.2 

4.0 

9.6 

| ßerirn System | 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

106 

58 

34 

198 

6.4 

4.3 

2.4 

13.1 

14.7 

5.3 

7.2 

27.2 

Source: ßßF Questionnaires 

Note that commercial aircraft movements at Berlin airports are about 1% greater than the 
total number of air transport movements; the latter can't readily be broken down by route 
group for the Berlin airports. 
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3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

In terms of scheduled flights: 

• TXL routes serve 11 domestic and 73 mtemationáflpoints, including all major west 
European airports 
THF routes serve 14 domestic pomts (mostly regioņ|||airports) and 11 other European 
airports, the largest of which is Brussels 
SXF routes serve 5 domestic cities and 48 inteifflķtionai airports, including 8 in 
Eastern Europe. 

Lufthansa and Deutsche BA are prominent carriers at TXIJ 
regional flights. In the leisure field. Air Berlin serves TXL 

ķhe latter also serving THF with 
SXF. 

4 Catchment Areas 

Catchment areas for o/d traffic are not defined by BBF, qff may be broadly assumed to be 
Berlin and Brandenburg. 

Competing Airports 

BBF feels that Berlin's airports have no competitors for thé lapital's o/d traffic. 

Airport Charges 

Landing fees are related to: 

• Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) 
• Noise category (Bonus list) 
• Time of day (for aircraft not on the Bonus List). 

Further, there are: 

Passenger charges, per arriving passenger, accoiling to route, with international 
traffic charged slightly higher at THF and TXL tfaajJĮt SXF 
Passenger fees, per passenger movement, for air-brf |ge and apron use 

Fixed fees per turn-round covering use of a 
infrastructure facilities (according to aircraft МТОШ. 

d (occupancy time related) and 

GER-12 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, infield University 
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The 2001 diarges payable to the airports for a daylight air-bridge tum-round by a 68 tonne 
B737-400 on EU routes with 50 local and 20 transfer passengers would be: 

TXL and THF €1484.82, averaging €21.21 per departing passenger 
SXF €1420.42, averaging €20.29 per departing passenger. 

Financial Performance 

Berlin Airports' Profit & Loss Accounts 20ÙÙ in rounded € milüons 

Aeronautical Income 

Concession Income 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extraordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation 

Net Profit 

Dividends Paid 

Retained Profit 

TXL 

79.1 

39.2 

1.7 

120.0 

28.1 

9.2 

34.0 

71.3 

48.7 

9.0 

(0.9) 

0.3 

57.1 

-

57.1 

46.6 

10.5 

THF 

6.9 

13.5 

0.6 

21.0 

15.8 

2.2 

13.8 

31.8 

(10.B) 

-

-

0.2 

(10.6) 

-

(10.6) 

-

(10.6) 

SXF 

17.9 

14.6 

8.0 

40.5 

23.4 

24.7 

19.7 

67.8 

(27.3) 

0.1 

(6.4) 

5.5 

(28.1) 

-

(28.1) 

-

(28,1) 

Total 

103.9 

67.3 

10.3 

181.5 

67.3 

36.1 

67.5 

170.9 

10.6 

Q.V 

(7.3) 

6.0 

18.4 

-

18.4 

46.6 

(28.2; 

Source: BBF Questionnaires. 

Summed airport totals are not the same as BBF Group results published in the 
Konzemgeschäftsbericht, which are consolidated with other subsidiaries. 

8 Current and Future investment Plans and Sources of Funds 

In 1998-99 SXF financed a cargo terminal (€ 11 million) from public sector loans, and in 
1999-2000 TXL financed a 1999-2000 passenger terminal extension from cash flow. 

The overwhelming investment burden of future years (2002-2011) is planned to be the 
private sector development of the SXF site as the single large airport: 

Airport infrastructure €1,680 million (€1.68 billion) 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfìeld University GER-13 
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Access infrastracture €650 million (includmg €6 millifĮ TEN-Т aid for studies) 
Resettlement €106 million. 

GER-14 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, mranfield University 
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Dresden (DRS) 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Flughafen Dresden GmbH is a sister company of Flughafen Leipzig / Halle GmbH in the 
MDF group of companies. 

Flußhafen Dresden GmbH 2000 Shareholdine (in € millions and percentaees) 

MDF 

Freistaat Sachsen 

Landkreis Meissen 

Landkreis Kamenz 

Total 

€5.64 mio. =94.0% 

€ 0.26 mio. = 4.4% 

€0.05 mio. = 0.8% 

€0.05 mio. = 0.8% 

€6.00 mio. = 100.00% 

Source: ADV data. (Flughafen Dresden GmbH Lagebericht 2000 does not list Landkreis Kamenz as a 
shareholder) 

Airport Type 

Dresden is a Community Connecting Point in the Community trans-European airport network 
(TEAM). The airport primarily serves origin/destination passenger traffic of the city of 
Dresden and the surrounding areas of Sachsen, the "silicon valley" of the eastern Lander. 
Being an extra hour further east from western centres than Leipzig / Halle by surface, 
Dresden tends to have more domestic air travel than its sister airport in the MDF group. 
Transfer traffic is negligible. It is Germany's thirteenth busiest passenger airport, after 
Bremen and Berlin-Schönefeld. 

It has a new S-Bahn connection direct to the city centre. This is not, however, municipal, but 
part of the DB regional network. The new passenger terminal is a strikingly imaginative 
conversion of a former aircraft factory hall. The runway is of 2500 metres. 

Dresden Traffic Statistics 2000 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

Air Transport Movements 

(Thou) 

Breakdown not available. 

28.75 

Passenger Movements 

(Ml) 

1.01 

0.46 

0.24 

1.71 

Fbwn Cargo 

Tonnes 

(Thou) 

Freight 1.46 

Post 4.28 

5.74 

Source: Dresden Interview and ADV data 
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3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 
III 

Dresden has scheduled service links, often by relatively slåall turboprop and regional jet 
aircraft, with rather more domestic points than has Leipzig I Palle, plus links with Wien (via 
LEJ) and Zürich, as well as a wide range of leisure flights, lÄluding long-haul, often through 
the leisure hubs of München or Nürnberg and sometimes via ilerlin-Schönefeld. 

Dresden Flieht Statistics 20(1 

Scheduled Services 

Holiday Flights 

Total 

ATM '000 

22.9 

5.8 

28.7 

i 

Passengera Ю0 

1072.$ 

637.8 

ι™!:! I " 

Pax/ATM 

46.8 

110.0 

59.6 

Source: Dresden Interview i 

The main airlines are Lufthansa and Eurowings for domestiļ§ scheduled traffic, and Air Berlin 
followed by Condor for leisure flights. 

4 Catchment Areas 

The airport claims an elliptical area aligned soutArest/north-east, comprising the 
administrative districts of Dresden and Chemnitz, parts | | f southern Brandenburg around 
Cottbus, and nearby border areas of Poland and the Czechlłepublic. A catchment population 
of 4 million is identified, but this is recognised to overlaļļ|ļthe catchment areas of Leipzig / 
Halle and Berlin. 

5 Competing Airports 

The principal competitors are perceived as, in order: 

Berlin-Schönefeld, 170 km north, with a wider faļfļge of leisure flights and, a unique 
parking charges 

¡scheduled services and the cachet 
claim in the German interview programme, lower 
Berlin-Tegel, 180 km north, with a wider range 
of being the national capital's airport 
Prague, only 120 km south-east, again a capi 
comprehensive range of services sustained by 5.5 
tonnes of cargo p/a, including long-haul 

;ity airport with an appropriately 
ion passengers and 30 thousand 

It may again be recalled that DRS and LEJ (110 km nort|ļJwest) were linked on re-unification 
(confirmed by MDF's establishment) to ensure no wastefiiipompetition between them. 
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6 Airport Charges 

Landing fees are related to: 

Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) 
• Noise category (Bonus List). 

Theoretically DRS has 24-hour operations, but in practice is generally closed at night, no 
passenger flights seem to be scheduled between 23:55 and 05:00. There is no night landing 
fee surcharge for Chapter 3 aircraft. Fees are the same as LEJ. There is also an arriving 
passenger charge, according to route, no transfer discount, and a few cents below the LEJ 
level. 

Parking is not payable for turn-rounds up to 4 hours. A charge very slightly less than at LEJ 
is made for central ground infrastructure facilities, according to position and flight function, 
as at LEJ. The total 2001 fees payable to the airport for a daylight air-bridge turn-round by a 
68 tonne B73 7-400 on EU routes with 50 local and 20 transfer passengers would be 
€1696.10, an average of €24.23 per departing passenger, €0.10 less than LEJ. Limited period 
discounts are available to new operators, as at LEJ. 

7 Financial Performance. 

Profit & Loss Account in rounded € millions 

Aeronautical Income 

Rents, Leases, Recharges 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Materials & Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extra-ordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation (Net) 

Net Profit 

1999 

14.3 

11.2 

8.3 

33.8 

12.4 

8.4 

9.9 

30.7 

3.1 

0.6 

-

-

3.7 

0.2 

3.5 

2000 

13.2 

11.1 

8.7 

33.0 

12.7 

7.7 

11.7 

32.1 

0.9 

0.3 

(0.3) 

-

0.9) 

0.1 

0.8 

Source. Dresden Lagerbericht 2000 
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The €0.16 million combined profits of subsidiary handling JJmpanies FSG Flughafenservice 
Gesellschaft mbH and Flughafen Abfertigungsgesellschaft вдЦн are consolidated with those 
of the airport. 

MDF's rapid depreciation of aircraft pavements (15 years) is Ipplied, as at LEJ. Corporation 
tax is now payable, plus (even though Dresden was Icļļpted in the former DDR) the 
"solidarity" surcharge or Solidaritätszuschlag (Soli). 

8 Current and Future Investment Pleats 

Recent investments have included an operations building 
storey car park and associated link (€22.8 Ml) in 2001. Thé 
recent years has been the new multi-storey "glass Ь 
construction hall shell, which opened in 2001 at a cost of j 
the S-Bahn connection completed over the 1999-2001 ρ 
with a further €4.9 million to be spent in 2002-2003. The! 
financial responsibility for this local rail link. Future plans! 
of the rock-based runway sometime before the end of 
million. Additional noise insulation schemes may also 
German environmental standards. 

9 Sources of Funding 

Capital funded the operations building, and contributed 
multi-storey car park complex. Those sources are als 
planned. The cost of the major recent item of capital é 
terminal, was reportedly met out of cash flow. Resej 
balance sheet for possible future noise insulation costs. T 
Freistaat Sachsen (SMWA), and only 10% (€5.0 mio) feü tl 

10 State Aid Issues 

None have been identified. 

14.4 Ml) in 1999, and a multi-
lajor investment by the airport in 
f', retaining the historic aircraft 

over €100 million. The cost of 
)d is reported as €49.7 million, 

jrt had only a relatively minor 
iclude resurfacing and resealing 
)6, at a forecast cost of €17.5 

ļve to be implemented to meet 

loan finance to the cost of the 
looked to for the runway work 
mditure by the airport, the new 

¡s are also being built up in the 
S-Bahn cost was 90% funded by 
ie airport's capital funds. 
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Düsseldorf (PUS) 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

The subscribed share capital of Flughafen Düsseldorf GmbH was until 1997 equally split 
between the Land of Nordrhem Westfalen (NRW) and the Landeshauptstadt Düsseldorf. Due 
to financial pressures after re-unification, NRW sold its shares to Airport Partners GmbH, in 
turn owned 60% by Hochtief AirPort GmbH and 40% by Aer Rianta Cpt. Note that the same 
Airport Partners also has a 40% share in Hamburg. 

In the 2000 Annual Report, Düsseldorfs: 

• Share capital is €25.6 million 
• Capital reserves of €81.8 million balance losses carried forward 
• Equity capital is completed by the addition of €26.6 million profit for the year 

Flughafen Düsseldorf GmbH 2000 Shareholdine (in € millions and vercentases): 

Landeshauptstadt Düsseldorf 

Hochtief AirPort GmbH 60% 

Aer Rianta Cpt 40% 

Dusseldorf Airport Partners GmbH 

Total 

12.8 = 50% 

12.8 = 50% 

25.6=100% 

Source: Düsseldorf Interview and Annual Report 2000. 

The company's Board of Management comprises the Leaders (Geschäftsťuhren) of three 
Busmess Divisions, subdivided into Service Centres and Cost Centres with identified areas of 
responsibility (Geschäftsbereiche). 

Fluehafen Düsseldorf GmbH Corporate Organisation: 

Service Centre 

Cost Centre 

Responsibilities 

Operations & Technical 

Corporate Development 
& Communications, 
Maintenance, Noise & 
Air Quality 

Planning, Building, 
Energy & Peoplemover 

Ops & Tech Facilities 
Management, & 
subsidiary Flugh. 
Mönchengladbach 

Personnel, Security & 
Handling 

Safety at Work, 
Personnel, Central 
Security & Environment. 

-

Handling Services & 
subsidiary 

FD Cargo. 

Business Management 

Law, Finance & 
Administration 

Information & 
Communications 

Non-Aviation & Real 
Estate Development 
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The investment portfolio includes: 

. A 70% controlling shareholding in FlughafengeseUscļuIn: Mönchengladbach mbH 
• A 50% share (with Düsseldorf Logistics Airpoijt||Şervices GmbH) in Flughafen 

Düsseldorf Cargo GmbH 

Airport Type 

Düsseldorf is an International Connecting Point in the CÄmunity trans-European airport 
— J III 

network (TEAM), and is Germany's third largest airport;, lit primarily serves the origin / 
destination traffic of the largest conurbation m Germ$§ļy, one of the largest in the 
Community. 

Düsseldorf Trafíic StaüsücMoO 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

Air Transport 

Movements 

(Thou) 

67 

94* 

33* 

194 

Source 

Passenger 
Movements 

(Ml) 

3.9 

7.8 

4.2 

15.9 

; Düsseldorf Inter 

Including Į ļansfer Passenger 
| \>vements 

(%) 

8% 

8% 

8% 

8% 

view and 

d« 

di 
I 

in 

1 

| (m 
p/dom 0.1 

h/int/dom 0.2 

Lm/int* 0.2 

nt* 0.8 

| 1.3 

Vdata 

Cargo 
Tonnes 

(Thou) 

5 

19 

35 

59 

Transfers are a relatively modest 8% of total traffic, but û 
passenger movements. 

still represents nearly 1.3 million 

Although Dusseldorf has two close parallel runways, uńllr its NRW operating permit only 
the theoretical single runway capacity of 120,650 air tränmort movements can be scheduled 
in the busiest 6 months of the year. In practice, hourly lufits and further restrictions between 
2100 and 2300 (triple daily leisure rotations impoMble) make only some 110,000 
movements possible in the busiest six months, or aboff 200,000 per annum. There are 
practically no night movements. 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Düsseldorfis linked to virtually all airports in Germanyj Щ major airports in Europe, and has 
several long-haul services, both conventional (e.g. Unitfl USA flights) and leisure (notably 

Split of air transport movements between EU and other Intematiļ 
numbers are for European Union and other International togeüu 

I is estimated. Transfer passenger movement 
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LTU, serving the USA, Africa and Asia). Airline traffic shares are confidential, but from the 
published timetable it is clear that Lufthansa, Deutsche BA and home-based LTU are major 
players. 

4 Catchment Areas 

The most recent passenger survey results, from 1998, showed: 

• 92.2% of terminating passengers with o/d in Nordrhein-Westfalen 
• 5.8% with o/d elsewhere in Germany 
• 2.0% outside Germany, notably Benelux. 

The airport has an under-terminal S-Bahn city rail link, and an inter-city rail station that is, so 
far, of limited significance as the maglev people-mover link to the termmal is not yet in 
service. Including S-Bahn, 16% of passengers use rail access. 

5 Competing Airports 

Although Düsseldorf is quite closely ringed by (smaller) airports, its' ranking of perceived 
competitors focuses on distant hubs: 

FRA, CDG, AMS, BRU 250 to 450 km distant, compete for passenger traffic by 
higher frequencies and wider range of routes 
CGN, 50 km away, competes for medium haul traffic, airlines going to CGN if 
preferred slots are not available at DUS 

• MUC. 700 km away, competes for long-haul, having more routes and being a 
Lufthansa hub 

• Dortmund (DTM), 50 km away, is seen as competing like CGN for medium haul 
traffic, as is Münster-Osnabrück, 80 km distant 

Düsseldorf sees its main barrier to effectively competing as its artificially restricted runway 
capacity. A study considered 33 other airports, including some in the UK, and concluded that 
initially traffic was lost to AMS and BRU, but due to airline competition the greatest traffic 
loss in the past 5 years has been to CDG. 

6 Airport Charges 

Landing fees are related to: 

Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) 
Noise category (Bonus List) 
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These comprise a noise category flat fee, plus a weight-rdateil charge in which the unit rate is 
noise-related (e.g. a Chapter 3 aircraft not on the bonus list w|'|ild pay a quadruple rate). 

Further, there is: 

• A passenger charge, per departing passenger, accordi 
transfer passengers 

• A per passenger movement baggage charge, lower) 
surcharged for priority or short connection bags 

• A central ground infrastructure charge per tura-гоиш 
• An air-bridge charge (if used, per aircraft movement;, j 

The 2001 charges payable to the airport for a daylight airffl 
B737-400 on EU routes with 50 local and 20 transfer 
averaging €22.88 per departing passenger. Additionallyf 
control is charged by DFS, and security is charged directi 
are non-discountable. Ryanair was refused access to DUŞII 
its "discount demands" would destroy the pricing structure! 
in April 2000. 

7 Financial Performance 

to route, with no discount for 

зг arrivals than departures and 

(¡according to aircraft size 

Iridge turn-round by a 68 tonne 
|assengers would be €1601.45, 

traffic (tower or approach) 
passengers as a ticket tax. Fees 
a scarce slots situation because 

'harges increased by about 70% 

Dusseldorf Profit & Loss Account In roi hded € miliom 

Aeronautical Income 

Concession Income 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extra-ordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation 

Net Profit 

Dividends Paid 

Retained Profit 

1998 

213 

104 

317 

105 

65 

100 

270 

47 

1 

(24) 

(6) 

18 

8 

10 

-

10 

I 
¡ * 

I7 

1 
j Ijib 

'ir 
)6 

0 

• Ρ 
i h* 
ļ 
¡ 
ι 
I 
j 

j 

í 

la 
1 

In 
ļ-
I6 

2 

L 
-

il U 

2000 

228 

24 

62 

314 

114 

56 

94 

264 

50 

2 

(23) 

-

29 

2 

27 

-

27 

Source: Dusseldorf Annuel rts 
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Düsseldorf claims to have been the first German airport to become profitable, about 30 years 
ago, but its balance sheet now includes losses brought forward. 

In 2000, revenue was made up of: 

• 72% airport operation (including handling) 
• 22% rents and leases 
• 6% utilities and cargo business. 

8 Current and Future Investment Plans 

In recent years and in the near future the main investments have been related to: 

. Re-opening the main terminals A and C after the fire (€94 million, funded through 
loans) 

. Check-in facilities at the rail station (€94 million, of which 5.5% was publicly funded, 
including a TEN-Т grant of €1.9 million) and connection of the rail station to the 
terminal by magnetic lévitation (Maglev) people-mover (€115 million so far, 80% 
public sector funded, not yet operational) 
Above all the "airport 2000 plus" project, particularly the new Terminal B, opened in 
2001 (€409 million, loan funded from the private sector) 

• A further €160 million on fire prevention, power supply, land purchase, car parking 
and so on, over the 2001-2004 period. 

The Plannmg process is under way for a 600m long runway extension (to 3600 metres) to 
permit Tokyo and other Asian flights, but there are legal challenges. 

9 Sources of Funding 

The 2000 balance sheet meludes: 

€644 million due to banks, including a 1998 €74 million loan at preferential interest 
rates from Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KFW) 
Subsidies of €3 million from NRW for real estate purchases in noise protection zones 
Regional development grants cumulatively totalling €129 million from 
Landschaftsverband Rhein-Ruhr, aimed at improving community traffic problems, 
applied to the people-mover 
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10 Slate Aid Issues 

In common with other German airports, Düsseldorf fee¡| inhibited by easier Plannmg 
procedures in neighbouring countries. 

The airport has clearly benefited from public sector fimdin|| of investment to a significant 
extent, particularly the implementation (station check-in aim Jnaglev people-mover) of inter
city rail access. In the long term, rail links are seen as t|||dmg to neutralise inter-airport 
competition for passenger traffic. 
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Frankfurt am Main (FRA) 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Fraport AG Frankfiirt Airport Services Worldwide, is the corporate name and branding 
adopted for Flughafen Frankfurt/Main AG at the beginning of 2001. After increasing its 
subscribed share capital by 25% to €640 million in 2000 by a transfer from revenue reserves, 
Fraport AG went to the Stock Exchange in 2001 with an "initial public offering" (IPO) to 
private sector investors of a further €261million in shares. This enabled partial privatisation 
to be achieved without sale of Public Sector shares, and a share premium meant that the 
actual cash injection raised was €904 million (€858 million after expenses). 

Fraport AG Shareholding (in € millions and percentages): 

Shareholders 

BRD 

Land Hessen 

Stadt Frankfurt2 

Private3 

Total 

Pre IPO 

€ millions 

166 = 26% 

289 = 45% 

185 = 29% 

-

640 =100% 

Posf IPO 

€ millions 

166=18% 

289 = 32% 

185 = 2 1 % 

261 = 29% 

901 = 100% 

Source: Fraport AG Group Report Jannun 2001 

The Fraport group Executive Board comprises five executive directorates, each with 
appropriate staff functions, and divisional responsibilities. One of the five strategic business 
divisions is traffic and terminal management, which covers the management of the entire 
airside and landside operations at Frankfurt airport, including terminal retailing and catering. 

There is considerable emphasis upon a global business development, but considerable effort 
is also focussed upon piloting plans for a fourth (third parallel) runway, and later third 
terminal, through the zoning problems of the long Planning permission process. The first, 
regional planning procedure (Raumordnungsverfahren) stage is under way; it will be 
followed by the Hesse project approval procedure (Planfeststellungsverfahren). Thus Federal 
intentions to simplify this process are welcomed. 

Stadtwerke Frankfiirt is Main Holding GmbH, city-owned public utility holding 
company as often used as a vehicle for airport share holding by German local 
authorities. 
Includes employees' stock plan but excludes €14 million reserved for management 
stock options. 
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I 
I 

m 

Strategic 
Business 
Divisions 

Support 
Divisions 

Exec Board 
Chairman 

Global 
Investments 

Corporate 
Development 

Marketing 

Vice 
Chairman 

Ground 
Handling 

Real Estate 

_ 
Бгес Director \ žxec Director 

Information 
Technology 

Traffic and 
Terminal 
Management 

Finance and 
Accounting 

I Personnel 

1 
Purchasing and 
Contracts ļ 

Exec Director 

Airport 
Expansion 

Source: Fraport AG Annual Report \\ 

The investment portfolio includes: 

• Control of at least 15 companies, among which af[| Frankfurt-Hahn airport and the 

Saarbrücken airport operating company 
A 30% shareholding (with Nord Land Bank) in HaņiļļSver Airport 
30 year operating lease of Lima airport (joint ventur||ļIwith Bechtel et al) 
BOT terminal operations at Manila airport 
Terminal operations at Antalya airport 
Involvement in ground handling at Athens airpoll and 6 other Greek airports, 6 
airports in Spain and 3 in Portugal, and at Vienna aiijort 
A diverse range of other activities including int | | alia baggage carts at Newark, 
security at the Channel Tunnel, and trailer manufacdle 

In November 2000 Fraport AG and NV Luchthaven Schipfļļļpl launched the Pantares Alliance, 
for co-operation in six key areas: 

Passengers and retailing 
Ground handling and cargo 

Real estate management 
Facility management 
Information technology 

International activity (global investments etc) 

Pantares already has a share in Brisbane airport, and a Bf||share in Tradeport Hong Kong, a 

Chep Lap Kok logistics centre. 
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Frankfurt, an International Connecting Point in the Community trans-European airport 
network (TEAN), is Germany's largest airport, handling more than twice as many passenger 
movements as München and four times as much flown cargo as Köln-Bonn, its nearest 
German rivals. Its 49million passenger movements in 2000 made it Europe's second largest 
airport after Heathrow; it ranked number 8 in the world for cargo with 1.7 million tonnes 
throughput. 

Frankfurt Traffic Statistics 2000 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

Air Transport 
Movements 

(Thou) 

94 

192 

163 

449 

Passenger 
Movements 

(Ml) 

8.7 

16.9 

23.5 

49.1 

Including Transfer Passenger 
Movements 

(%) 

60% 

43% 

52% 

50% 

(Ml) 

dom/dom 0.9 

domfmt/dom 4.3 

int/dom/int* 4.3 

int/inť 15.2 

24.7 

Cargo 
Tonnes 

(Thou) 

117 

210 

1373 

1700 

Source: Fraport Interview and ADV data 

Frankfiirt is clearly an international hub for passengers and cargo. 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Frankfiirt is linked to virtually all airports in Germany, all major airports in Europe, and 
worldwide. Lufthansa and Condor are key operators. For domestic feeder routes, the 
Deutsche Bundesbahn (DB) is expected to become an increasingly important partner. One 
method of freeing capacity is the development with DB and Lufthansa and of intermodal 
rail/air links, using the airport's high-speed rail (ICE) long-distance (fembahn) station with 
associated check-in facilities. Experimental Stuttgart services already carry flight numbers, 
with a dedicated LH coach on all ICE trains, and through baggage check-in. 

4 Catchment Areas 

High-speed train access is expected to extend origin/destination (o/d) catchment areas, but 
since it will also be available at other airports including Düsseldorf, Köln-Bonn and Leipzig 
it may also increase overlaps with o/d competitors. Current catchment estimates for target 
marketing are tabulated below. 

Transfer passenger movement numbers are for European Union and other International 
together. 
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Use is also being made of the rail station in the Cargo Area Sfļuth to substitute rail for trucked 
distribution of airfreight. 

Traffic 

Domestic o/d 

International o/d 

International 
transfer 

Leisure 

Cargo o/d 

Cargo transfer 

Catchment 

50 km radius (80% of pax) 

50 km radius (50% of pax) 

World-wide 

50 km radius (40% of pax) 

NW Europe (trucking) 

World-wide 

Cor| jetitive Overlaps 

I 
МШ ¡DUS, STR, NUE 

AMÎ ļ Paris, London, MAD 

I 
NÚ! (STR, SCN, CGN 

ARilļ ļ Paris, CGN, HHN, MUC 

АМ| ] Paris, London | 

Source: Fraport Interview 

Note: Competitors are listed above by perceived rank. 

5 Competing Airports 

Frankfurt sees its three major competitors as: 

München, 400 km away, secondary Star AlHancfļļļhub, competing mcreasmgly for 
long haul transfer traffic 
Köln-Bonn, 200 km away, without night restrictifjĮs, competing for express freight 
and mail 
Amsterdam, 550 km away, allegedly with less resttļ||tive export documentation in the 
past, competing for cargo 

Airport Charges 

Charges for landing and take-off are related to: 

Maximum take-off weight (MTOW), per mo vemeņ] 
• Noise category (Bonus List), per movement 
• Mght surcharge, per movement, according to noi 

Passenger charge, per departing passenger, accoi 
€9.20) with unique competitive 75% load factor caj 

• Parking charge, per turnaround, according to 
(airbridge) stands 

• Central ground infrastructure charge (mainly fo 
according to aircraft size. 

The 2001 charges payable to the airport for a daylight 
B737-400 on EU routes with 50 local and 20 trans: 

¡ategory 
ig to route (transfer passengers 

traft size, flat surcharge for pier 

baggage system), per turnaround, 

pridge turnaround by a 68 tonne 
passengers would be €1335.22, 
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averaging €19.07 per departing passenger. Additionally, air traffic (tower or approach) 
control is charged by DFS, and security is charged direct to passengers as a ticket tax. 

7 Financial Performance 

Since 2000, Fraport AG has published only consolidated Group results. The company has 
however kindly also provided data for the airport alone. 

Frankfurt Profit & Loss Account in rounded €/mliïons 

Aeronautical Income 

Concession Income 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extra-ordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation 

Net Profit 

Dividends Paid 

Retained Profit 

Airport 1998 

• 873 

258 

207 

1338 

547 

227 

322 

1096 

242 

5 

(97) 

-

149 

96 

53 

20 

33 

Airport 1999 

921 

286 

196 

1402 

561 

191 

379 

1131 

271 

8 

(101) 

-

178 

108 

70 

26 

44 

Airport2000 

1002 

308 

184 

1494 

579 

193 

419 

1191 

302 

38 

(109) 

-

231 

151 

81 

77 

4 

Group 2000 

1621 

633 

195 

458 

1286 

334 

15 

(84) 

-

266 

137 

129 

77 

62 

Source: Fraport Interview and Annual Report 2000 

Notethat: 

Security and policing costs, so far as they are incurred by the airport, can not be 
isolated from staflÇ depreciation and other costs; 
Group results for 2000 are net, interest and tax are lower than for the airport alone; 
Group third party revenue broke down as: 

Aviation €618 million (38%) 
Ground handling €565 million (3 5%) 
Non-aviation, largely real estate and retailing, €391 million (24%), 
Other, comprising support activities including canteens and information 
technology, €47 million (3%). 
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8 Current and Future Investment Plans 

Over the five years 1997-2001 Frankfurt/Fraport has inve^ 
billion) in infrastructure, including a contribution of €6 
station/check-in and associated baggage transfer systems. 
further infrastructural investment of €2665 (€2.7 billionf 
construction dominatmg the 2004-2006 period. The aim is j 
the current 78 movements per hour to 120. This will overli 
terminal for 30 million passenger movements per annum (iļ 
2008. The airport already owns the land occupied by the 
currently negotiating for the buildings. Current terminals | 
reach their 56-mppa capacity about 2005. 

Sources of Funding 

Fraport funds its investments through cash flow and inte 
€337 million in ЕШ loans over the period 1990-1995). 
equity fimds. 

Id a stated €1668 million (€1.7 
million to the fembahn rail 
the next five years 2002-2006 

Į is planned, with new runway 
increase runway capacity from 

I work on a new south side third 
jpa), planned for opening about 
ļmner US Ramstem AFB, but is 
id been (pre 9/11) expected to 

-bearing bank loans (including 
IPO in June 2001 yielded new 

10 State Aid Issues 

Fraport believes that: 

• Frankfurt was disadvantaged vis-à-vis Schiphol o 
issue of export documentation in cargo traffic devel 

• Planning procedures m Germany make airport dj 
France, the Netherlands and Belgium (although B 

• München's shareholder loans, which bear interestj 
unfair, and that München's lower passenger chaij 
are not therefore fully cost-related and are thus el 
fixed charges per turnaround tend to be higher). 

the relatively stringency of the 
¡»ment a decade ago; 
Įelopment more difficult than in 
¡authorities plan simplification); 
dy if the airport is profitable, are 

|s, especially transfer passengers, 
tively subsidised (although MUC 

However, Fraport, the majority of whose shares are still |wned by the public sector, itself 
owns Hahn airport, which incurs zero landing charges to iti principal operator. 
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Hahn /Frankfurt (HHN) 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Fraport AG holds 73.07% of the shares in Flughafen Frankfurt-Hahn GmbH, whose share 
capital was increased to €30.5 million in January 2002. Effectively, therefore, Fraport 
controls Frankfurt-Hahn. Bundesland Rheinland-Pfalz holds the remainder of the shares in 
the airport. 

Airport Type 

Frankfiut-Hahn could qualify as a Regional Accessibility Point in the Community trans-
European airport network (TEAM). Its essential roles might however be better described as: 

A potential capacity pressure relief satellite for Frankfort 
A night freight airport to alleviate environmental problems at Frankfurt 

• A hub for the Irish low-fare airline Ryanair, whose outlook on airport charges is 
reportedly not shared by the "conventional" international transport airports, although 
Hamburg-Lübeck and Friedrichshafen regional airports do have Ryanair services 
from London-Stansted. 

Frankfurt-Hahn Traffic Statistics 1997 - 2001 

Year 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

2001 

Passenger Movements 

(Thou) 

21 

29 

141 

380 

451 

Cargo Tonnes (Thou) 

Flown 

6 

16 

44 

75 

24 

Road 

0 

118 

125 

116 

110 

Source: Flughafen Frankfurt-Hahn Website 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

In 2001 Ryanair carried some 400,000 passengers on its routes between HHN and London-
Stansted, Glasgow-Prestwick, and Shannon. On 14 February 2002 Ryanair commenced its 
Hahn hub operation, serving the original three destinations plus Bournemouth, Milan-
Bergamo, Montpellier, Oslo-Torp, Perpignan, Pescara and Pisa. There are also two leisure 
flights per week by other carriers, serving Antalya and Palma de Mallorca. For the year 
2002, the airport forecasts 1.2 million passengers. Some freight recovery is also expected. 
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The UK Post Office is reported to use Hahn for flyinjl German mail, but so far the 

Bundespost has not. 

4 Catchment Areas 

Frankfurt-Hahn's future development is felt to be deļlident upon improved surface 
communications, the subject of a 2000 study undertaken witipoint airport / Land funding. At 
present isochrones indicate that the cities of Frankfurt, кЦр, Luxemburg and Saarbrücken 
(all with airports) lie within 90 minutes driving time. 

Competing Airports 

Fraport lists Hahn as a cargo competitor, despite ownillk the airport. However, some 
commentators suggest that FRA is trying to push night caigļļ to HHN as the "price" of fourth 
runway approval. 

Airport Charges 

Landing and take-off charges are related to: 

• Maximum take-off weight (MTOW), per movėme 
for aircraft over 90 tonnes MTOW 

• Night surcharge, per movement, according to noise ! 
• Passenger charge, per departing passenger irrespecti 
• Parking charge, hourly according to MTOW after 4¡ 
• Central ground infrastructure charge (mainly for 

aircraft over 90 tonnes MTOW. 

The 2001 charges payable to the airport for a daylight 
with 50 local and 20 transfer passengers would thus 
departing passenger. Air traffic (approach) control 
Bundesland authorities charge for security services. 

7 Current and Future Investment Plans 

Recent infrastructure investment has included apron e||pnsions (about €7.5 million) and 
terminal extension (some €6 million). Extensions to the 2ilO metre runway are also planned. 

according to noise certification, 

tification 
of destination 

be hours 
jage system), per turn-round for 

-round by a 68 tonne B737-400 
€304.50, averaging €4.35 per 
charged additionally, and the 

8 Sources of Funding 

The funds injected by the ten-fold increase in equity cfflital noted above will be used for 
continuing airport extension works. 
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9 State Aid Issues 

The major shareholder, Fraport AG, still in majority public sector ownership, is providing 
equity capital for investment, in an airport apparently charging its resident operator such low 
fees that competitors suspect subsidy to "buy" the traffic. 
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Köln/Bonn (CGN) 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Flughafen Кою / Bonn GmbH is one of the four Germaf|airport companies in which the 
federal government maintains a share. 

Fluehafen Köln/Bonn GmbH 2000 Shareholdim fiÆk millions and vercentases) 

BRD 

Land Nordrhein-Westfalen (NRW) 

Stadt Köln 

Stadt Bonn 

Rhein-Sieg Kreis (District) 

Rheinisch-Bergischer Kreis 

Total 

€3 fe mio. = 30.94% 

€3 p mio. = 30.94% 

€3! 5 mio. = 31.12% 

€С 5mio.= 6.06% 

€<¡ I6 mio. = 0.59% 

€ű I4mio. = 0.35% 

€ l b f 2 mio. = 100.00% 

Source: Flughafen Köln/Bonn GeschaftsberioĘ\tO0O and ADV. 

The NRW shareholding is through the share admimstratioif jfor holding) company of the Land 
NRW (Beteiligungsverwaltungssesellschaft des Landes i fliordrhein-Westfalen mbH, while 
that of Bonn is by the city public utility company Stiaipverke Bonn GmbH. The BRD 
reportedly decided to sell its shares 4 years ago, but this hill not (yet) happened. Should this 
occur or other shares be sold, Stadt Köln has the right to bilj, and aims to control 51%. 

Airport Type 

Köln/Bonn is an International Connecting Point in the 
network (TEAM). It has a long history, but its developmei 
results from a Federal decision that as the designated capi 
Bonn should have access to an mtemational airport, al 
Köln. In passenger terms the airport primarily serves o; 
the conurbation, and is Germany's seventh busiest pasi 
Stuttgart. Generally, however, it tends to be in the shado 

bmmunity trans-European airport 
Į over the past 45 years reportedly 

of the BRD until quite recently, 
serving the much larger city of 
/destination passenger traffic of 

tiger airport, after Hamburg and 
bfDüsseldorf. 

Köln/Bonn made a conscious decision not to pursue lo 
experience with similar Air UK operations in the past is tl 
by passengers' discretionary spending. With A 24 hour 
from over 50 years ago Köln/Bonn has developed 
(particularly express cargo). 

)st carriers like Ryanair, as their 
discounted fees are not balanced 

Aerating permit from NRW dating 
Germany's second freight hub 
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Köln/Bonn Traffic Statistics 2000 

Domestic 

European 
Union 

International 

Total 

Air Transport Movements 

(Thou) 

Breakdown by route 
group not available 

129 

Passenger Movements 

(Ml) 

2.9 

2.2 

1.1 

6.2 

Cargo Tonnes 

(Thou) 

Breakdown by route 
group not available 

442 

Source: ADV data 

Cargo comprises 96% freight and 4% mail. 

3 Rouie Structure and Key Airlines 

Köln/Bonn has passenger services to major airports throughout Europe, but little transfer 
traffic. It is a strong LH cargo base, with trucking between CGN and FRA as well as a flown 
Lufthansa Dallas/Fort Worth - New York - CGN - India - Thailand - China service. BA 
has a daily 747 freighter Stansted-CGN-Johannesburg. 

It is also the UPS (express) hub for Europe, with about 65 daily turnarounds, ranging from 
F27 to wide body jets; including two daily contra-rotating round-the-World 767 services 
Louisville-CGN-China (PRQ-Taipei (ROC)-Los Angeles-Louisville. DHL's European sub-
hub at CGN has replaced TNT (who were gained from Nürnberg but then lost to Liège). 
Although not allied, it is notable that Lufthansa, UPS and DHL all share freight capacity 
through CGN on each other's aircraft. Overall, including mail, UPS is estimated to have 
nearly 40% of the cargo market at CGN, Lufthansa nearly 35%, and DHL nearly 25%. 

4 Catchment Areas 

The airport regards its inner zone (zone 1) for domestic and short-haul passenger traffic as 
overlapping with DUS, within the 45 to 60 minute isochrones, serving 14 million inhabitants. 
Wider zones 2 and 3 respectively add 8 million and a further 6 million inhabitants, for 
medium/long-haul international flights. These zones are defined as those within which 
passengers are totally, mostly, or partly likely to choose CGN provided a service exists to 
their destination. Tour operators, not airlines, often determine these zones. Local work and 
shopping location habits also play a part. For cargo, the o/d catchment area (with trucking) 
extends to Hamburg, Nürnberg and Stuttgart, including Frankfurt. Transfer traffic sources 
are worldwide. 
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5 Competing Airports 

The principal competitor for all types of passenger trafficili Düsseldorf the airports being 
only 61 km apart. Düsseldorf has more routes and higher ι lequencies. Due to services lost 
after 9/11, however, CGN has gamed cargo on its freighted ¡from cancelled DUS belly-cargo 
flights. Particularly for leisure flights, Maastricht is seeri|||s a competitor, it is 60 to 75 
minutes drive from CGN. 

For regional passenger traffic, Dortmund at a similar distmce is regarded as exemplifying 
proliferation of airports whose competitive presence tends Шр dilute traffic at larger airports, 
and using en route air traffic management slots. This|ļjs prevalent around NRW, e.g. 
Dortmund, Paderbora-Lippstadt, Münster-Osnabrück. 

The imminent high-speed train connection will effective 
closer for passengers. CGN cannot compete for long-hauL 
to Fraport's traditional hold on the market. However, 
long-haul leisure flights. 
Frankfurt is of course the major cargo competitor in Gei 
total cargo throughput as CGN. However, FRA reportedij 
on freighter aircraft. Liège has successfully competed fo¡ 
with regional development subsidies and infrastructure pr 
hub; FedEx main hub is at Paris. Hahn is very competitivi 
with nil daytime landing-fee for freighters <30 tonnes MTÒj 

bring Frankfurt airport much 
lassenger scheduled services due 

is making efforts to develop BN 

fy, with about four times as much 
is less than double CGN's total 

's hub location, reportedly 
įsion. Brussels is the DHL main 
>r ad hoc cargo charter business, 

6 Airport Charges 

Landing fees are related to: 

• Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) 
Noise category (Bonus List) 

• Day or night landing. 

The calculation is based on the formula: 

(Base rate per tome + (Regression factor x (400 -MTO\ 

There is also a passenger charge, per arriving passenger. 
for transfer passengers. Parking is not payable unless thi 
type of aircraft concerned is exceeded. Central ground i 
airbridge charges, are not readily available. Excluding ţ! 
to the airport for a daylight air-bridge turn-round by a 68 
50 local and 20 transfer passengers would be €1116.30,1 

! tonnes))) x MTOW in tonnes 

jrding to route, with no discount 
average handling duration for the 

fastmcture charges, which include 
se charges, the 2001 fees payable 
ļmne B737-400 on EU routes with 

average of €15.95 per departing 
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passenger. Air traffic (tower or approach) control is charged by DFS, and security is charged 
direct to passengers as a ticket tax. Fees are non-discountable, but marketing support is 
available to new entrants. 

7 Financial Performance 

Köln /Bonn Profit & Loss Account in rounded € muions 

Aeronautical Income 

Rents, Leases, Recharges 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Materials & Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extra-ordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation (Net) 

Net Profit 

Cumulative Losses B/F 

Balance Sheet Loss 

1999 

131 

37 

7 

175 

64 

30 

74 

168 

7 

-

(8) 
δ 

4 

1 

3 

(Β) 

(5) 

2000 

137228 

38 

7 

182 

70 

41 

90 

201 

(19) 

-

(13) 

26 

(6) 

14 

(20) 

(5) 

(25) 

Source: Kőin/Bonn Interview and Geschäftsbericht 

Note that the 'Extra-ordinary Items' comprise writmg back of forward provisions from earlier 
years (e.g. for inter-city train connection) after a court ruling that they are not allowable. In 
the Geschäftsbericht these are treated as revenue, so the operating profit shown does not 
agree with the published Ρ & L. 

8 Current and Future Investment Plans 

In the 1996 to 2000 period, the airport's investment in Terminal 2, Parking 2 & 3, apron 
extension and the airport's inter-city train connection works has totalled €436 million. Future 
major investment programmes are identified as: 

Remodelling of Terminal 1 (common check-in, baggage sorting facilities, retail 
development) €20 million 
Final airport element of the rail connection, €32 million 
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• Cargo facilities and infrastructure (especially express) 

9 Sources of Funding 

There has reportedly been no public sector funding for aboi 
projects identified since 1996 have been funded by loans 
€7 million from the TEN-Т budget for the rail station exç 
above it. 

Loans and cash flow are also the planned source of fut 
cargo facility investment; which will bé shared with the airi 

Volume II ~ Country Reports 
Germany 

I 
I 

100 million 

0 years. All of the investment 
cash flow, plus grants totalling 
ation and link to the terminals 

investment, except for express 
involved: 

UPS paying for its own new facilities 
DHL sharing the cost of its new facilities 50/50 with §§e airport 

The objective is to achieve stability, committing the expres|ļfcarriers to long-term presence at 
CGN. The first 7 freight sheds at CGN were built by thllairport and rented to operators. 
Overall the balance sheet notes show €288 million in loaiļ obligations, €78 million of this 
indebtedness being relatively long term. 

10 State Aid Issues 

Köln / Bonn perceives price competition from Hahn (freę|ĮĮndmg 05:00-23:00 for freighters 
under 30 tonnes MTOW) as predatory, any losses being Ipsorbed by Fraport which is still 
majority public sector owned. Developments at Liège щеге infrastructure provision and 
reportedly other subsidies by the Walloon government hap been made available to TNT to 
help regional development are also seen as unfair. 
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Ldvds/ Halle (LEM 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Mitteldeutsche Flughafen AG (MDF) is the holdmg company for Leipzig/Halle (LEJ) and 
Dresden (DRS) airports. 

Mitteldeutsche Fluehafen AG Dec 2000 Shareholding (in € millions and yercentases) 

Freistaat Sachsen 

Land Sachsen-Anhalt 

Stadt Leipzig 

Landeshauptstadt Dresden 

Stadt Halle 

Total 

€ 5.50 mio. = 67.0% 

€1.12 mio. = 13.6% 

€ 0.65 mio. = 8.0% 

€0.51 mio. = 6.2% 

€0.42 mio. = 5.2% 

€8.20 mio. = 100.00% 

Sources: MDF AG Bericht Mar.-Dez.2000 and ADV. 

The company's authorised capital base was greatly expanded in December 2000, from €50 
thousand to €8.2 million, by transfer from the airports' Land and city shareholders. It also 
has capital reserves of €567 million (less a small loss incurred during its 9 months of 
existence m 2000 with no mcome). Although privatisation is not ruled out, no need for 
private sector participation is seen for at least the next 5 years. In the shorter term, should 
any shareholder (e.g. Sachsen-Anhalt) wish to sell, its shares would have to be first offered to 
the other shareholders. One method of privatisation, in line with Federal encouragement, 
could be to split airport infrastructure and operation, privatising the latter and keeping the 
former as public sector. 

MDF in turn owns: 

• 94.0% of Flughafen Leipzig/Halle GmbH (not 100%, in order to keep local 
involvement and to avoid land acquisition tax) 

• 94.0% of Flughafen Dresden GmbH (not 100%, same reasons as for LEJ) 
100% of Portground GmbH, a handling company active at LEJ and DRS 

• 100% of EastemAirCargo GmbH, a freight forwarder/handler at LEJ and DRS 
directed toward promotion of the development of Russian cargo operations. 

The organisation structure of MDF itself is (under a Supervisory Board) an Executive Board 
(Vorstand) with staff support, over four departments: 

• Finance & Control 
Strategic Corporate Development & Marketing 
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Personnel & Organisation 
General AfiFairs 

The raison d'être for MDF is that on re-unification, faced 
Freistaat Sachsen decided to keep both LEJ and DRS оре 
Supervisory Board specifically to avoid wasteful competitioii 

poor surface communications 
so they were given a common 

letween them. 

It is unusual for an airport (albeit an airport holding comjiany) to take the sort of cargo 
mitiative exemplified by MDF's investment in EastemAirCsfgo GmbH. The operator of the 
air cargo services promoted is Asian, a Russian airline. 

Flughafen Leipzig / Halle GmbH is a sister company of ||ughafen Dresden GmbH in the 
MDF group of companies. 

Fluehafen Leipzig /Halle GmbH 2000 Shareholdine J Į € millions and percentases) 

MDF 

ļ Freistaat Sachsen 

ļ Landkreis Delitzsch 

ļ Landkreis Leipziger Land 

ļ Stadt Schkeuditz 

Total 

€ 4.81 'l\| 1= 94.0% 

€ 0.131\¡ |=2.6% 

eO.IOfļ =2.0% 

€0.05 f! =1.0% 

€0.02!łl =0.4% 

€5.11 lf¡= 100.00% 

Source: Flughafen Leipzig / Halle Geschaftsberfflft 2000 and ADV. 

Airport Type 

Leipzig / Halle is a Community Connecting Point in the Ibmmunity trans-European airport 
network (TEAM). In passenger terms the airport primarily IJerves origin/destination passenger 
traffic of the cities of Leipzig and Halle and the surroundi|g areas of Sachsen and Sachsen-
Anhalt. Transfer traffic is less than 1% of total passenģ||s. It is Germany's tenth busiest 
passenger airport, after Nürnberg but with more traffic thaJperlm-Schonefeld. 

The new A9/A14 Autobahn interchange (BerlinMüncheJiand Halle/Dresden) is adjacent to 

the airport and the new high-speed rail line passes throuj 
as a multi-modal transport interchange. 

lit. The airport is thus developing 

With its 3600-metre runway and unrestricted 24-hour pllration, LEJ is also targeting east 
European cargo gateway operations, with MDF-owned EaffernAirCargo. 
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LdOds/HoUe Traffic Statistics 2000 
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Germany 

Domestic 

European 
Union 

International 

Total 

Air Transport Movements 

(Thou) 

Breakdown not available. 

35.3 

Passenger Movements 

(Mio) 

0.80 

0.75 

0.64 

2.19 

own Cargo 

Tonnes 

(Thou) 

Freight 8.08 

Post 5.06 

13.14 

Source: ADV data 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Leipzig / Halle has scheduled service links, often by relatively small turboprop and regional 
jet aircraft, with most major domestic and some foreign points, but has ambitions (and the 
infrastructure) to develop as a gateway to eastern Europe, and to capitalise on its location as 
the Accession States some closer to the Union. The majority of its passengers, however, are 
on leisure flights, generally routed through the leisure hubs of München or Nürnberg. This 
traffic breakdown cannot be cross-tabulated with the geographical repartition above. 

Leipzie/Halle Flieht Statistics 

Aircraft Movements 

(Thousands) 

Passenger Movts 

(Thousands) 

Passengers/ATM 

Scheduled 

Holiday 

ATM 

Scheduled 

Holiday 

Total 

Scheduled 

Holiday 

Total 

1990 

Not available 

Not available 

9.2 

246.9 

24.2 

271.1 

Not available 

Not available 

29.4 

Í995 

30.4 

10.5 

40.9 

996.0 

1083.7 

2079.7 

32.8 

103.6 

50.9 

2000 

23.0 

11.6 

34.6 

832.5 

1428.5 

2261.0 

36.2 

123.7 

65.3 

Source: Flughafen Leipzig/Halle Website 

The major scheduled service carriers are Lufthansa, followed by Eurowings. In the leisure 
flight field. Condor is predominant, followed by Air Berlin, and Germania. TNT is the major 
freight operator, followed by WDL (flying for UPS) and BCS (for DHL). Atran, the Russian 
operator, carries only 10% of total cargo but is significant, given MDF promotion of this sort 
of traffic through its EastemAirCargo subsidiary. In summer, nearly a quarter of passengers 
use the terminal between 0100 and 0400. This permits 4 leisure flight rotations per day 
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instead of the normal 3, and contrasts with DUS, where ļ|ļvo such rotations are difficult 

because "night" starts early. 

4 Catchment Areas 

The airport claims a population of 6.8 million within а ЮОЬ 
overlap similar radii around Dresden, Erfurt, Nürnberg, 
"natural" division of traffic (on the historic and habitúa 
interviewed such as Кою-Вопп), north/south through Che 
of this line tends to use LEJ; that to the east uses DRS. 

The new inter-modal facilities at LEJ, particularly the hig 
change the catchment situation dramatically. The line is 
except the overhead wires, but DB work is delayed by 
line. The station should be complete by December 2002. 

5 Competing Airports 

The principal competitors are perceived as, in order: 

¡radius, but this is recognised to 
aover, and Berlin. There is a 
lines noted by other airports 

ttz. Traffic with o/d to the west 

speed rail line and station, may 
Ipleted, with everything in place 
rorks problems elsewhere on the 

Berlin, 180 km north, with a wider range of schè||iled services (including low-cost 
links with London), and leisure flights, generated bý lie larger population base 
Hannover, 250 km north-west, with a wider range oljjcheduled services 
Nürnberg, 270 km south, again with a wider range (Si scheduled services 

It may be recalled that LEJ and DRS (110 km south-
(confirmed by MDF's establishment) to ensure no wasteful ļ 

Airport Charges 

Landing fees are related to: 

|t) were linked on re-unification 
jmpetition between them. 

Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) 
Noise category (Bonus List) 

Although LEJ has 24-hour operations, there is no night1 ||pding fee surcharge for Chapter 3 
aircraft. There is also an arriving passenger charge, b | | according to route, no transfer 
discount. Parking is not payable for turn-rounds up to 4 h|prs. A charge is made according to 
position and flight function, for central ground infrastructļlfe facilities, surcharged at night. It 
applies to: 

• Passenger aircraft on air-bridge stand 
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• Passenger aircraft on remote stand 
• Freight or mail aircraft on remote stand 

For the first category, the charge covers use of the taxiways, stand and adjacent space, air
bridge, ground power, baggage system, guidance, de-icing system availability (actual de-
icing charged extra if used), water toilet and waste service, and flight information system 
(FIS). 

The total 2001 fees payable to the airport for a daylight air-bridge turn-round by a 68 tonne 
B737-400 on EU routes with 50 local and 20 transfer passengers would be €1702.90, an 
average of €24.33 per departing passenger. 

Discounts are available to new entrants, even effectively charter operations like the Sri Lanka 
service, on the pattern common in the UK of-50%, -25%, -0% over the first three years of 
operation. However, Ryanair's reported request for 10 years free operations in return for 
serving LEJ was rejected. 

The total runway capacity is only some 20% utilised, so that charges cannot fully reflect costs 
(a problem recognised in ICAO's Airport Economics Manual). In potential privatisation 
terms, MDF management describes this as the operational part of the company paying only 
20% of capacity costs to the infrastructure part of the company. 

7 Financial Performance. 

The €0.16 million combined profits of subsidiary handling companies FSG Flughafenservice 
Gesellschaft mbH and Flughafen Abfertigungsgesellschaft mbH are consolidated with those 
of the airport. 

The special depreciation item in 2000 is not treated as an extraordinary item in the company's 
accounts, but it was so isolated in questionnaire completion so as to give a better comparison 
of the trading situation. Runway depreciation is rapid at 15 years. Since the airport is not 
profitable, no Corporation Tax is payable, but the (largely local) trade tax (Gewerbesteuer) is 
paid. 
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Leipzin/Halle Profit & Loss Account in roi € mitions 

1999 2000 

Aeronautical Income 15.3 17.4 

Rents, Leases, Recharges 16.0 15.4 
Other Income 

Total Income 

13.3 

43.6 fl 

19.7 

52.5 

Staff Costs 14.9 15.6 

Depredation 11.4 27.2 

Materials & Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

19.ā 

46.2 

(2.6) 

1.0 

23.6 

66.4 

(13.9) 

1.4 

- Interest Paid (4.0) (4.7) 

Extra-ordinary Items 0.1 (24.8) 

Pre-Tax Profit (5.5) (42.0) 

Taxation (Net) 

Net Profit 

0.2 

(5.7) 

0.3 

(42.3) 

Source: Leipzig/Halte Interview and LagerimricM 2000 

8 Current and Future Investment Plans 

Terminal B, replacing the small pre-unification buildii 
completed in 1996, at a cost to the airport of €54 miilid 
followed in 1999, costing €38 million. 

still called terminal A, was 
A large multi-storey car park 

The new 3600 m. north runway opened in 2000, at a costj 
the most economical way to provide a minimum of 3200 
capability), without temporary closure of the 1963 vintaģj 
was 20° off the highest wind-speed direction, on poor sub 
gave a noise problem due to overflights of northern Leip; 
there are plans to renovate the southern runway and forti* 
at a cost of €29 million, about 2009; and renewal of the 
this year (cost €12 miffion). 

Of particular interest is the ongoing multi-modal access pi 
bridge (cost €11.9 million) will be completed next year 
0.9 million). The centrepiece, however, is the rail/air t 
inter-city rail station, check-in, and baggage sorting 
under way since 1998. It is due for completion in 2003, ál 

Iff €267 million. This was seen as 
res (to give Lufthansa long-haul 

ł500 m. southern runway, which 
Į>il, poorly resurfaced in 1980, and 

and populous Halle. However, 
¡develop the southern cargo apron 

ssenger apron will be completed 

pect at the airport. A public traffic 
|3, as will the bus terminal area (€ 

iái link building with high-speed 
the whole project having been 

cost of some €97.2 million. 
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9 Sources of Funding 

A variety of quite innovative techniques has been employed to fimd Leipzig/Halle's €0.5 
billion investment programme, including: 

• Terminal B, together with a fire station and some other buildings, was financed by 
Commerzbank, and then leased to the airport for 25 years, after which the airport can 
renew the lease or purchase the buildings for 54% of their initial cost. It is thus a 
finance lease, not an operating lease, shifting responsibility to later generations (when 
traffic should be higher) and freeing capital for other current urgent projects. 

The new north runway, funded mostly by the shareholders, the last increase in share 
capital funding, although TEN-Т aid of €1.6 mio also contributed. The shareholders 
thus signalled readiness to help the airport with infrastructure, but not operating 
subsidies. Thenceforth the airport has funded its own works from cash flow or loans. 

Loan funding is the vehicle for the multi-story car park, and current / planned 
passenger / freight apron works (as well as the rail/air link discussed below). The 
mechanism used is that Flughafen Leipzig GmbH arranges 8-12 year term loans with 
lending institutions, gives the money to shareholders (MDF) to invest, and thus earns 
interest to pay the prime lenders; final repayment of principal by the shareholders. 

• The multi-modal interchange (rail station, check-in facility, etc) has appropriately 
been multi-funded. The rail station itself (€20.7 mio) has been funded 37% by 
Deutsche Bahn AG and 63% by Freistaat Sachsen. DB actually provides the track, 
and builds the station för the Land government with Federal help, whereas the airport 
is responsible for the superstructure, passenger hall, and terminal interchange. TEN-T 
funding has contributed €5 million to the latter (Phase 1 1998, Phase 2 2000). The 
balance for the central rail/air terminal check-in interface and baggage system (about 
€70 mio) is funded by cash flow and loan capital. 

JO Siate Aid Issues 

None have been identified. 
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Mönchengladbach ~ Düsseldorf Express Airport 

I Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Flughafen Düsseldorf GmbH holds 70.03% of the ЩбЛ million share capital in 
Flughafengesellschaft Mönchengladbach mbH. N W Nļļderrheinische Versorgung und 
Verkehr AG (public utility holding company of the tdiln of Mönchengladbach) holds 
29.96%, and Stadt Willich a nominal 0.01%. EffectivelJl therefore, Düsseldorf controls 
MGL. 

Airport Type 

Düsseldorf sees mvestment in this loss-making airpo 
capacity" for its "regional" (i.e. twin turboprop) traffic 
and Wildenrath as alternatives, MGL was selected fö: 
reasons. Mönchengladbach is not in the Communityi 
(TEAN). It is essentially a satellite to Düsseldorf, with \ 
restricts its use to regional jets at most. 

The airport had an abortive low-cost carrier role, but tral 
collapse of Debonair. 

las "buying additional runway 
¡iving exammed Essen-Mühlheim 

traffic control compatibility 
lans- European airport network 
mort 1200 metre runway, which 

fell by 23% in 2000 due to the 

Düsseldorf Express Airport Mancheneladbat Ш Traffic Statistics 2000 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

Air Transport 
Movements 

(Пои) 

3.2 

4.3 

7.5 

Passenger 
Movements 

(Ml) 

0.048 

0.085 

-

0.133 

Induding | ansfer Passenger 
¡ļļivements 

įegligible 

Cargo Tonnes 

(Thou) 

-

0.2 

-

59 

Source: Mönchengladbach Questionnaire 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Domestic routes are Berlin-Tempelhof, Hamburg, and 
München flown by European Air Express. Belgian airi 
on a Eurowings code-share basis. 

terland (Sylt) flown by RAS, and 
J VLM flies the London-City route 
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4 Catchment Area 

A 1998 passenger survey showed 94.6% of terminating passengers with o/d in NRW, 2% 
from other Bundesländer and 3.4% from abroad, Venlo (ML) being very close. 

5 Competing Airports 

Mönchengladbach's role is to complement DUS, some 25 km away; but Dortmund (100 km 
distant) is seen as a regional competitor. 

6 Airport Charges 

Landing charges are related to: 

Maximum take-off weight (MTOW), according to noise certification 
• Passenger charge, per departing passenger irrespective of destination. 

Thus, if a dayhght turn-round by a 68 tonne B737-400 with 50 local and 20 transfer 
passengers were technically possible, the charges would be €746.00, averaging €10.65 per 
departing passenger. There is no central infrastructure charge per se. 

7 Financial Performance 

Cumulative losses in the 2000 balance sheet totalled €16.5 million. This was regarded by the 
parent company in its 2000 Annual Report as "of minor importance for the presentation of 
the asset, financial and earnings situation of the (DUS airport) company\ 
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Mönchengladbach Profit & Loss Account in xiêunded€ millions 
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Aeronautical Income 

Concession Income 

Other Income 

Total income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extra-ordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation 

Net Profit 

Dividends Paid 

Retained Prom 

1998 

0.9 

0.3 

1.4 

2.6 

1.6 

1.9 

2.9 

6.4 

(3.8) 

-

(1.0) 

-

4.8 

-

(4.8) 

-

(4.B) 

t :i 
:0 
: 
• 

3 

1Γ 
ÎS » 

I ' 
i i 

¡(j » 

if ч 
i 

» 

P> 
In 

!< D · 
i [ 

i l · 

2000 

1.5 

0.4 

1.8 

3.7 

1.6 

2.3 

3.6 

7.5 

(3.8) 

-

(1.2) 

-

(5.0) 

0.1-

(S.1) 

-

(5.1) 

Source: Mönchengladbach Questionnaire and Gmåhåftsbericht 2000. 

8 Current and Future Investment Plans 
ι mia 

An apron extension in 1998 cost €7.4 million. A runway Łension to 2400 metres has been 
applied for, at a planned cost of €16.6 million, with a deÄion expected in 2004. The load 
bearing capacity (LCN) is adequate for a B737, so the nĮjJv generation series 800 could be 
operating in this decade. 

9 Sources of Funding 

Regional development aid (Regionales WirtschaftsfórdJlingsprogram des Landes NRW) 
funded half the 1998 apron extension. However, loan|Japital (including parent company 
loans) totals €22.5 million in the 2000 balance sheet. 

10 State Aid Issues 

No significant issues have been noted. 
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München (MUCI 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

The subscribed share capital of Flughafen München GmbH is some €306 million, with 
additional capital reserves (share premium €102 million) and earnings reserves more than 
covering the 2000 balance sheet loss of €43 million. Over 80% of the airport's 2000 capital, 
however, comprises loans from shareholders and other debt. 

Flußhafen München GmbH Shareholdim (in € millions and уегсепШяев) 

BRD 

Freistaat Bayern 

Stadt München 

Total 

80 = 26% 

156 = 51% 

70 = 23% 

306 = 100% 

Source: Munich Airport International Annual Report 2000 and Interview. 

Stadt München is said to be ready to sell its shares, but has not yet found a buyer due to a 
reportedly exaggerated valuation. No legal barrier to privatisation through sale of shares is 
seen, but all such sales at other German airports have included operating airport companies 
among the buyers. There may therefore be some doubt whether share ownership without an 
operating licence is sufficient. 

The company's Supervisory Board comprises shareholder and employee representatives. The 
Managing Board comprises four executive divisions, responsibility for two of which two of 
which is combined under the President and Chief Executive Officer. 

Flughafen München GmbH Corporate Organisation 

Managing Board 

Main 
Responsibilities 

President & CEO 

Corporate Planning & 
Strategy 

Corporate 
Communications 

Personnel & 
Industrial Relations 

Operations 

Marketing 

Traffic 
Development 

Executive Vice 
President 
Commercial 
Management 

Finance & 
Accounting 

Legal Affairs & 
Security 

Non-Aviation Sales, 

Real Estate 

Executive Vice 
President Technical 
Management 

Building & Facility 
Management 

Infrastructure & 
Equipment 

Information 
Systems 

Source: München Interview and Organigram 
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The investment portfolio includes: 

60% shareholdings in Flughafen München Ter 
gesellschaß: mbH and Mobilien-Verwaltungsgesellscb 
being held by Lufthansa, since Terminal 2 will be in 
Alliance, the airport ensured a shared development with ι 
A 50% shareholding is held for strategic reasons in Augļi 
(Augsburger Flughafen Betriebsgesellschalt mbH) thèl 
town, county (Kreise) and other shareholders, although j 
by local communities; runway and terminal extensior 
declares no need for "satellite" capacity. 

2 bnmobilienverwaltungs-
'erminal 2 mbH, the balance 

petice wholly occupied by Star 
major airline 

)urg airport operating company 
)alance being spread between 

airport itself is owned wholly 
re planned although München 

Loose co-operation agreements exist between the "souther 
and Stuttgart, together with Dresden, Erfurt and Leip2 
information technology and purchasing, but there are no 
in marketing. 

(airports of München, Nürnberg 
in the east, in fields such as 
icial links and no co-operation 

Airport Type 

München airport, an International Connecting Point in the 
network (TEAN), is Germany's second largest airport. II 
for Lufthansa, who plan an additional 133 short-haul and¡ 
for summer 2002, in six "waves" against the previous four J 

Leisure carriers Condor (Mondays) and Aero Lloyd (Thur 
as a hub with up to 50 single-carrier movements taking 
range of Mediterranean, Turkish and generally "southern 
brochured by tour operators, at airports throughout Gei 
gateway role to fill one or two aircraft per resort from thj 
Air Berlin, however, another major player in this area, hi 
reportedly lower and capacity more readily available. 

Immunity trans-European airport 
the secondary hub in Germany 
long-haul movements per week 

tys) have also developed Munich 
Ice within in two hours. A wide 

departures are timetabled, and 
>y, but München is used in a 

otal market thus made available. 
at Nürnberg where the fees are 

Domestic 

European Union 

International 

Total 

München Traffic Statistics 

Air Transport Movements 

(Thou) 

106 

179 

16 

310 

¡m 
f 

Passenger MÍements 

(Mit 

·+ 
»•f 

«J· 

ι 

Į 
* « 

Cargo Tonnes 

(Thou) 

54 

22 

73 

149 

Source: München Interview and ι 'data 
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Transfer traffic shares are confidential. 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Frankfurt is linked to virtually all airports in Germany, all major airports in Europe, and 
worldwide. Star Alliance (Lufthansa, United, Air Canada [until 2001] and Thai at München) 
accounts for some 60% of traffic; thus they will virtually take over Terminal 2 and Terminal 
1 will lose a majority of its traffic. In total passenger share, Lufthansa and Condor are ahead 
of Deutsche В A and LTU. However, Middle East carriers are being successfully targeted. 

4 Catchment Areas 

Transfer traffic has origins throughout Germany, and abroad. Annual passenger surveys are 
used to define the origin/destination catchment area. The September 2001 survey showed: 

80% of surface origin/destination traffic from an inner core area covering the area to 
the Czech, Austrian and Swiss borders, and including Regensburg to the north and 
Augsburg to the west 

A further 15% from the extended core area including Linz, Salzburg and Innsbruck in 
Austria, Bolzano/Bozen in Italy, and the Ulm, Stuttgart and Nürnberg areas 

5% from the whole of the rest of Germany and western Austria as well as parts of 
Poland, Slovenia, Switzerland and Italy. 

Lufthansa's "rule of thumb" for München surface catchment areas is reportedly: 

• Domestic, 1 hour isochrone 
Europe, 1.5 to 2 hour isochrone 

• Long-haul, 3 to 4 hour isochrone 

Given München's geographical situation, competitiveness is thus essentially limited to long-
haul (and to a lesser extent east European) origin/destination traffic. Nürnberg is not seen as a 
major threat (except as attracting leisure flight hubbing); broadly MUC area pax will not 
drive to NUE, but NUE area pax will drive to MUC for its wider range and frequency of 
services. 

5 Competing Airports 

The elliptical (rather than circular) nature of true catchment areas, due to reluctance to travel 
away from one's destination to connect, is recognised by MUC management. Thus main 
competitors are: 
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Frankfort is the main competitor, particularly for loi 
and Air Service Agreement reasons; 
Zurich, actually closer than FRA by surface, has also 
Vienna offers effective east European gateway compi 
Milan Malpensa competes for transfer traffic. 

haul hub traffic, for historical 

en a competitor; 
ion; 

München is effectively ruled out of competing in the expres J||pargo hub business due to (past) 
night movement limits and (now, easing) a noise budget. 

6 Airport Charges 

Landing fees are related to: 

• Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) 

• Noise category (Bonus List) 
• Night surcharge, according to noise category. 

In addition to the landing fee, a basic noise charge is pay||le, typically amounting to about 
half the landing fee. Further, there is: 

• A passenger charge, per departing passenger, accofling to route (transfer passengers 
€5.75 to €7) with no load factor cap 

• A central ground infrastructure charge per tumaroijld, according to aircraft size, and 
also varying according to location (terminal wiţ|| airbridge, boarding station, or 
remote stand). 

The 2001 charges payable to the airport for a daylight albridge turnaround by a 68 tonne 
B737-400 on EU routes with 50 local and 20 transfel passengers would be €1808.23, 
averaging €25.83 per departing passenger. Additionalral air traffic (tower or approach) 
control is charged by DFS, and security is charged direct to passengers as a ticket tax. 

Peak pricing was considered, but rejected by management] 
As hubbing succeeds, and the number of "waves" increai 
and the airport "grows out of the problem". 

Fees are non-discountable, but marketing support is gr 
subsidised €15 per 1000 litres for long-haul operators, i 
costs, being Rotterdam-based, are higher at MUC than all 
The airport owns the fuel farm and hydrant system but foe! 

Is it could deter hub development. 
I, the peaks are effectively spread 

to new entrants. Also, fuel is 
he justification for this is that fuel 

. or DUS due to transport costs. 
supply is a concession. 
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7 Financial Performance 

Notethat: 

Concession income is relatively low nowadays at +/- 3.5% of total revenue; 
Security and policing costs, so far as they are incurred by the airport, can not be 
accurately isolated from staff, depreciation and other costs, but costs the airport an 
estimated €12 million per annum, including a spécid building for high-risk flights, the 
cost of which is spread across total charges; 
Interest is received on loans to subsidiaries. 
"Interest paid" include lease costs, identified in 2000 only as €47 million; 
No interest is paid on shareholder loans of €1276 million (€1.3 billion) as the 
company has accumulated balance sheet losses - 2001 and perhaps 2002 will be the 
first years with a net profit requiring interest to be paid, thereafter servicing loan 
capital for Terminal 2 will absorb all operating profits. 

München Profit & Loss Account in rounded € millions 

Aeronautical Income 

Concession Income 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extra-ordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation 

Net Profit 

Dividends Paid 

Retained Profit 

1998 

273 

17 

178 

468 

146 

88 

120 

354 

114 

10 

(92) 

-

32 

32 

32 

1999 

296 

17 

191 

504 

155 

88 

151 

394 

111 

6 

(78) 

-

38 

38 

38 

2000 

312 

18 

208 

538 

166 

109 

160 

435 

103 

12 

(72) 

-

43 

43 

43 

Source: München Interview and Annual Report 2000 

Profits are more than balanced by accumulated losses from prior years in the balance sheet. A 
"trade tax" (Gewerbesteuer) is payable, largely to local authorities, with a small proportion to 
the Federal government 
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8 Current and Future Investment Plans 

Central terminal rebuilding (€12 million) and baggage 
investments in 1999 were funded from cash flow. Over thi 
investment is Terminal 2, modular expansion being impraļ 
total approximate €2.3 billion cost will be met 60/40 by 
share by bank borrowing at commercial rates. 

Approval exists for third and fourth runways, but no major) 
over the next decade. 

9 Sources of Funding 

The preferential shareholder loans, on which interest is 
cumulatively profitable, total some €767 million. 

ibution system €11 million) 
ive years 1998-2003 the major 

icable in a hub situation. The 
airport and Lufthansa; airport 

ivement construction is planned 

ly payable when the airport is 

10 State Aid Issues 

München believes that secondary hub status is difficult Jin a historic situation of FRA 
dominance in ASA's, as foreign carriers are often un1 

have far fewer total frequencies than the home carrier, am 
one staffed airport. Examples cited of Federal tendencie! 
foreign competitors of the national carrier include: 

to split their operations. They 
ley are generally concentrated at 
to limit Fifth Freedom rights to 

TAP wanted to fly Lisbon-München-Macau, but t ^ 
German/Portuguese bilateral was signed, so TAIfļ 
instead 
Kuwait Airways was refused KWI-MUC-NYC, sol 
Singapore Airlines similarly served AMS en route t<i 

lestination did not exist when the 
kre refused and served Brussels 

/ed Amsterdam instead 
Jew York and Chicago. 

München, like many German airports, feels disadvantágild vis-à-vis airports in other EU 
Member states with what are perceived as faster and easill planning procedures. Approvals 
of airport expansion m Germany also tend to result in lay||ļiits against the granting authority, 
for which the airport has to bear the defence burden. 

Flughafen München GmbH (FMG) maintains that its sh 
only if the airport is profitable, have been examined by ï 
breach State aid rules. 

pholder loans, which bear interest 
Commission and declared not to 
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J Ownership and Organisational Structure 

Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH has a share capital of €17 million, shared equally between 
Freistaat Bayern and Stadt Nürnberg, both of whom are represented (together with employee 
representatives) on the Supervisory Board (Aufsichtsrat). There is a management team of 
four: 

• Managing Director responsible for traffic, marketing, public relations, and technical 
management, also General Manager of 100% owned ground handling subsidiary 
Airpark GmbH; 

• Managing Director responsible for commercial management and personnel, also 
General Manager of 100% owned retail and car parks subsidiary Flughafen Nürnberg 
Service GmbH; 

• Technical Manager; 
• Transport Manager. 

Airport Type 

Nürnberg is a Community Connecting Point (ССР) in the trans-European airport network 
(TEAN). It primarily serves origin/destination passenger traffic of northern Bavaria 
(Franconia) and neighbouring regions, but it has also a leisure flight hub role. It is 
Germany's ninth busiest passenger airport, and second busiest ССР, after Hannover. Most 
flown freight is express, but this has not yet recovered to 1997 levels (before the loss of 
TNT). 

Numbers Traffic Statistics 2000 

Domestic 

European Union 

international 

Total 

Excl. Freighters 

Excl. Ad Hoc Charter 

Л/г Transport Movements 

(Thou) 

24.6 

19.8 

9.2 

53.6 

3.3 

1.1 

Passenger Movements 

(Ml) 

1.143 

1.260 

0.647 

3.050 

-

0.018 

Flown Cargo 
Tonnes 

(Thou) 

Breakdown Not 
Available 

22.67 

-

-

Source: Nürnberg Questionnaire and ADV data 
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Flown Cargo comprises 72% freight and 28% mail. FreiJJit is at least 82% express. A 

further 37.7 thousand tonnes of freight is trucked. 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Nürnberg has scheduled passenger services to 9 domestic fllpts, and 9 others in Europe; as 
well as nearly 40 medium-haul leisure flight destinations. Thlleading airlines are: 

4 

Lufthansa, with 87% of domestic scheduled passenį 
40% ofall cargo 
Air Berlin, leisure operator hubbing at Nürnberg 
40% to 60% of the leisure flight market, and carryirij 
Eurowings, one of whose component airlines NFD 
at Dortmund, is the second domestic carrier and aòi 
domestic) traffic, overall flying 15% of total traffic 
Hapag Lloyd, Condor, and THY Turkish Airlines 
scheduled international market) follow with 12% 
traffic respectively. 

Catchment Areas 

fs, 28% of total passengers, and 

!ondor does at München, with 
Í2% of total passengers 
ķved from Nürnberg to join RFG 
ķmts for 82% of intra-EU (non-

the latter with half the non-EU 
% and 3% of total passenger 

Lufthansa-administered passenger surveys show that a 100 

. 88% of scheduled domestic o/d passengers; 
• 89% of scheduled international o/d passengers; 
• 70% of leisure flight traffic; much of the remain 

hub transfer traffic. 

5 Competing Airports 

radius accounts for: 

may be unidentified Air Berlin 

The airport identifies no competitors for o/d domestic tra 

Firstly, München, 150 km south, with an overlappi|| catchment area for both types of 
traffic, a wider range of points served including l o | | haul, higher frequencies, and "in 
the right directioiť for most holiday destinations 
Secondly, Frankfurt, 220 km west, again with 
extent, and an even wider range and frequenç 
München 
Thirdly, Stuttgart, 200 km south-west, particuli 
passengers between the two airports 

overlapping catchment to some 
¡of direct long haul flights than 

a leisure flight competitor for 
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6 Airpo Charges 

Landing fees are related to: 

• Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) 

• Noise category (Bonus List). 

Although NUE has 24-hour operations, there does not appear to be a night surcharge. There 
is also a departing passenger charge, according to route, no transfer discount. Parking is not 
payable for normal turnaround durations, but a central ground infrastructure charge, which 
melude airbridge diarges (or are discounted for remote stands), is payable, and is subject to a 
10% night surcharge. The total 2001 fees payable to the airport for a daylight airbridge 
turnaround by a 68 tonne B737-400 on EU routes with 50 local and 20 transfer passengers 
would be €1631.90, an average of €23.31 per departing passenger. Air traffic (tower or 
approach) control is charged by DFS, and security is a ticket tax. 

7 Financial Performance. 

Nürnberg Profit & Loss Accounts in rounded € millions 

Aeronautical Income 

Rents, Leases, Recharges 

Other Income 

Total Income 

Staff Costs 

Depreciation 

Matenals & Other Costs 

Total Operating Costs 

Operating Profit 

+ Interest Received 

- Interest Paid 

Extra-ordinary Items 

Pre-Tax Profit 

Taxation (Net) 

Net Profit 

Cumulative Losses B/F 

Balance Sheet Loss 

7999 2000 

Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH 

39.3 

2.0 

21.4 

62.7 

25.7 

12.1 

20.6 

58.4 

4.3 

-

(4.5) 

0.1 

(0-1) 

-

(0.1) 

45.0 

2.2 

22.7 

69.9 

27.6 

12.4 

23.6 

63.6 

6.4 

-

(4.7) 

4.1 

5.8 

1.3 

4.5 

Konzern 

Core business 
69.4 

Other receipts 6.9 

76.3 

27.6 

12.4 

25.2 

65.2 

11.1 

-

(4.7) 

-

6.4 

1.9 

4.5 

(7.7) 

(3.2) 

Source: Nürnberg Questionnaire and Konzern-Geschäftsbericht 2000. 
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Questionnaire data treats some of the financial data difFeremj 
accounts, but it has not fully isolated the airport company ffrl 
fully consoUdated Ρ & L account for the group (Konzern), 
Geschäftsbericht 2000. 

from the published report and 
its subsidiaries. For 2000, the 
Iso shown, from the Konzem-

Konzern revenue in 2000 comprised, in €milliom and % 

III 
| AcftVfly 

[ Handling 

ļ Landing and aircraft parking 

| Ancillary services 

| Shops and car parks 

| aher 

| Total 

€MI 

23.9 

21.1 

15.6 

8.8 

6.9 ļ 

76.3 

% 

31.3% 

| 27.7% 

20.5% 

11.5% 

| 9.0% 

|| 100% 

Source: Konzern-Geschäftsbericht í 

The Konzem's core business turnover in 2000 commsed. in € millions and % 

Company 

Flughafen Nürnberg GmbH 

AirPart GmbH 

Flughafen Nürnberg Service GmbH 

Total 

Total 

Business 

Airport 

Handling 

Retail & Parking 

Core 

Other 

Konzern 

j ļ €MI 

| 44.4 

¡| 16.2 

I 88 

69.4 

6.9 

I 7 6 · 3 

% 

64.0% 

23.3% 

12.7% 

100% 

Source: Konzem-GeschāftsberichmOOO 
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TTÜs core turnover can be further analysed for 2000, in € millions and % 

Source of Revenue 

Landing fees & a/c parking 

Passenger charges 

Handling and dispatch (Net) 

Other airport services 

Sub Total 

Rent and leases etc. 

Concessions 

Miscellaneous 

Sub Total 

Proceeds from duty-free shops 

Proceeds from other shops 

Car parking 

Sub Total 

Total 

€MI 

11.9 

9.3 

23.4 

0.4 

45.0 

12.0 

2.2 

1.4 

15.6 

2.7 

1.7 

4.4 

8.8 

69.4 

% 

17% 

13% 

34% 

1% 

65% 

17% 

3% 

2% 

22% 

4% 

3% 

6% 

13% 

100% 

Source: Konzem-Geschãnsbericht 2000 

8 Current and Future Investment Plans 

Recent investments include: 

1996-2001 
1997-2001 
1998 
1998-2001 
2000 

Apron extension 
Terminal extension 
Control tower 
Car park building 

Car rental building 

€ 4.6 million 
€18.2 million 
€12.0 million 
€12.6 million 

€ 4.5 million 

Further, the Nürnberg metro was extended to the airport during the last decade, at a cost of 
some € 60 million, including the airport's contribution of € 4.4 million. Runnmg costs are 
borne by the operator, Verkehrs AG Nürnberg. Future major investment programmes are 
identified as: 

2002 Fuel depot € 5 million 
2002 Second cargo centre € 12 million 
2003 Hangar € 12 million 
2004 Car park building € 11 million 
2004-2011 Terminal extension € 81 million. 

Additionally, access road construction at a cost of € 48.5 million is planned in the next 
decade, but cost allocation is not yet clear. 
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9 Sources of Funding 

The €56 million airport investment total identified to 2001 
cash flow. The 2000 balance sheet shows total debts to erę 
which €5.4 billion are long-term (over 5 years). It is 
investment programme over the 2002 to 2011 period 
additional equity capital from (implicitly) existing sharehol(ļ§rs - there are no privatisation 
plans. 

las financed by bank loans and 
Jt institutions of €9.2 billion, of 

ied to fimd the €121million 
cash flow, bank loans, and 

10 State Aid Issues 

No such issues have been identified in this case. 
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GREECE (GRC) 

1 Government Policies 

1.1 Organisational Structure 

The Hellenic Civil Aviation Authority (HCCA) is responsible for the organisation, 
development and regulation of air transport in Greece. Its key areas of activity include air 
transport regulation, air traffic service provision and the management of civil airports. 
Operating as a separate body within the Greek Ministry of Transport, the HCCA has a total 
staff of some 3,000, of who about 2,300 are concerned with airport management and 
operations. All major planning and financial decisions relating to the management öf HCAA-
owned airports are made centrally at the HCAA's Head Office in Athens, with day-to-day 
operational decisions taken at a local level. 

Following a study by the German ATS provider, DFS, proposals were drawn up to divide the 
HCCA into three independent organisations responsible for air transport regulation, air traffic 
service provision and airport management. This split would, however, require Government 
legislation. 

/. 2 Regulatory Environment 

As indicated above, the HCAA has a dual role in both airport regulation (in terms of long-
term planning, airport charges etc) and in airport management. 

Until 1995, all 38 civil airports in Greece were owned and operated by the Hellenic Civil 
Aviation Authority. Recognising the importance of the private sector in funding future 
airport development, in 1995 the Greek Government passed legislation to enable the 
construction and operation of a new international airport at Athens Spata under a build 
operate transfer (BOT) scheme replacing the existing airport at Athens Hellinikon. The 
concession for the new airport was awarded to a consortium lead by the German company, 
Hochtief, following a major international tender. The new airport opened on 28th March 
2001. 

In terms of the funding of airport infrastructure is concerned, under government legislation 
passed in 1993 the HCAA established a special Airport Development Fund (ADF) for future 
airport infrastructure projects. This is financed through a special airport passenger fee 
incorporated within the Passenger Facility Charge. At present, 75% of the ADF must be 
allocated towards future airport infrastructure projects, with the remaining 25% set aside for 
the State Government, although these will increase to 90% and 10% for Athens Spata and 
80% and 20% for all other Greek airports from 2002 onwards. As of the end of 2001, it is 
estimated that the ADF has an overall balance of about EUR 0.5 billion, with an annual 
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income through the airport passenger charge of about El 
airport development is subject to consultation with local gc 
Ministry of the Interior. 

In November 2001, the HCAA published its proposed 
including a number of projects due for completion prioļ 
Priority will be given to Thessaloniki's 'Macedonia' Airpoi 
hub for the airlines of the Balkans. Plans include a 116,00( 
an extension of Runway 10/28 into the sea at a cost of 
secondary hub is to be established at Iraklion Airport ι 
# í 

improvements at smaller regional airports are described in S< 

¡0.25 billion annually. All new 
¡lemment and ratification by the 

port development programme, 
ļ to the 2004 Olympic Games. 

vhich is to become a secondary 
|q metre departures terminal and 

ae EUR 220 million. Another 
Crete. Other infrastructure 

ion 1.5.6 below. 

/. 3 Airport Ownership Policy 

As indicated above, Athens Spata Airport has recently 
BOT concession contract, with 45% of the airport ownei 
and the remaining 55% owned by the Greek government.! 11 
stake could, in the future, be sold through an Initial Public Äering (IPO). 

M m partially privatised through a 
ļ>y a consortium led by Hochtief 

is possible that the government 

At present there are no concrete plans for further airp<| 
investors have put some projects forward, notably the pd 
Kalambaka in Northern Greece and lerapetra Airport in Ea| 
that the scope for further privatisation is probably limitée 

Í 

Northern Greece is a secondary hub for Olympic AirwaJ 
whole due to the political instability in other countries in 
island airports have significant traffic levels, althoughf 
orientated and are highly seasonal. 

privatisation, although private 
ķosed new Meteora Airport near 
srn Crete. The HCCA recognise 
|o 4-5 airports. Thessaloniki in 

and for the Balkan region as a 
is region. Several of the Greek 
iese are predominantly charter 

1.4 Air Service Agreements 

A number of air service agreements (ASAs) with non-EŲ fptes show multiple designation of 
possible airport destinations within Greece. These mffude ASAs with Cyprus, Russia, 
Ukraine, Czech Republic and other Eastern European sfftes. Most third country ASAs, 
however, show Athens bitemational Airport as the single 

1.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) Routes 

jort pomt. 

Public service obligation (PSO) subsidies were granted til 10 domestic routes (mainly to the 
Greek islands) from 26 October 2001. Following a ten(||r, these were awarded to Olympic 
Aviation. 
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2 Airport Traffic Statistics 

In 2001, Greek airports handled some 36 million passengers, of whom some 12 million 
travelled through Athens International Airport. Traffic levels for the years 1995 and 2000 at 
Athens International, Chania, Iraklion, Naxos and Paros Airports are given below 

Annual Traffic Levels - Selected Airports - Greece -1995 and 2000 

Athens 
International 

Heraklion 

Chania 

Paros 

Naxos 

Passengers (000) 

1995 

9924 

3559 

890 

51 

21 

Passengers (000) 
2000 

13299 

5153 

1412 

35 

34 

ATMs (000) 

1995 

120.7 

26.5 

7.3 

3.6 

1.5 

ATMs (000) 
2000 

185.7 

39.9 

12.7 

2.9 

1.2 

Traffic data for the foil year to December 2001 has not been published by the HCAA, 
although preliminary indications suggest that, following the events of September 11, 
mtemational traffic fell by some 25% and domestic traffic by 15-20% at Athens International 
Airport. This, however, started to recover in early 2002. 
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Airline Market 

3.1 Olympic Airways 

The key airline operator at Greek airports is Olympic Airwi 
Athens International and a secondary hub at Thessaloniki. Ii 
Greek Government. In comparison with other EU fl 
relatively low and it has been in serious financial difficulty 
been supported through state aid from the Greek gov© 
subject of several possible take-over bids, initially from 
from the Australian financial group, IAS. Neither of theśi 
concluded. 

Olympic Airways and its subsidiary company Olyiri] 
international routes (18 within the EU), and 9 domésti 
Although Olympic has a number of code sharing agreemei 
TAP etc), it is not currently a member of a major alliani 
upgrading the airlme's fleet, punctuality and overall prodi 
cost airline subsidiary. 

Olympic Airways and Olympic Aviation jointly represem 
traffic. 

Is, which has its primary hub at 
ļs currently 100% owned by the 

carrier airlines, its yields are 
several years. The airline has 

lient and has recently been the 
jrus Airways and subsequently 
jids, however, was successfully 

Aviation operate some 42 
land and 20 island routes. 

| (e.g. with Delta, Alitalia, CSA, 
¡group. Its future plans include 

and possibly developing a low 

about 40% of all Greek airport 

3.2 Other Carriers 

Other key carriers include Aegean/Cronus, Alitalia, Li 
UK, German and Dutch charter operators. 

isa, British Airways and several 
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4 Airports 

Athens Svata 

1 Ownership and Organisational Structure 

The new Athens International Airport ("Eleftherios Venizelos") has been designed, financed, 
constructed and is operated by Athens International Airport SA, a special airport company 
owned by the Greek State (55%) and a private international consortium under the leadership 
of Hochtief (Hochtief 39.875%, ABB 5.0% and FASP 0.125%). AIA have a 30-year 
concession to develop the airport under a BOOT scheme starting from June 1996, before the 
facility is handed back to the Greek government. 

ALA were responsible for the airport construction (at a cost of some EUR 2.1 billion) and are 
now responsible for the airport's management and operations, using third party providers 
were appropriate. AIA is controlled by a Board of nine Directors, four of whom are 
appointed by the State, four by the Consortium and one is jointly appointed. 

2 Type of Airport 

The airport is Greece's principal international gateway hub, providing feeder services to the 
Greek domestic and island airports, as well as other nearby regions e.g. Cyprus and the 
Balkans. It also serves as a major tourist / charter airport. 

3 Route Structure and Key Airlines 

Some 53% of passengers travel on international scheduled services, 38% on domestic routes, 
with the remaining 9% using charter services. Most key European destinations are served by 
Olympic Aviation and (usually) the main destmation country flag carrier. London (Luton) is 
served by the low-cost carrier, easyJet. Charter (and seat only) services, mainly to the UK 
and Germany, are operated by Hapag Lloyd, Britannia, My Travel, Air 2000 and other 
specialist charter carriers. 

4 Catchment Area 

The airport is situated some 50 kilometres to the west of Athens City Centre. Transfers to the 
city take about Ihour 15 minutes by car or taxi. There are plans for the improvement of the 
main connecting road to the city centre (the Attica Ring Road) and also for a new rail link 
(planned for 2004). 
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The relatively long transfer time to Athens city centre in ||mparison to the old airport at 
Hellinikon has been criticised by some airport users, particiiflrly in view of Athens notorious 
road traffic congestion. 

Athens International Airport is the principal international 
region as a whole. The airport has a strong Origm and De 
for 75% of its domestic and 86% of its internaţionali 
approximately 20% of passengers are connecting through 
from an international to a domestic flight or vice versa, tl 
Greece's main international hub. 

Although some direct international services are offered 
mainly seasonal holiday charters, rather than scheduled servii 

sort in Greece and the Balkan 
lation (O&D) base, accounting 

passenger traffic. Conversely, 
of which 72% is transferring 

highlighting AIA's strength as 

>m regional airports, these are 
Ite. 

5 Competitive Airports 

Given the lack of competition from Greece's regional 
passenger traffic are -1st - Istanbul, 2nd - Rome, 3rd Ç| 
Malpensa. AIA faces more competition in the cargo j 
growing market, with DHL recently selecting the airport aşi 

Irts, AIA's main competitors for 
\o, 4th - Larnaca and 5th Milan 
rket, although this is a rapidly 
¡ Eastern Mediterranean hub. 

Current and Future Investment Plans 

The airport will be developed in six phases, triggered by traJlc growth to specific levels. 

In its current configuration (Phase I), the airport has a 
parallel runways with a separation of 1,575 metres for i 
03R/21L - 4000 metres and Runway 2 - 03L/21R - 380' 
has a design capacity of 16 million passengers per anni 
passengers per annum in Phase 6. 

The current terminal has 24 passenger gates each serv» 
check-in desk and 44 transfer desks. In line with other 
extensive duty free, retail and food/beverage faciliti 
agreements. The airport also has a four star hotel 
departure building 

igle passenger terminal and two 
^pendent operations (Runway 1 -
aetres). The passenger terminal 
in Phase 1 rising to 50 million 

зу air bridges and a total of 144 
|or international airports, AIA has 

all operated under concession 
345 rooms opposite the main 

In the immediate future, there are plans to build a newl fftellite terminal for an additional 3 
million passengers per annum by about 2007 (triggered J ien the existing passenger terminal 
reaches 16 million passengers per annum). The fundirig tor this development, estimated at 
approximately EUR 120 million, is dependent on the fundfļig stream from the future proceeds 
of the ADF and commercial bank debt. 
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In terms of surface access, a new road (the Attild motorway) from Athens city centre to the 
airport is planned to be built by a private consortium and a new rail is expected to be 
developed through private fimding by about 2004. It is not expected that the airport will 
contribute towards these projects. 

7 Airport Charges 

The airport derives its user charges on a cost-related basis and publishes them in the IATA 
manual. In line with IATA regulations, discounts are available for new airline or routes, 
although none have been applied since the airport opened in March 2001. The airport's 
management has assured us that no other discounts have been available. 

AIA is theoretically free to set its own user charges and to review these on an annual basis, 
although these need to be approved by the HCAA. 

8 Financial Performance 

At the end of April 2002, Athens International Airport SA published its first set of annual 
accounts covering the Financial Year to 31st December 2001 

Athens International Airport SA - Annual Accounts -Financial Year 2001 

Balance sheet 

Incorporation & start up expenses 

Fixed assets 

Current assets 

Total assets 

Capital and reserves 

Provisions and deferred taxes 

Creditors 

Accruals and deferred income 

Total liabilities 

Profit and loss account 

Operating income 

Operating charges 

Operating profit 

Net profit 

2001 - EUR (000) 

-

2,012,264 

150,258 

2,162,522 

674,008 

23,383 

1,448,863 

16,267 

2,162,522 

183,592 

138,003 

45,589 

(9,639) 

2000 - EUR (000) 

372,321 

1,977,068 

154,911 

2,504,300 

992,221 

538 

1,474,059 

37,482 

2,504,300 

-

| 

| 

| 
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Although AIA SA had experienced a loss in its first year | | trading, this was less than its 
original estimates. A particular concern was the outstalping airport charges owed by 
Olympic Airways, ALA SA's biggest debtor. It was unci 
might (or could) cover this if Olympic were to go bankrupt ai 

9 Sources of Funding 

The sources of funds for the new airport are given in the tabi pelow: 

New Athens Airport - Construction Costs - \Å mrce ofFundine 

Source 

European Investment Bank 

Commercial Banks (Hermes Guarantee) 

Airport Development Fund (ADF) 

European Union Grants 

Greek State Grants 

Share Capital 

Secondary Debt 

Total Project Cost 

Total (EUt nill) 

whether the Greek government 
fome future date. 

75 

As indicated above, other future development (e.g. the 
funded through the ADF and commercial bank loans. 

47.4% 

14.9% 

11.9% 

11.1% 

6.7% 

6.1% 

2.0% 

100.0% 

ew satellite terminal) would be 

10 Public Funding Issues 

As a new facility, the new Athens International Airpoi 
public funding. Some 6.7% of initial infrastructure c! 
through Greek State Grants and 11.1% by European Uni 
Cohesion Fund). The largest proportion of funding (í 
Investment Bank - which remains a key source of 
airports in the private sector (e.g. BAA's London Heat] 
sector (e.g. Amsterdam Schiphol fifth runway). 

mas benefited from considerable 
¡tal costs were financed directly 
Grants (primarily under the EC's 

1.4%) was through the European 
Irt infrastructure finance for EU 
Iw Terminal 5) and in the public 
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HCAA Airports 

1. Ownership and Organisational Structure 

As indicated above, the HCAA is responsible for both planning (at a central level) and 
operations (at a local level) at all 38 civil airports (with the exception of Athens Spata). 
Some 24 of these airports handle international traffic, with the remaining 14 only offering 
domestic services. The HCAA airports handle some 30 million passengers annually. 

The key HCAA airports are Thessaloniki, which is currently being developed as a regional 
hub for the Balkans, Heraklion and Chania in Crete, Rhodes and Mykonos. 

In total, some 3000 staffare employed by the HCAA, of who about 2200 work in the airports 
sector. 

2. Type of Airport 

Thessaloniki airport is a regional hub, with the majority of its traffic flying on shuttle 
services to and from Athens. Other services are offered to other EU and Eastern European 
destinations. The airport has plans for significant expansion (see below). 

Heraklion is predominately a tourist airport, with over 40% of passengers flying on charter 
services. The range of scheduled services primarily covers Athens and several destinations in 
Germany and Austria. Chania, Rhodes and Mykonos all focus on EU holiday charters and 
scheduled services to Athens. 

3. Route Structure and Key Airlines 

At all Greek airports, the national carrier, Olympic Airways (through its European subsidiary, 
Olympic Aviation) provides the majority of domestic and some international scheduled 
services, supported by another Greek carrier, Aegean Airlines. At the key holiday resorts, the 
main charter airlines are the German-based companies, Hapag Lloyd, Condor and LTU or the 
UK airlines, Britannia, Airtours, My Travel, Monarch and Air 2000. 

4. Catchment Area 

The catchment areas of the HCAA airports are largely locally based and can be defined 
geographically in terms of the 'nearest airport'. In many instances, e.g. the Greek islands, 
there is often just one airport available. Virtually all HCAA airport traffic is point-to-point 
(rather than transfer) traffic. 
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The catchment area for Thessaloniki International Airport, 
service airport covers most of northwest Greece, although 
Larissa airport could impact on the southern part of its catcl 

Heraklion Airport is Greece's third busiest airport and the) 
airports in Crete. The airport is located on the northern si 
side of the island. As Crete's main airport, its catchmj 
although charter services are split between Heraklion and) 
the resorts visited by holidaymakers. Sitea, Crete's third cb 
Crete, is only used for domestic services using narrow-bodif 

Competitive Airports 

:ce's second busiest scheduled 
ie potential future expansion of 
¡nt area. 

gest airport of the three civil 
re of Crete towards the eastern 
area covers the entire island, 

lania to the west dependent on 
ian airport, on the eastern tip of 
aircraft (e.g. Domier 228). 

Many of the HCAA airports face little or no competition Вот other airports as passengers 
will generally fly from (or to) the nearest (or only) airport flosest to their origin/destination. 
On the Greek mainland, the larger airports (e.g. Athens ilfd Thessaloniki) will provide the 
most competition with the smaller HCAA airports, many |||f which only provide services to 
and from Athens. 

Current and Future Investment Plans 

There are plans to develop several HCAA airports with 
ADF (see above) and the European Union. 

A new passenger terminal and runway extension is plafļ 
Airport, designed to increase capacity to 10 million paşi 
parallel taxiway is currently under construction at H< 
passenger terminal is also planned. The modernisation 
expected to cost EUR 263.5 million, of which EUR 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), as part 
update Greek transport services. ERDF funding will ab 
access infrastructure from Athens city centre to Athens Sp! 

Other airports, which will be expanded in the next 2-3 
extension to the existing passenger terminal expected tMcost EUR 14.7 million) and new 
departure terminals at Rhodes, Mykonos, Samos, Santorini Skiathos and Zakynthos Airports. 

support of funding through the 

ed at Thessaloniki International 
gers annually by 2010. A new 

Įpdion, and an extension to the 
expansion of these two airports is 
il.O million is funded under the 
a EUR 1.4 billion programme to 

be used to fund improved surface 
la airport. 

rs, include Heraklion Airport (an 

In addition to this programme, the HCAA is mvestigaiļig the possibility of building new 
airports at Larissa and Igoumenitsa and coverting the nffitary airfield at Tatoi for business 
and general aviation use. Originally, the former Athena ikirport at Hellinikon was meant to 
serve business aviation, but as the site will be used to seti||p the Olympic Village for the 2004 
Olympics, an alternative had to be found. 
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Airport Charges 

There are common charges for all HCAA airports with reviews approximately every three 
years. In general, the Passenger Facility (PFC) and ADF (Airport Development Fund) 
charges are relatively high (in comparison with other European airports) but aircraft landing 
fees are relatively low. 

8. Financial Performance 

In general, airport operations are self-financed through standard airport charges and 
infrastructure is funded through the supplementary ADF charge, government grants and EU 
funding, as appropriate. There is substantial cross-subsidisation between individual airports. 

The HCAA do not publish financial accounts or make these available for external use, so a 
detailed breakdown is not possible. 

9. Sources of Funding 

As described above, the principal source of finance for new airport infrastructure is the 
Airport Development Fund described above. With the exception of Athens bitemational 
Airport, the funds can be allocated towards any airport withm the system (i.e. not just the 
airport at which the ADF passenger charge was collected). 

Some financial assistance has been provided by the European Commission, including grants 
from the Cohésion Fund, the Trans-European Network (TENS) budget, the European 
Regional Development Fund and the European Investment Bank. 

JO. Public Funding Issues 

The Greek government and the European Union (through European Commission grant aid 
and European Investment Bank loans) have provided substantial start-up support to the new 
Athens bitemational Airport and have contributed towards the development of HCAA-
operated airports. It is intended that Athens International Airport will, in the future, be fully 
self-financing. In the case of the HCAA-airports, many are relatively small and are unlikely 
ever to be profitable. In the view of the HCAA, the public funding of such airports is 
justified on social grounds (e.g. to provide access to and from the Greek islands and other 
remote areas). 
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IRELAND (IRE) 

1 Government Policy 

1.1 Organisational structure 

There are three major airports (Cork, Dublin, and Shannon) together with a number of small 
regional airports (including Knock, Galway, Waterford and Kerry). Dublin is the main 
international gateway for Ireland although in the past Shannon was the designated gateway 
for North Atlantic flights; the latter requirement has been modified in recent years. 

Aer Rianta (100% owned by the Government) owns, operates and develops Ireland's major 
airports at Dublin, Shannon and Cork. Aer Rianta International (ARI) is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Aer Rianta and manages all overseas operations on behalf of the Aer Rianta 
Group. The company is an acknowledged leader in duty-free retailing (outside of the EU) and 
airport management, with a client base that includes airports and retailers throughout Russia, 
Ukraine, Europe, North America and the Middle East. It is also a shareholder in Birmingham 
Airport in the UK and in Hamburg and Düsseldorf airports m Germany. 

Aer Rianta's vision for the future is to be a premiere Irish international airport management 
group meeting the needs and expectations of our customers, using our resources effectively, 
fully realising the capabilities and potential of our staff and optimising long-term shareholder 
value. 

1.2 Regulatory environment 

Government regulation is limited to airport charges and taxation policy. For many years 
airport charges were regulated by the Department of Transport, Energy and Communications. 
Responsibilities for aviation are now under the Department of Public Enterprise. Until 2001, 
there had been no increase m airport charges since 1987. In 2001 the newly formed 
Commission for Aviation Regulation issues a report on the Determination of Maximum 
Levels of Airport Charges for Cork, Dublin and Shannon airports. Various parties appealed 
against the Determination and, as a result, some minor revisions to the proposed charging 
structure were made. 

J. 3 Airport ownership policy 

The Irish government has yet to make a formal decision on a recommendation made by Aer 
Rianta to prepare for an initial offering of a minority shareholding of Aer Rianta. Aer 
Rianta's recommendation was supported by an independent report to the Minister for Public 
Enterprise and the Minister for Finance 'Review of Strategic Options for the Future of Aer 
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I 

Rianta' (December 1999) prepared by Warburg Dillion A d , АШ Capital Markets and 
SH&E as being the funding option that would best meet the llommercial needs of the Group. 
Aer Rianta does not expect an initial public offering to be appi Ived in the short-term. 

Privatisation would require legislation to be passed by théiMreachtas (Parliament) to give 
effect to any Government decision to privatise Aer Rianta in ifjiole or m part. 

IRE. J.4 Air Service Agreements 

Until 1993 Shannon was designated as the sole transatiÄtic gateway for Ireland; most 
transatlantic traffic now passes through the natural gateway nlf Dublin. Ireland has yet to sign 
an open skies agreement with the United States. Apart irom EU traffic, Dublin is the 
designated gateway airport for Ireland although Royal Joriffipnian uses Shannon as a transit 
stop. 

IRE. 1.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) routes 

PSOs are imposed on 5 internal routes within Ireland an< 
internal routes are Dublin - Kerry, Dublin - Knock, Dub! 
Dublin - Donegal. The cross-border PSO links Dublin witnl 
47% of the total number of domestic scheduled departures 
capacity. All PSOs are tendered and subsidies financed býj 
Department of Public Enterprise. The Table below pro 
traffic statistics on PSO routes. 

\n one cross-border routes. The 
- Galway, Dublin - Sligo and 

)erry. PSOs in Ireland represent 
23% of total domestic seating 

ie Irish government through the 
ÎS details of subsidy levels and 

Routes 

Dublin-Donegal 

Dublin-Galway 

Dublin-Kerry 

Dublin-Knock 

Dublin-Sligo 

Passenger Trafne 

(2000) 

12,417 

72,315 

78,578 

173,421 

24,434 

Annuali bsidy 

(¿μ 9 
IR£ φ 746 

IR£ 8£ į 380 

IR£5i 619 

IR£1,q; 746 

IR£ 5̂  : 031 

Subsidy per 

Passenger (2000) 

IR£ 50.88 

IR£ 11.79 

IR£ 7.61 

IR£ 5.95 

IR£ 22.35 
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1.2 Airport Traffic Statistics 

Passeneen (Thousands) on commercial flights 

Airport 

Cork 

Dublin 

Shannon 

Dom./ 
Transit 

282 

756 

723 

1999 

Int. 

1216 

12 046 

1465 

Total 

1498 

12 SCS 

2188 

Dom./ 
Transit 

328 

814 

658 

2000 

Int. 

1347 

13 030 

1750 

Total 

1675 

13844 

2 408 

Sources; Various 

Commercial Aircraft Movements (Thousands) 

Airport 

Cork 

Dublin 

Shannon 

1999 

Sched. & 
Charter 

19.3 

na 

21.9 

Other 
Commercial 

Neg. 

na 

3.4 

Total 
Commercial 

19.3 

153.1 

25.3 

2000 

Sched. & 
Charter 

22.0 

na 

24.0 

Other 
Commercial 

Neg. 

na 

3.3 

Total 
Commercial 

27 00 

162.2 

27.3 

Sources; Various 

Freight and Moil (Thousands of tonnes) 

Airport 

Cork 

Dublin 

Shannon 

1999 

Freight 

7.6 

103.1 

34.2 

Май 

0.6 

9.0 

0.5 

Total Cargo 

8.2 

112.1 

34.7 

2000 

Freight 

7.4 

109.4 

42.4 

Mail 

0.7 

10.2 

0.5 

Total Cargo 

8.1 

119.6 

42.9 

Sources; Various 
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Airline market 

3.1 Aer Lingus 

Aer Lingus is the national airline of Ireland and operates do| 
Aer Lingus Commuter serves domestic and UK provincial 
cargo services on all services within the route network. 

ïstic and international services. 
jtes. Aer Lingus also provides 

The name Aer Lingus is an anglicisation of the Gaelic 'Aerļllingeas', meaning Air Fleet. The 
airline's inaugural flight took place on the 27 May 1936, Äarting from Dublin for Bristol, 
England with five passengers on board a de Havilland !l||agon. Today Aer Lingus flies 
15,000 passengers on 180 flights per day to over 30 destiņJļfons across Ireland and the UK, 
Continental Europe and the USA 

In April 1997, Aer Lingus commenced service to Newark, ¡j 
five Airbus A330s serving the four US gateways - New Yol 
In 1998 more new generation aircraft from Airbus were 
A321s, primarily for London services. In May 1999, Aer 
weekly service to Los Angeles using a new Airbus A330-21 

Airport was launched in October 1999 with four flights a dal 

'few Jersey. Aer Lingus then had 
Boston, Chicago and Newark. 

ïlivered, this time a fleet of five 
lingus inaugurated a three-times 
\. A new service to London City 

On 1 June 2000, Aer Lingus joined the Oneworld Alliaiiļle. In 2001 there was continued 
growth of the Airbus fleet with the delivery of two A320-2Ìj)s and one A330-200 in the same 
spring. This brings the total number of A320-200s m opeļpion to four, and A330-200s to 
three. 

3.2 Ryanair 

Ryanair, a low-fare carrier, operates between Ireland, the 
has a mini hub at Brussels South Airport Charleroi and Fra 

I 

Ryanair commenced operations in 1985 with two 18-seai 
In 1986 Ryanair began services to Dublin from London 
and Aer Lingus. Set up as a low cost airline, by 1991 
result, Ryanair's management decided to adopt the lo 
proved successful for Southwest Airlines in the USA Sei 
the airline started operating jets (BAC One-Elevens) i 
Ryanaiťs first profit. Between 1993 and 1994, R; 
Birmingham, Manchester and Glasgow and doubled its ti 
airline received its first B737-200 in 1993 and had al 
1997 saw Ryanair move into the European market with 

Ж and continental Europe where it 
Hahn. 

ìmbraer EMB-110 Bandeirantes. 
¡competition with British Airways 
rønair had lost £20 Million. As a 
>st-no frills formula, which had 

fees were cut from 23 to four and 
id of turboprops. 1991 marked 

introduced its formula to 
ic figures almost overnight. The 

[leet of 20 by the end of 1994. 
¡ervices to Stockholm, Oslo, Paris 
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and Brussels, Pisa, Venice, Rimini, Carcassonne, Kristianstad and St. Etienne. That same 
year, the airline was floated on the NASDAQ stock exchange for $500 Million. 

During early 2001 the airline set up a European mini-hub at Brussels Charleroi Airport from 
which to operate a mix of French, Italian, Irish and UK services. This significant expansion 
included an investment of $100 million and the allocation of four Boeing 737 aircraft. 
Ryanair have now set up a second hub at Frankfurt Hahn and arte looking to set up forther 
hubs in Europe. 

Of all the airlines interviewed durine the course of the study. Ryanair expressed the 
stroneest views about hieh airport chorees in Europe. 
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4 Airports 

Cork 

Ownership and organisational structure 

Cork is one of three airports (the others being Dublin and 
Rianta. The latest available Annual Report is for the year 2 
Structure of which Cork Airport is part. 

ion) that are operated by Aer 
and gives details of the Group 

At Cork, ATC services are provided by the Irish Aviatiol J Authority, police by the State, 
passenger and ramp handling by self handlers and З1"1 partjjpandlers, and security, duty free 
and car parking by Aer Rianta. 

Tyg of airport 

During 2000, of Aer Rianta's three home airports, ţi 
experienced at Cork with passenger numbers up 12% tc 
absolute growth was to the UK, which was up 7%. Passer 
for 2001. The mam traffic emphasis is on the short-haul | 
significant domestic market share. 

most significant growth was 
ilmost 1.7 million. The biggest 
br numbers continued to increase 
Itemational market albeit with a 

Уеаг 

Transatlantic 
Great Britain 
Europe 
Domestic 
Transit 

Total 

Cork ~ Five 

2000 

280 
951 833 
400 324 

310 153 
17 570 

1 680160 

Cork ~ Five 

Year Summarv ofPassemwer 

1999 

147 
889 847 
330 725 

261220 
20 035 

1 501 974 

Year Summan 

Statistics 

ι 
1998 

il 
800 3 

266 2 
233 3Į 

151 

f 3 f 5 2 • 

f of Aira L 

1997 

141 
757 526 

218 086 
205 017 

15 491 

1 196 262 

'ovements 

1996 

1148 
698 393 

215 883 
195 107 

13 789 

1 124 320 

Year 2000 1999 1998] 1997 1996 
Commercial 
- Scheduled 

- Non-Scheduled 
- Training 
Others 

23 279 
1427 

22 252 
3 386 

16 224 
3 047 

18 428 
5 413 

15 
2 

14 
4 

15 022 
3 499 

16 290 
5 090 

14 538 
4 413 

17 844 
4 098 

Total 50 344 43112 37 39 901 40 893 
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Cork ~ Five Year Summary of Terminal Frdeht includins Maü ßietric Tonnes) 

Year 
Freight 

2000 
10 894 

f999 

11047 

f998 

12 818 

1997 
8 095 

f996 

4 214 

3 Route structure cmdL·}/ airlines 

bi 2000, British Regional, Keenair and Air Wales introduced three new routes to Glasgow, 
Cardiff and Liverpool respectively, and additional capacity was added on the Birmmgham 
route. 

European passengers increased by 21%. Daily services to Paris and Amsterdam (both with 
Aer Lingus), new sun charter flights to Reus and Almeria, and a winter series to Innsbruck all 
increased capacity. The summer charter market offered 100,000 seats for the first time, with 
31 flights per week to 17 destinations. 

Domestic traffic grew by 19% with Aer Arann entering the market with daily Cork-Dublin 
services. Aer Lingus also introduced larger aircraft on this route. The following Tables show 
the last five years traffic data for the airport. 

Aer Lingus is the dommant airline on scheduled domestic routes followed by Are Arann. On 
scheduled intra-EU routes the three dommant airlines are Aer Lingus, British Airways and 
Ryanair in descending order. The two principal charter airlines operating intra-EU and 
international (non-EU) routes are Futura and Spanair. DHL and TNT are responsible for the 
majority of the cargo operations. 

4 Catchment area 

The natural catchment of Cork encompasses a population of approximately 1.2 million; 
400,000 of who are resident within the natural catchments of other airports, for example, 
Shannon, Waterford and Kerry. The catchment is defined on the basis of a twice-yearly 
market survey. 

5 Competing airports 

The principal airport competitor to Cork, is Shannon, located 90 miles to the northwest, 
because of an overlapping catchment area although not competing in any specific market 
segment. The second competitor is the non-Aer Rianta airport located at Kerry some 65 miles 
to the west of Cork. Kerry, because of lower landing charges, has some attraction for 
European charter airlines although the natural catchment in population terms is smaller. The 
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third competitor is Dublin, located 180 miles to the northeaff which offers more frequencies 
in the scheduled market. 

6 Current and future investment plans 

During the period 1996 to 2001 the largest, and most siį 
where €7 million was expended on overlaying the runway. 
started on an apron extension. This 18-month contract 
spaces, a dedicated wide-bodied aircraft stand and new! 
Future development plans are set to double the ter 
refijrbishment of the existing facilities. A planned pier buil 
to provide enhanced access for passengers to aircraft. 
roads, a new 600 space multi-storey car park and additior 
the investment plans are currently under review by the Reg 

meant, investment was in 1998 
Towards the end of 2000, work 

provide more aircraft parking 
iway from the main runway. 

area and see the complete 
|g will facilitate nose-in parking 
is include re-organised access 
surface car parking. However, 

tor. 

Surface access investment programmes in recent years indļlde the construction of the Jack 
Lynch Tunnel and South Link Road improving access to t i l airport from its catchment area. 
There are no cost details of the project, which was funded ļbļļ§the State. There is no significant 
surface access infrastructure investment planned for the fixt 

7 Airport charges 

The Commission for Aviation Regulation now sets airp 
Shannon. Charges for all three airports are generally si 
movement charges at Dublin where a more complex foi 
include take-off, landing, passenger service charge, air» 
security. There are no noise, night flight or peak periq 
Authority charges for air traffic control services. 

The passenger service charge and airport security charge 
parking is charged as per 30 minutes or part thereof and, 
minutes or part thereof. Runway landing and take-off cl 
(Maximum Таке-Off Weight). 

In August 2001, the commission for Aviation Regulaţi« 
economic review of Aer Rianta's airport charges and pül 
Rianta is bound to comply with a price cap on the maximi 
with a series of runway sub-caps at Dublin. Aer Rianta hai 
and level of airport charges subject to these constrali 
participative consultation with users as part of the review 
no cross-subsidisation of charges, as the Regulator has imi 
Aer Rianta as a whole. 

charges for Cork, Dublin and 
with the exception of runway 

kula has been adopted. Charges 
I parking, air bridges and airport 
¡suppléments. The Irish Aviation 

per departing passenger, aircraft 
bwise, airbridge use is also per 30 
ts are generally based on MTOW 

completed its first independent 
îshed its first Determination. Aer 

revenue yield per passenger, and 
latitude to determine the structure 

Aer Rianta engages in open 
)cess for airport charges. There is 
Į>sed a separate cap for Dublin and 
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Under Aer Rianta's New Route Support Scheme 2001, Aer Rianta offers zero airport charges 
for four years to carriers that start new routes from Cork and Shannon airports and zero 
airport charges for three years for carriers operating new routes from Dublin m the year 1st 

October 2001 to 30* September 2002. 

8 Financial performance 

The financial performance of the Aer Rianta Group is shown in the Annual Report and 
Accounts. The profit and loss breakdown for individual airports is not shown m the Accounts. 
The Table below therefore only shows Group results. 

Year / Currency 

Turnover 

Operating costs 

- Cost of goods for resale 

- Payroll 

- Materials and services 

- Depreciation 

Subtotal 

Group operating profit 

Other profits 

Profit before interest 

Group interest 

Other interest 

Profit before tax 

Taxation on profit 

Profit after taxation 

Equity interest 

Retained Profit 

2000/€000 

424,992 

(141,131) 

(117,811) 

(81,301) 

(27,122) 

r367,365J 

57,625 

25,443 

83,070 

(11,523) 

(6,198) 

65,349 
(16,689) 

48,660 

6 

48,666 

2000/IR£000 

334,709 

(111,150) 

(92,784) 

(64,030) 

(21,360) 

(289,324; 

45,385 

20,038 

65,423 

(9,075) 

(4,881) 

51,467 

(13,144) 

38,323 

5 

38,328 

1999/IR£000 

292,934 

(98,140) 

(83,689) 

(54,112) 

(18,138) 

(254,079) 

38,855 

12,593 

51,448 

(5,201) 

(4,017) 

42,230 

(11,208) 

3Í,022 

19 

31,041 

Group taxation is on the following basis: 

Standard rate corporation tax 20% for 2001 
Passive income tax rate for 25% 
Local taxes (rates) where applicable 

Depreciation policy is as follows: 

Straight-line basis. 
Terminal and buildings 10-50 years 
Runways, taxiways and aprons 10-50 years 
Plant and machinery 2-20 years 
Terminal / airport systems 2-10 years 
Vehicles, equipment 2-10 years 
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9 Sources of funding 

Infrastructure fìmding is generally from mteraal group fim« J. However, some use has been 
made of public sector grants in recent years, for examplJ infrastructure improvements at 
Cork are being partly supported by the European Investméli Bank with a €125 million loan. 
The finance goes to Aer Rianta Finance pic for enhancem« of passenger terminals, aircraft 
aprons and supporting works at Dublin, Shannon and Çfffk airports. The use of similar 
funding for Cork in the future is not planned. 

10 Public funding issues 

The main competing airports are Shannon, Kerry and Wat 
Rianta Group and therefore would have access to the sami 
Waterford and Kerry are not serious competitors to Cork (j 
but, by virtue of size and routes, Cork is in a better positi 
and Waterford. Therefore, public funding to Cork could ρ 
competitive disadvantage unless these airports were also 
the latter airports do receive some marketing support from ţ 

ļford. Shannon is part of the Aer 
>es of funding as Cork airport. 

though their catchments overlap) 
to take traffic away from Kerry 
l&ny and Waterford at a fiirther 

¡eceipt of public fìmding. As it is, 
State. 
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Dublin 

I Ownership and organisational structure 

Dublin is one of three airports (the others being Cork and Shannon) that are operated by Aer 
Rianta. The latest available Annual Report is for the year 2000 and gives details of the Group 
Structure of which Dublin Airport is part. 

At Dublin, ATC services are provided by the Irish Aviation Authority, police by the State, 
passenger and ramp handling by self-handlers and 3rd party handlers, and security, duty free 
and car parking by Aer Rianta. 

2 Type of airport 

Dublin airport is the international gateway for Ireland and the home base of Aer Lingus and 
Ryanair. Dublin Airport handled 13.8 million passengers in 2000, up 8% on 1999. This was 
the seventh consecutive year that traffic grew by over 1 million passengers. Despite the 
events of 114 September, this trend continued in 2001 when passenger numbers further 
increased to 14.3 million despite a downturn in the USA market. Thirty scheduled airlines 
now serve a total of 75 destinations. 

Dublin ~ Five Year Summary of Posseneer Statistics 

Year 

Transatlantic 

Great Britain 

Europe 

Domestic 
Transit 

Total 

2000 

966 451 
7 419183 

4 644 792 

661062 

152 040 

13 843 528 

1999 

829 759 

7 226 495 

3 989 831 

610 962 

144 984 

12 802 031 

1998 

674 328 
6 919 221 

3 384 545 

539 444 

123 562 

11641100 

1997 

535 078 
6 361 256 

2 850 287 

488 017 

98 564 

10 333 202 

1996 

477 881 

5 624 094 

2 454 181 

464 510 

70 630 

9 091 296 

Dublin ~ Five Year Summary of Aircraft Movements 

Year 

Commercial 

- Scheduled 

- Non-Scheduled 

- Training 

Others 

Total 

2000 

145 976 

16 221 

1328 

16 720 

180 245 

1999 

140 154 

12 944 

1522 

15 801 

170 421 

1998 

132 558 

12 259 

1092 

16177 

162 086 

1997 

123 783 

10 541 

410 

15 601 

f50335 

Í996 

110 551 

11 122 

563 

17 807 

140 043 
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Dublin ~ Five Year Summary of Terminal Freight incĘmns Mail (Metric Tonnes) 

J 
Year 

Freight 
2000 

150 023 

f999 

145 391 

Í998 I 1 Í997 
134 650Í II 122 619 

f996 
107 004 

3 Route structure ond key airlines 

The largest market segment the UK, accounted for just ov( 
airport. UK passenger numbers reached 7.4 million, up 3% 
of the sectors traffic, Ryanair 39%, British Midland 13' 
traffic was up 1% and continued to dominate, account 
business. UK provincial traffic recorded a 5% increase for tl 

3 
The European and transatlantic markets were the fastest 
(the latter going into steep decline after 11* September̂  
Passengers on the European sector numbered 4.6 
increased by 14% and charter traffic by 21%. A great© 
offered. New scheduled routes were introduced to Billund 
and Stockholm, and capacity increased on Rome, Pra] 
routes. 

US traffic figures in 2000 reached an all-time high of ji 
Dublin-Washington route being one of the main contrit 
transatlantic sector. Other growth contributors were ade 
Atlanta, and increased frequencies to Boston and Los Ange 

Domestic traffic grew by 8% mainly driven by very stron; 
Cargo throughput increased by 3%, with flown frei] 
operators increased capacity and new passenger services 
hold freight. 

Scheduled domestic traffic to / from Dublin is shared b 
Delta in descending order of market share, it is assumi 
rights between Dublin and Shannon. The scheduled intr! 
Lingus, Ryanair and British Midland, and the scheduli 
shared between Aer Lingus and Continental. The chartéi 
non-EU) is shared between Futura, Air 2000 (now r 
segment is shared between Aer Lingus, DHL and TNT. 

of all passenger traffic at the 
1999. Aer Lmgus carried 40% 
td other airlines 8%. London 
for 60% of all cross-channel 

lyear. 

wing at Dublin airport in 2000 
oth recording growth of 16%. 

m. Scheduled European traffic 
hoice of destinations was also 
û Oslo, new services to Munich 

Budapest, Brussels and Paris 

under 1 million passengers, the 
tors to the 16% increase in the 
tonal services to New York and 
Is. 

rowth on the Dublin-Cork route. 
increasing by 7%. All existing 
to additional capacity for belly-

/een Aer Lingus, Aer Arann and 
iät Delta is making use of traffic 
ÏU market is shared between Aer 
¡international (non-EU) market is 

rket (intra-EU and international 
franded) and Spanair. The cargo 
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4 Catchment area 

Dublin is a national gateway international airport and therefore the whole of Ireland (plus 
Northern Ireland) may be described as its catchment area. However, in relation to routes 
where other airports offer competing air services then its natural catchment area would 
extend up to a driving time radius of about 2 to 2.5 hours. For example, scheduled domestic 
traffic has a natural catchment within 90 minutes driving time of the airport with no 
overlapping of the catchment area with other airports. 

The natural catchment for scheduled international traffic is somewhat greater (2.5 hours) and 
this catchment, and therefore competition, would overlap with Belfast International, Cork and 
Shannon. The catchment is somewhat different for the transfer traffic on international 
scheduled market where Dublin is competing with Heathrow, Manchester, Gatwick, Charles 
de Gaulle and Amsterdam. International charters are competing with operations out of 
Belgium. Cargo (both origin / destination and transfer) is competing with Heathrow and 
Manchester. 

The catchment areas are defined by means of passenger surveys that are carried out on a 
monthly basis. 

5 Competing airports 

The principal airport competitor is Belfast International particularly for the EU / non-EU 
leisure market segment. Belfast is located some 100 miles to the north of Dublin. However, 
Dublin has an advantage in that the network of product range is wider and more favourable 
currency differentials. 

The second airport competitor is Heathrow, in particular for transfer passengers. Heathrow is 
located about 260 miles (on a separate island) to the south-east of Dublin and the former has 
a strong advantage because of the greater range of services and additional routes that are 
offered. 

The third competitor is Manchester, located 155 miles (on a separate island) to the east of 
Dublin. The competing market segments offered by Manchester are cargo and scheduled 
international, primarily because of the additional routes that are available. 

6 Current and future investment plans 

Before the events of the 11th September, passenger numbers at Dublin airport were forecast to 

reach 20 million per annum, the predicted capacity of the current development programme. 

Further expansion to the airport is therefore planned but the timing of this is subject to review 

by the Commission for Aviation regulation as this is linked to the allowable airport charging 
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structure and hence revenues that would be available toļ|ļfund the expansion plans. For 
example, one area of contention is the proposed installation! If an internal rail system to link 
the main terminal areas with car parks, cargo areas and carļlļire facilities. The system would 
also link with the new Dublin City Metro and other transport liodes. 

However, past mvestments programmes include the construi 
1994 (€39.5m) followed by the commencement of Phase 2 
Phase 1 of the six-bay passenger terminal extension be 
Phase 2) and has almost doubled the termmal area at 
baggage-handling system is fully operational and has ré 

¡ 

Phase 2 of Pier C was also completed and handed over iii 
level of the pavilion at Pier В was completely refurbished 
were installed throughout the terminal building. 

Access to the airport was improved with the upgrading o; 
Linked to this is the ongoing construction of the Belfast 
separately by the State and other sources with no contribi 
additional long-term car parking spaces were added. 

of Pier C / Terminal West m 
Her C (€24.5) in 1997. In 2000, 
operational (€78.8m including 

klin Airport. A new automated 
llutìonised the sorting process. 
Įie same year and the departures 

iced fire-protection measures 

atrance, exit and arrivals road. 
)ublin motorway, this is fiinded 

Ion from Aer Rianta. Over 2000 

The cargo apron was expanded by 4,000 sq. metres and m,000 sq.metres of central apron 
construction were completed. Airfield development providld a new taxiway, two additional 
stands and a parking area for six executive aircraft. The Jlmpletion of a rapid exit taxiway 
has increased airside capacity from 31 to 40 movementsļļļ|er hour. Technical studies were 
initiated in preparation for the new runway, 10L/28R. 

Construction of Pier D (€20m) commenced in early 2002 
a rail link. The estimated project cost of the latter will bļ 
will contribute to the element within the airport boundary 

7 Airport charges 

ļd future investment plans melude 
E7.2 billion of which Aer Rianta 

Refer to Section 7 for Cork Airport 

8 Financial performance 

Refer to Section 8 for Cork Airport 

Sources of funding 

Infrastructure improvements at Dublin are being supporteij by the European Investment bank 
with a €125 million loan. The finance goes to Aer Riafp Finance pic for enhancement of 

I III n passenger terminals, aircraft aprons and supporting ^Cffcs at Dublin, Shannon and Cork 
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airports. There is no information on the use of similar funding sources for future 
developments. 

10 Public fimding issues 

There are no public funding issues, as Dublin doesn't compete with other international 
gateway airports due to geographic location. 
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Shannon 

Ownership and organisational structure 

Shannon is one of three airports (the others being Dublin am Cork) that are operated by the 

state-owned company Ает Rianta. The latest available Annuli Report is for the year 2000 and 

gives details of the Group Structure of which Shannon airpoļlis part. 

At Shannon, ATC services are provided by the Msh Aviati 
passenger and ramp handling by self-handlers and З"1 ρ 
and car parking by Aer Rianta. 

2 Type of airport 

Authority, police by the State, 

idlers, and security, duty free 

Shannon is a regional airport with an unusual history in ttiļlt for many years the airport was 
the point of entry to Ireland for Aer Lingus transatlantic oJIrations. Although this restriction 
has been relaxed, a number of North American flights snil stopover at either Shannon or 
Dublin. Therefore, transatlantic traffic levels are still highfjI significant when compared with 
passenger numbers as a whole. 

Shannon ~ Five Year Summary ofPasEmner Statistics 

Year 
Transatlantic 
Great Britain 
Europe 
Domestic 
Transit 

Total 

2000 
682 715 
751 176 
317 264 
164 665 
492 432 

2 408 252 

í 999 
632 780 
609 587 
221 089 
182 070 
542 628 

2 Ϊ88154 

1998 
548 5 | 
557 ļl Į 
170 4) ¡ 
158 4!» 
405,^ ï 

1 840\ò\ î 

Shannon ~ Five Year Summarv of Ai 

1997 
496 947 
496137 
192 906 
157 431 
478 643 

1 822 064 

1996 
512 271 
467 151 
214 756 
145 256 
401 216 

1740 650 

r ¡aft Movements 

Year 
Commercial 
- Scheduled 
- Non-Scheduled 
- Training 
Others 
Total 

2000 

19 657 
7 925 

18 745 
7 540 

53 867 

í 999 

16 308 
8 946 

18 825 
7 335 

51414 

199)i 

1412 B 

71 8 
16 ( 3 
7Ì 7 

45i "β 

1997 

11655 
9 321 

12 333 
6 853 

40162 

1996 

11578 
9.912 

19147 
6 594 

4723í 
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Shannon ~ Five Year Summary of Terminal Freight includine Mail (Metric Tonnes) 

Year 
Freight 

2000 
53 398 

1999 
45 974 

Í998 

44 037 

1997 
39 497 

f996 

35 463 

The year 2000 saw Shannon's fifth successive year of record passenger growth generatmg 2.4 
million passengers, an increase of 10% over 1999. Terminal traffic was up 16% to 1.9 million 
and now accounts for almost 80% of total passengers. However, provisional traffic levels for 
2001 indicate a slight drop due to the collapse of the USA market after September 11*. 

3 Route structure and key airlines 

The European sector increased by 44% with an expansion in the number of scheduled 
services, including Ryanair's launch of its Frankfurt-Hahn route. New sun destinations 
included Barcelona, Malta and Lanzarote. 

Shannon's second fastest growing sector was the UK, with passenger numbers up 23%. 
Competition increased on the London routes with Ryanair serving London Stansted, while 
Virgin Express Ireland switched their destination from Stansted to London Gatwick (before 
closing in March 2001). British European Airways introduced new services to Birmingham. 
Royal Jordanian has decided to significantly increase its operations through Shannon. 

The transatlantic market increased by 8% with Aer Lingus's new route to Washington and 
additional frequencies to Chicago and Los Angeles. Aeroflot introduced Havana to the route 
network, while Air Malta's transit service to New York Contributed to growth. 

Shannon's domestic traffic dropped by 10% partially due to the increasing number of direct 
transatlantic services out of Dublin and transit business, as anticipated, was down 9%. 

Cargo throughput increased by 16% with Lufthansa Cargo consolidating its transatlantic 
services for Ireland and the UK at Shannon. Panalpina and Swisscargo launched new 
scheduled services to the USA, Luxembourg and Switzerland. 

Aer Lingus dominated the scheduled domestic market and Ryanair dominated the scheduled 
intra-EU market segments. Scheduled non-EU international traffic was split between Aer 
Lingus, Continental and Delta in order of decreasing market share. Shannon does not have 
any single charter airline that accounts for any significant amount of business. Cargo traffic is 
shared between Aer Lingus, Lufthansa and DHL. 
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4 Catchment area 

Passenger surveys indicate that the main catchment area Щ domestic, UK and European 
destinations as being those areas within 90 mmutes drivé lom Shannon. For transatlantic 
services, anyone within a two hour drive would be consirfld as being within the Shannon 
catchment area as Coric airport does not offer similar service||ni this particular market. 

5 Competitive airports 

The principal competitor is Cork (situated in the south If Ireland about 120 km from 
Shannon), primarily for the 'sun' charter market. Cork off A a greater range of sun holiday 
destinations, more flight frequencies plus more tour 'opJJpors. Cork also has winter ski 
charters while Shannon does not. 

The second competitor is Dublin, located 225 km to the last of Shannon. The competing 
market segments are direct European services, sun and sil charter services. As the busiest 
airport in Ireland, Dublin can offer a wide range of servilis in all markets which Shannon 
cannot offer, e.g. a range of sun and ski destinations and dirjft services into Europe. 

Current and'future investment plans 

Investment over the last five years has concentrated on thl new terminal building, which was 
officially opened on the 27* March 2000. Terminal сарашу has effectively doubled to 4.5 
million passengers per annum. The cost of the temànaflis estimated at €36 million and 
funding was funded by a loan from external sources. 

During 2000 a new hanger was built, and leased to Aer l|i|kus for Airbus A330 maintenance. 
Work started in March 2001 on a new wide-body hanger iff UPS to carry out maintenance on 
part of their fleet. 

Future airport investment is subject to review by the EcoriJfiic regulator. 

Airport access infrastructure investment in recent years Ш been limited to externally funded 
improvements to the external road system and no signiffpnt ftirther investment is expected 
for the firture. 

7 Airpo charges 

Refer to Section 7 for Cork airport 
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8 Financial performance 

Refer to Section 8 for Cork airport 

9 Sources of funding 

Infrastructure improvements at Shannon are being supported by the European Investment 
bank with a €125 million loan. The finance goes to Aer Rianta Finance pic for enhancement 
of passenger terminals, aircraft aprons and supporting works at Dublin, Shannon and Cork 
airports. 

10 Public funding issues 

Refer to Section 10 Cork as comments made there apply equally to Shannon. 
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Waterford 

1 Ownership and organisational structure 

Waterford Regional Airport pic is a private sector company Ipth a diverse shareholding. The 
largest shareholder is the Ryan family who hold 269,9981 llares. Other major shareholders 
(each having less than 10% of the Ryan shareholding) |ph»de Waterford Corporation, 
Waterford Country Council, 4 Founding Directors and twllocal companies. The Board of 
Directors is listed in the current Annual Report. The aiijļļprt company is responsible for 
providing all aiiport services. 

Waterford is one of six regional airports that are competi] 
airport system. The main aims of the airport owners! 
scheduled services there are and to ensure financial survivabi 

Ireland against the Aer Rianta 
are to maintain what limited 
- of the airport. 

It is considered appropriate in this context to refer to ä report titled 'Review of Knock 
Airport' submitted to the Department of Public Enterp|||e, Ireland. This report can be 
accessed via the following web site: 

• III 111 

http://www.gov Je/tec/aviation/reports/knockairportIļļļļjtm 

2 Type of airport 
Waterford is a small regional airport catering for a limitéJJshort-haul scheduled market and 
General Aviation. Passenger numbers have fluctuated betļlpen a high of 45,000 per annum 
(1990) and a low of 12,700 in 2000. However, an increasi to 24,500 has been estimated for 
2001. Relatively high passenger numbers in the late 80's \ajre due to the presence of Ryanair 
and later British Airways. As the runway is only suitabl̂ ļļļfbr turboprop operations, airlines 
with all-jet fleets are not interested in Waterford. 

Route structure caid key airlines 

The only scheduled route (intra-EU) currently operated ifllhat by Euroceltic between Luton 
and Waterford. Other services to Liverpool were not suçJpfiil. Euroceltic have been on the 
verge of closure in recent years but there is now a charij| of ownership and the twice-daily 
service to Luton continues. 

Catchment area 

There is a resident population of 300,000 within one hoji drive of Waterford, although the 
realistic catchment (because of the proximity of Cork al l Dublin) is the City of Waterford 
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and the area to the west of the City, about 100,000 population in total. In practice, the real 
catchment is London as, according to ticket sales analysis, most of the tickets are purchased 
m the UK. 

5 Competing airports 

The principal competitor of Waterford is Cork, primarily for the mainly UK intra-EU 
scheduled services. Cork is located to the west of Waterford with a 50% shorter driving time 
than Dublin. Cork has a longer runway and therefore jet operations are possible. In addition, 
Aer Rianta can offer better start-up packages to airlines interested m starting new routes. 
Lastly, Aer Rianta widely advertise, in the Waterford catchment, competing services to those 
offered by Waterford, something that the latter can less afford. 

Second competitor is Dublin for much the same reasons as Cork. 

6 Current and future investment plans 

Capital investment has been limited in recent years to runway resurfacing in 1998. The cost 
of this was IR£0.5million of which 75% was a government grant. An expenditure of IR£5 
million was also incurred to deals with areas of non-compliance in safety and security. Some 
90% of this was met by a government grant. The airport has benefited, and will hope to do so 
in the future, by future State investment under the National Development Plan (usually 100% 
funding). In the past, attracting additional shareholders has also funded capital investment. 

The Waterford City Ring Road is also under construction as part of the National 
Development Plan including a future second river crossmg. This will improve surface access 
to the airport (expanding the catchment up to Kilkenny with an additional population of 
60,000) but the airport is not making a financial contribution. 

7 Airport charges 

Airport charges are published on the 'web' and melude landing charges, passenger service 
and security charges. There is also a passenger tax of (in 2001) ПШ5.00; this is shown on 
the ticket. Landing charges are based on MTOW but may be discounted. The main source of 
revenue, though, is from the passenger tax, passenger service charges and the supply of fuel. 
Charges are subject to annual review and / or when there is a change of schedule by the 
resident airline. 
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8 Financialperformance 

The profit and loss account is published in the Annual Redllrt and below. As the company 
makes a loss, there is tax exemption except for commerciali revenues, for example, rentals 
and hangerage. 

Year / Currency 

Turnover 

Cost of sales 

Gross profir 

Net operating expenses 

Operating loss 

Interest payable etc. 

Loss before taxation 

Tax on loss 

Loss for year 

Losses absorbed 1.10.1999 

Losses absorbed 30.9.2000 

2000/IR£ 

370,959 

(134,944) 

236,015 \ 

(327,759) | 

(91,744)1 

(7.217)1 
(98,961) 

(98,961) 

(600,182) 

(699,143) 

Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis at rates tháj 
to realisable values by the end of their expected working liv< 

1999/IRE 

446,441 

(156,209) 

290,232 

(322,700) 

(32,748) 

(5,386) 

(37,854) 

(37,854) 

(562,328) 

(600,182) 

re estimated to reduce the assets 
(on the following basis: 

Buildings and runways 
Fixtures and fittings 
Plant and equipment 
Vehicles 

1 - 101 
12.50/o| 
10% 
10 - 2ÌIIIO 

9 Sources ofñmding 

The following grants have been received between 1996 anqlOOl : 

1996, Government marketing grant 
1997, Government marketing grant 
1998, Government marketing grant 
1999, Government marketing grant 
2000, Government marketing grant 
2001, Government marketing grant 
2001, Local Authority once-off investment 

IR£ 40,000 
Ш£ 40,000 
IR£ 40,000 
DU 152,500 
IR£ 155,000 
Ш£ 200,000 
IR£ 250,000 
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In the future there may be a possible subsidy from the Department of the Marine for the 
Coastguard Search and Rescue Unit 

JO Public funding issues 

Waterford offers no competitive threat to the State-owned Aer Rianta Group. Public support 
to Waterford therefore does not disadvantage other airports. The airport offers benefits to the 
local economy and offers a small but alternative choice to passengers flying between London 
and Ireland. It also appears that Waterford does not benefit from having a PSO route. Such 
routes are worth up to IR£800,000 for airlines that operate to Knock and Galway. PSO 
designation would make intra-breland domestic routes from Waterford financially viable as 
present experience show that other high frequency PSO flights can operate with high load 
factors. 

It is also worth noting that the Finance Act 1997 has provided special tax incentives to certain 
regional airports by permitting the Minister for Finance to designate lands adjacent to them as 
'Enterprise Areas' under certain conditions. The airports are Cork (Donegal, Galway, Kerry, 
Knock, Sugo and Waterford. Tax incentives Time limited) in enterprise areas are available in 
respect of the construction or refurbishment of buildings, which are used for qualifying 
projects. The incentives melude accelerated capital allowances, double rent allowances and 
remissions from rates. 
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ITALY (ITL) 

1 Government Poliev 

J.J Organisational structure 

Italy has a total of about 30 regional and international airports of which the largest in terms of 
passenger throughput are Bologna, Milan Linate, Milan Malpensa, Naples and Rome 
Fiumicmo. Malpensa and Fiumicmo are used as international hubs by the national airline 
Alitalia. In addition, the low-cost market has targeted at least 12 Italian airports. 

The Civil Aviation Authority (ENAC ~ Ente Nazionale Aviazione Civile) has been in 
existence since July 1997.ENAC has responsibilities in: technical rules, regulation of airport 
services, airport charges and tarffls, relationships with relevant national and international 
authorities, evaluation of airport projects and the supervision of airport investments. 

Complimentary roles are played by the Ministry of Transportation (airport planning and 
supervision) and ENAV (Air Traffic Control and air navigation). 

1.2 Regulatory environment 

Airport charges (take-off, landing and passenger charges) were established by Decree until 
February 28* 2002. Since this date, each airport will determine its own charges as a function 
of airport costs and other factors as specified in Law 662/1996 and CIPE resolution August 
4* 2000. This applies to all airports whose infrastructure is owned by central government. 

The review procedure is that the airports cannot increase the charges, once determined. The 
CIPE resolution allows a review of charges every 5 years using a price cap formula. It is not 
believed that charges have a major impact on airport competition and in the future charges 
will be related to both airport efficiency and airport traffic. 

There are traffic distribution rules between the Milan airports (Malpensa and Linate). 

Assoclearance is the independent association that provides slot allocation to the 12 most 
important and congested airports. The rules for slot allocation are the same for every airport. 

There is a proposal, currently being discussed by Parliament, about a ban on night flights. 

Ajr Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfíeld University ITL-1 
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1.3 Airport ownership policy 

IIII 
Most airport infrastructure belongs to the state and airporl Inanagement companies with a 
long-term concession operate the airports. Most of these airfflårt companies are private and in 
some cases, like AdR in Rome or AdF in Florence, arff partially quoted on the stock 
exchange. 

For the future, it is expected that private companies will opJIate all the major Italian airports 
with complete responsibility for all operations but always In a long-term (30 - 40 years) 
concession. The infrastructure will remain the property of the itate. 

L 4 Air Service Agreements 

The majority of air service agreements permit Italian carri 
while there are limitations on the airports that may be uşi 
Italy. In general. Bilateral Agreements (except for open-s 
Rome only, few to both Milan and Rome. 

1.5 Public Service Obligation (PSO) routes 

At the present time only routes to Sardinia from Rp: 
particular, the routes are: Milan (LIN or MXP) - Algher 
Cagliari (CAG), Milan (LIN or MXP) - Olbia (OLB), Ro 
(FCO) - CagUari (CAG), Rome (FCO) - Olbia (OLB). Thi 
to Sicilian routes and other areas of south Italy, for example 
Presently, the total amount of grant is €36.15 million. 

to fly from any point in Italy, 
by non-EU countries to serve 

ies with USA) allow access to 

and Milan are subsidised. In 
|(AHO), Mļlan (LIN or MXP) -
(FCO) - Alghero (AHO), Rome 
are firture plans to offer grants 

routes to Crotone airport (CRV). 

The Italian Decree October 17* 2001 regulate grants f< 
(IG), AirOne (AP) and Alitalia (AZ) won the tenders for ţj 
from Volare Airlines, Alitalia and AirOne for some spi 
routes were subsidised, from the remote islands of Lamp 
to Trapani (TPS) in Sicily. 

There are no other grants to airports or airlines. 

I these spedfic routes. Meridiana 
|se routes, but there are recourses 
ic routes. In the past, only two 
isa (LMP) and Pantelleria (PNL) 

ITL-2 Air Transport Group, School of EngmeeríngAmanfíeld University 
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Airport Traffic Statistics 

Passensers (Thousands) on commercial fliehts 

Airport 

Bari 

Bergamo 

Bologna 

Florence 

Genova 

Milan Linate 

Milan Malpensa 

Naples 

Pisa 

Rome Ciampino 

Rome Fiumicino 

Trieste 

Turin 

Venice Marco Polo 

Verona 

Dom./ 
Transit 

936 

547 

1 197 

445 

679 

3 482 

4 924 

2 446 

552 

24 

11874 

434 

1300 

1271 

760 

1999 

Int. 

20 

571 

2118 

942 

370 

3148 

12 050 

1216 

594 

630 

12155 

141 

1 185 

2 538 

1098 

Total 

956 

1 118 

3 315 

1387 

1049 

6 630 

16 974 

3 662 

1 146 

654 

24 029 

576 

2 485 

3 809 

1858 

Dom. / 
Transit 

1216 

463 

1 176 

484 

619 

4187 

5 608 

2 744 

585 

72 

12 842 

444 

1483 

1458 

935 

2000 

Int. 

36 

774 

2 342 

1026 

432 

1839 

15 109 

1393 

662 

758 

13446 

125 

1319 

2678 

1359 

Total 

1252 

1237 

3 518 

1510 

1051 

6026 

20 717 

4137 

1247 

830 

26288 

569 

2 802 

4136 

2 294 

Sources: Various 
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Commercial Aircraft Movements mmisands) 

Airpoń 

Bari 

Bergamo 

Bologna 

Florence 

Genova 

Milan Linate 

Milan 
Malpensa 

Naples 

Pisa 

Rome 
Ciampino 

Rome 
Fiumicino 

Trieste 

Turin 

Venice 
Marco Polo 

Verona 

1999 

Scfted & 
Charter 

na 

19.1 

na 

na 

??.2 

68.8 

213.1 

45.8 

18.1 

7.7 

257.8 

10.6 

37.1 

54.4 

na 

Other 
Commercial 

na 

11.7 

na 

na 

0.6 

0.8 

3.1 

1.4 

1.4 

4.5 

9.8 

Neg. 

1.1 

0.5 

na 

Total 
Commercial 

13.9 

30.7 

56.1 

30.3 

22.8 

69.6 

216.2 

47.2 

19.5 

12.3 

260.6 

10.6 

38.2 

54.9 

27.9 

| 2000 

Schall & 

CliåL· 

If 
2 

í pa 

T 
. i l · 
Ί 

I 

2 

! 

6 

1.2 

1.6 

B.8 

ι μ 
II 

ρ.β 
I 

¡ h 
P 

l· 

I 

na 

Other 
Commercial 

na 

10.3 

na 

na 

0.5 

0.9 

3.4 

1.4 

1.7 

4.7 

9.8 

Neg. 

1.5 

0.9 

na 

Total 
Commercial 

19.0 

36.5 

57.2 

30.7 

21.4 

65.5 

247.6 

53.0 

20.5 

14.5 

283.4 

12.1 

46.2 

62.3 

33.8 

Sources: Various 
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Freight and Mail (Thousands of tonnes) 

Airport 

Bari 

Bergamo 

Bologna 

Florence 

Genova 

Milan Linate 

Milan 
ļ Malpensa 

Naples 

Pisa 

Rome 
Ciampino 

Rome 
Fiumicino 

Trieste 

Turin 

Venice 
Marco Polo 

Verona 

1999 

Freight 

1.6 

86.5 

14.4 

0.8 

1.4 

24.1 

245.0 

3.1 

5.9 

14.5 

144.5 

0.6 

5.1 

7.0 

1.7 

Mail 

1.5 

na 

2.9 

na 

1.5 

9.7 

5.6 

1.8 

1.2 

na 

40.7 

na 

1.8 

2.7 

0.6 

Tore/ Cargo 

3.1 

86.5 

17.3 

0,8 

2.9 

33.8 

250.6 

4.9 

7.1 

14.5 

185.2 

0.6 

6.9 

9.7 

2.3 

2000 

Freight 

2.2 

98.9 

14.6 

0.6 

1.3 

9.8 

291.0 

3.3 

5.7 

16.9 

153.3 

0.4 

5.7 

7.6 

1.5 

Matf 

2.5 

na 

3.1 

na 

1.6 

8.6 

9.9 

2.6 

1.7 

na 

48.1 

na 

2.0 

3.2 

1.0 

Tora/ Cargo 

4.7 

98.9 

17.7 

0.6 

2.9 

18.4 

300.9 

5.9 

7.4 

16.9 

201.4 

0.4 

7.7 

10.8 

2.5 

Sources: Various 
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3 Airline market 

3.1 Alitalia 

Alitalia is the national carrier of Italy, operating to domeslp and international destinations 
from bases at Rome and Milan. Including the airline's parliership agreements. Alitalia is a 
member of the SkyTeam Alliance and öflFers scheduled slllřices to over 100 international 
destinations. 

Founded in 1947 as Aerolinee Italiane Intemazionali but цДр commonly known as Alitalia, 
the airline began domestic operations on 5 May, followed b|their first international flight on 
6 July. The present name was adopted in 1957 when, with ¡tip backing if IRI (still its majority 
shareholder) the two major Italian airlines, Alitalia аш||ЬА1 merged. ATI, its mainly 
domestic subsidiary was merged into Alitalia in 1994. 

In 1998 Alitalia and KLM signed an agreement that was 'Щ\ 
the alliance agreement was unilaterally terminated by KO 
continuing problems with the development of Milan 
privatising the Italian government's remaining 53% stake 
move. In August the same year, Alitalia declared it woulc 
given to it by KLM to help pay for the development of 1 
admitted it was holding talks with both SAirGroup and Airi 
partner. In November, the Italian government conceded th^ 
share in Alitalia was now unlikely to happen in the near fiit 

Alitalia Express was founded as part of the Alitalia re: 
objective being the development of connections between 
these and the large international and inter-continental cem 
on behalf of Alitalia and ATI and Meridiana. The carrier ali 

Jded to lead to a merger. In 2000 
April, the Dutch carrier citing 

|alpensa airport and delays in 
italia as its justification for the 

iot reimburse the US$92 million 
ìnsa. In September 2000, Alitalia 
ranee in an attempt to find a new 
brivatisation of its remaining 53% 

icturing plan 19996 -2000, the 
bdium-sized airports and between 
ps. Some activities are performed 
operates charter flights. 

Alitalia Team was originally called Avianova but now incqfporated into Alitalia as a low-cost 
airline. 

3.2 Air One 

Air One is an independent Italian airline operating schedulļd services on domestic routes and 
charter flights. The airline operates over 800 flights a we Ik including daily return flights on 
the Rome Fiumicino-Milan Linate route. The Milan areals also served from Orio al Serio 
airport. Air One's domestic network also includes Tumi, Venice, Naples, Bari, Crotone, 
Pescara, Brindisi and Reggio Calabria. Charter flights afļļount for about 10% of Air One's 
business. 

ITL-6 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, mranfíeld University 
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3.3 Air Europe 

Air Europe, Italy's largest charter and leisure carrier, operates a fleet of Boeing 767-300's on 
services to various medium/long haul destinations. The airline also operates scheduled 
services. Air Europe began operations as part of the UK-based Airlines of Europe Group 
(ILG) but became wholly Italian-owned in March 1991. In the same year the airline 
introduced the Boeing 767-300ER into its fleet. On the 18th December 1997, Air Europe 
inaugurated its first scheduled flight to Havana. The company obtained traffic rights for 
scheduled services to Cuba, Mauritius and Jamaica. In November 1998 SAirGroup became a 
new shareholder with 49.9% of TEGEL, the controlling holding company. In June 2000 
SAirGroup announced that Air Europe and Italian charter airline Volare were to merge. The 
airlines' separate identities will continue for the present. 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield University ITL-7 
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Airvorts 

Ber samo Orio al Serio 

1 Ownership and organisational structure 
! Ilii 

The airport is part of Gruppo SEA (Milan Airports) that lllds a 49.8% share of Bergamo 
airport, other major shares are held by the regional govemmlĮt (13.8%) and the city authority 
(13.2%). There are another 6 shareholders holding the reiraljning 23.02 % shares. There are 
no intentions of airport privatisation in the future. Gruppo ЩА is currently in negotiations to 
have a shareholding in the new Brescia Montichiari airport. í 

The airport operator provides security, and passenger andl ramp handling services. ATC is 
provide by ENAV (state air traffic services provider). S Jpir is responsible for duty free, 
Skypark for car parking. Air Chef for catering; DHL is aj||lf-handler for cargo and Gandalf 
airlines is a self-handler for passenger traffic. 

There are currently no environment issues but a night ba 
firture. 

on operations is possible in the 

Type of airport 

Bergamo is a regional airport that caters for most marketìlegments (scheduled / charter and 
domestic / international), possibly taking advantage [of peak-hour congestion and 

environmental constraints at the two Milan airports. The 
the low-cost market with the commencement of 
considerable cargo activity due to the presence of ov< 
significant transfer / transit market at the airport. 

Traffic Data 2000 

rørt now also has its first taste of 
ŔiJnair operations. There is also 

It package airlines. There is no 

Domestic Scheduled Charter Total 
Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 219 225 11 557 230 812 
Terminal Passengers (departures) 209 501 12 742 222 243 
Transit Passengers (all airport) na na na 
Cargo (tonnes - inbound) 11048 na 11 048 
Cargo (tonnes - outbound) 7 731 na 7.731 
ATMs (arrivals+departures) 11385 520 11 905 
Aircraft movements (arrivals + departures) 12185 540 12 725 

/7L-8 Air Transport Group, School of Engineering,mranfíeld Universäy 
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International (EU) 

Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 

Terminal Passengers (departures) 

Transit Passengers (all airport) 

Cargo (tonnes - inbound) 

Cargo (tonnes - outbound) 

ATMs (arrivals+departures) 

Aircraft movements (arrivals + departures) 

Scheduled 

85 641 

89133 

na 

326 242 

418 794 

17 543 

19 043 

Charter 

132 575 

134 048 

na 

na 

na 

2 126 

2 329 

Total 

218 216 

223 M 

8 848 

326 242 

418 794 

19 669 

21342 

International (non-EU) 

Terminal Passengers (arrivals) 

Terminal Passengers (departures) 

Transit Passengers (all airport) 

Cargo (tonnes - inbound) 

Cargo (tonnes-outbound) 

ATMs (arrivals+departures) 

Aircraft movements (arrivals + departures) 

Scheduled 

22 570 

23 218 

na 

357 977 

170 628 

na 

4 483 

Charter 

143 256 

142 339 

na 

na 

na 

na 

2 185 

Total 

165 826 

165 557 

na 

357 977 

170 628 

na 

6 668 

3 Route structure and key airlines 

Air One and Volare share the domestic scheduled market while the international scheduled 
market is shared between Gandalf Airlines, Air Dolomiti and now Ryan air. Volare and 
Spanair dominate the charter market. DHL and UPS dominate the cargo market. 

4 Catchment area 

The catchment area for scheduled domestic flights is defined as being within 30 minutes 
driving time of the airport under normal conditions. The domestic market catchment overlaps 
with Milan Linate and Verona. For oHgin and destination scheduled international traffic the 
catchment area is within one-hour drive of the airport with the catchment again being shared 
with Linate and Verona. The same parameters apply for international transfer traffic. The 
catchment for international charters is up to two hours driving time from the airport, the 
catchment overlapping with that of Milan Malpensa and Verona. Bergamo is competing with 
Malpensa, Brescia and Linate for the origin / destination cargo traffic and with Lyon and 
Zagreb for the cargo transfer traffic. 

The definition of catchment areas is achieved by undertaking interviews every 2 / 3 years or 
when there are major improvements in the infrastructure. In addition, the airport operator 
organises passenger interviews (for customer satisfaction) 3 times a year in which there are 
also questions about origin and destination of each passenger. 

Air Transport Group, School of Engineering, Cranfield Univers y /71-9 
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The principle competitor to Bergamo is Milan Linate, locatili 40 km to the west and linked 
by the A4 motorway. The competing market segment is for Jlheduled traffic from a common 
catchment area. 

The second competitor is Verona located 100km to thé) 
motorway. The competing market segment is charter and ι 
having a common catchment area for Brescia and charter tra 

I 
Í 
I 

Lastly, Milan Malpensa, located 75 km to the north-west or 
a common catchment area for charter passengers to / from : 

6 Current and future investment plans 

The major investment programmes in the last few γ 
passenger terminal and a new runway lighting system. Tj 
€40 million and the funding was self-financing with no gov© 

Future planned investment programmes include: 

New cargo apron (€15.5 million) 
Office building for DHL (€13.1 million) 
Extension to apron for passenger aircraft (€12.4 

Of the funding required for the above projects, 98% wil 
will be from government (Section 9) 

There have been no relevant surface infrastructure pro; 
recent years, however, in the future there will be a new m 
increase from 2 up to 6 new access points at the airport tj 
will be evaluated and there are other future projects. The 
at €51.65 million and this will be funded by local govei 
are in charge of provincial road construction. The airpoļ: 
has not been finalised. 

7 Airport charges 

Airport charges include take-off, landing, passenger ser 
security. ATC charges are paid direct to the service pre 
MTOW. Until 2002, the government, with the exceptie 
charges. The charges are the same for all airlines. Startir 

st and also linked by the A4 
leduled traffic primarily due to 
: to Lake Garda. 

ie other side of Milan, again has 
łan. 

have been extensions to the 
cost of this was equivalent to 

lent support. 

H 
self-financing and the other 2% 

ies linked to airport access in 
for the cargo traffic area only, an 

the possibility of a rail link 
)ject cost of the road is estimated 
lent (Province of Bergamo) who 

ly make a contribution but this 

5, aircraft parking, air bridges and 
¡der. Airside charges are based on 
I of air bridge charges, decided all 
(from 2002 charges will be revised 
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by each airport taking into account traffic levels and airport costs. The charges still have to be 

approved by government. 

In the future, discounts will be available for airlines based on traffic volume (possible interest 
to the low-cost airlines) and discounts will be available for handling charges in the case of 
long-term contracts. 

8 Financial performance 

Depreciation is based on straight line, for the folio wing typical depreciation periods: 

Terminal and buildings 25 years 

Runways, taxiways and aprons 30 years 
Plant and machinery 3-10 years 
Terminal / airport systems 5 years 
Vehicles, equipment 4 - 8 years 

The following Table gives a summary of the profit and loss account for 1998 - 2000 in 
Million Euro. Note that there is no information on security costs, this is included elsewhere. 
Corporation tax of 40% is paid on earnings. Also a special concession fee is paid to the 
Government, this has just been renewed until 2042. 

Year ending 

Aeronautical income 

Concession income 

Other income 

Total income 

Staff costs 

Security costs 

Policing costs 

Depreciation 

Other costs 

Tora/ cosřs 

Operaiing proñ 

Interest received 

Interest paid 

Extraordinary items 

Pre-tax ргоШ 

Taxation 

Afer profit 

Dividends paid 

Retained profít 

2000 

25.81 

4.53 

2.14 

32.48 

8.45 

na 

0.00 

8.50 

9.84 

26.79 

5.69 

0.00 

0.14 

0.49 

6.03 

2.43 

3.60 

0.00 

3.60 

f999 

21.08 

3.42 

2.07 

26.57 

7.42 

na 

0.00 

6.96 

8.00 

22.38 

4.19 

0.07 

0.00 

0.27 

4.53 

1.97 

2.56 

0.00 

2.56 

f998 

15.20 

2.30 

1.74 

Ï9.25 

6.41 

na 

0.00 

4.04 

5.16 

í 5.62 

3.63 

0.45 

0.00 

0.04 

4.11 

2.05 

2.06 

0.00 

2.06 
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9 Sources of funding 

Most funding sources are in-house although the use of ex 

the future. 

funding may be possible in 

10 Public funding issues 

There are no public funding issues. 
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